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Unit 1

1Unit

(Dictation)

@�F�..............................................................���	I ['/\ ..............................................................

.8�* ] [���..............................................................� 3G��-..............................................................

['FI..............................................................�G�\�8 ..............................................................

���& Q� ���� ..............................................................^�2S8 L*%..............................................................

.:
� ] [J_�..............................................................V'��� ] L�'�� ..............................................................

R2	��..............................................................�`:� ] �S a� a&..............................................................

����b Q� XM0� ..............................................................6�Y
�� Q� 'G���..............................................................

c���4..............................................................��b� d?I�  ..............................................................

e�5..............................................................C^��� 9��:��..............................................................

�MF&.............................................................. 9�f�..............................................................

+��'- �8�J..............................................................1�2G�'�..............................................................

.(	��.............................................................. C��(�..............................................................

g?*..............................................................Q�* �S�:&..............................................................

X:�.............................................................. �'� ] LG*..............................................................

[���� ..............................................................6�'25 ..............................................................

1���h�..............................................................i�$"�I�..............................................................

�G
&..............................................................j?S*..............................................................

i�'k..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

L:4 i�< lG(F�.................................................................................................................................................. m�
��� Q�*
d�'- ?� X(�..............................................................�G���� @���S� O��S�..........................................................

@G	��� '& Q�*..................................................................................................................................................  �G/R����
E����..................................................................................................................................................  Q�� 'G$�

.��(�� ]nS���..................................................................................................................................................  @& �G
���
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1

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1   According to the timetable, the next bus ...................... at 10 am.
a) will leave       b) leaves    c) is going to leave d) is leaving

2   He ...................... me the details after he meets the boss.
a) tells         b) will tell       c) going to tell  d) is telling

3   We ...................... a new car, we have prepared everything.
a) will buy       b) are going to buy c) are buying       d) buy

4   My grandfather ...................... 73 years next May.
a) was  b) will be c) is  d) is going to be

5   I ...................... to Luxor for three days. Now I just need to buy a ticket.
a) will go  b) am going c) am going to go d) go

6   The ...................... of the Nile sat 101 in 1998 was a great event watched by most Egyptians.
a) launch b) larch c) lunch d) leash

7   The cyclist went out of the race because the ...................... of his bike wheel have been damaged.
a) spices b) spikes c) sparks d) spokes

8   ......................, the government is starting great projects to provide more jobs.
a) Current b) Currency c) Currently d) Currant

9   We celebrated the 33rd ...................... of the October War last year.
a) memorial b) university c) universe   d) anniversary

10   Her ...................... in life was to help homeless children get a better life.
a) pressure b) mission c) impression d) feature

2  Find the mistake and correct it in each of the following sentences:

1  Tomorrow afternoon I fly to London. I got the tickets. (……………)
2  Amany is going to be 18 next month. (……………)
3  Look out! This branch is breaking down. (……………)
4  The more efforts you do, the most successful you will become. (……………)
5  The attraction on the moon is much less than it is on earth. (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Hard work is the key to success. The doctor can succeed in curing patients when he is 

honest and works hard. If the farmer works hard, food production will increase and there won’t 
be food shortage. If the worker works hard, we’ll produce more goods and we’ll export too. So, 
hard work leads to success in every field of life.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U�(G(- D20GI �&  C�*'I >	"�  � 3GS�*  �%�G5 6�Y
��  �-�GI @* o��F��  C�/ •
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 2

2Unit

(Dictation)

   �M$��..............................................................  >��$�&..............................................................

   '&�#&..............................................................    ��Y-..............................................................

    9��<..............................................................   p����..............................................................

Q�* !W��.............................................................. 'k�	� ]+'k�	&..............................................................

  E�
�-�..............................................................    Q��G5..............................................................

  �$��	&..............................................................      '$�..............................................................

   L�:�..............................................................       l-..............................................................

  QSI�..............................................................� ��G8 !�:�& ..............................................................

l��M�&.............................................................. �I�G���..............................................................

 9�S�<�..............................................................    n2M�..............................................................

q� lF���..............................................................     .�(�..............................................................

 XM���..............................................................!f�	&..............................................................

      �W��..............................................................  L�M��..............................................................

   �$<J ..............................................................    �&?*..............................................................

 � 3G�?5�..............................................................Q���� rJ�� ..............................................................

Q:G2b..............................................................    s�F�..............................................................

  +��Y-..............................................................L*��& ]l��..............................................................

  +����&..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

j?b=� Q�* ] � ����..................................................tM�& �< �S/..........................................................

�	�& Q�* >2���� !��..................................................���8 Q� L<;�..........................................................

.��(& n���..................................................� ��G8 � �SG�:� Q(���..........................................................

��2��8 nY�..................................................@& t(��..........................................................

@& t(��..................................................X$�"�..........................................................
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2
 

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1   The news of the plane crash in Italy ...................... frustrating.
a) was b) were c) are d) have been

2   I haven’t made ...................... mistakes in the exercise, so I will get the best marks.
a) any b) some c) no d) much

3   Can I have ...................... more sugar in my coffee, please?
a) an b) some c) many d) one

4   Ten kilometres ...................... a long distance for an ordinary man to run.
a) have b) been c) are d) is

5   ...................... pupils were absent yesterday because of the bad weather.
a) Many b) Little c) Much d) Few

6   Anthony Hope went to Oxford University, where he studied ...................... .
a) classical b) classifications c) classic d) classics

7   He is a ...................... man. He has got a lot of property and money.
a) wealth b) worthy c) wealthy d) healthy

8   ...................... is entertainment to help people forget their worries.
a) Escapist b) Escapism c) Escaping d) Escape

9   Ahmed Murad has become a successful writer of modern Egyptian  ...................... .
a) fiction b) fictional c) friction d) fraction

10   The newly married couple went to Africa looking for ...................... .
a) adventures b) adventure c) adventurer d) adventurous

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  Homeless children should lose the right to a better life. (……………)
2  The good news are that Fatma had twin baby girls.      (……………)
3  Lots of people wants to spend their summer holiday on the beach. (……………)
4  The opening of the new project took place like planned.     (……………)
5  Seham is having many trouble with her car.  (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Just as sleep is necessary for our body similarly holidays are important for relaxation and 

change.  Holidays give us a break from our routine and help us to refresh ourselves and go back 
to work with renewed energy.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U>G�  uG:�  [;��  nS��S��  �G:���  +��4 �`��F��  v0(��  QM:� •
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 3

3Unit

(Dictation)

wJ'
&x�-��..............................................................+�\..............................................................

y�'h..............................................................['
- J���..............................................................

s���..............................................................w6��'�/x����..............................................................

p�	�...............................................................W�I..............................................................

zY�..............................................................'�0	&..............................................................

�&�S�..............................................................[���..............................................................

��0&..............................................................���b  �MF&..............................................................

'M$	�..............................................................J���&..............................................................

C�G*] nG��	�..............................................................���� ] nGY� ]���
�..............................................................

C7��..............................................................�GS/..............................................................

J�7� ]�S�..............................................................!F�..............................................................

DMI..............................................................C��:�..............................................................

Q�� E�F��..............................................................'
F�..............................................................

y����� ] i7	���..............................................................wv�h x QW��'�/..............................................................

@� ..............................................................���b ..............................................................

����8 s��-�..............................................................�{G2��..............................................................

��7�..............................................................�G��� ����'- ���b..............................................................

J��&..............................................................vG5�..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

��|� 'S���..................................................qq� .4�&..........................................................

   1�f-?& C���.................................................. wD�&x m?M�I� .S:� 9�(�..........................................................

@G	��� @G�?& '2*..................................................���M�� 'G��� 1�J�*..........................................................

�
	���..................................................�2�	� ��7�..........................................................

l�#�..................................................@& �%��..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1   ...................... is the force produced when two things push against each other.

a) Pressure b) Treasure c) Measure d) Leisure
2   Lava from volcanoes are originally metals and rock in a ...................... form.

a) melt b) molten c) melted d) malt
3   I suggest we ...................... the bill as it is very expensive to pay at a time.

a) split b) spilt c) spelt d) spoilt
4   Scientists believe that the sun’s energy will ...................... for another five billion years.

a) last b) lost c) list d) lest
5   You can turn gas into ...................... by putting it into great pressure.

a) solid b) vapour c) liquid d) gas
6   Doctors ...................... to test many drugs for liver diseases.

a) has wanted b) wants c) want d) are wanting
7   Hydroelectic energy ...................... in big dams such as the High Dam. 

a) produced b) are produced c) produce d) is produced
8   Modern machines ...................... water to farmers’ fields nowadays.

a) pumps b) is pumping c) is pumped d) pump
9   Heat from underground ...................... to produce geothermal energy.

a) uses b) is used c) use d) is using
10   Rainforests ...................... in areas with too much rain in Asia and South America.

a) grow b) is growing c) grown d) is grown

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:
1  The High Dam generate hydroelectric power. (……………)
2  Smoking don’t allowed in the lecture hall.  (……………)
3  Are you wanting to speak to the boss now?  (……………)
4  Many companies are beginning to invest in renewed energy.  (……………)
5  The government is planning for more energy stations all over Egypt.  (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
The fuels in the earth: coal, oil and gas are being used up. Atomic energy will someday take 

their place. But it is still too expensive for everyday use in many parts of the world where power 

is needed right now.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

UQ��F��  ����  Q�  '0& >8���  � �'G2/  ����F�  ���M��  'G���  '2�:� •
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 4

4Unit

(Dictation)

r9�F&..............................................................la�' }& ]l aF� }&..............................................................

'$� ��J ]'h��..............................................................Q���	�..............................................................

���F4..............................................................1�J�*..............................................................

Q&��..............................................................Q-]�(M	&..............................................................

+�G0�..............................................................�S��� ���&..............................................................

C���:S��..............................................................J���..............................................................

nS��&..............................................................E�:& ]tI��&..............................................................

9'�F&..............................................................1��(�:&..............................................................

QI�GI..............................................................C'�..............................................................

nGM�..............................................................y�'&..............................................................

QW���..............................................................Q��(~..............................................................

+��J�..............................................................�'F&..............................................................

Q8\�S�..............................................................��~..............................................................

[�G�(�..............................................................p�'5 ]g'���..............................................................

����� ..............................................................��M� ]@�F� ..............................................................

[�(�..............................................................��&..............................................................

�2��..............................................................X(`& 'G�..............................................................

�G:���..............................................................t���'��..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

q/ ���"& >�
	� l(F�..................................................� �*��4 Q� L2I..........................................................

q� +��� �� � �8\�S� 9�(�..................................................9�'�-� .G��/..........................................................

q� E�F��..................................................q� @&_&..........................................................

q� 9�����..................................................Q� g'���..........................................................
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4

 

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1   I don’t like the patterns of his clothes. It’s ...................... and dated.

a) new b) contemporary c) modern  d) old fashioned
2   Using the computer too much often ...................... me a headache.

a) has b) does c) gives d) makes
3   My friend Ahmed has a nice ...................... of old and rare stamps.

a) collect b) collective c) collector d) collection
4   Shakespeare’s works ...................... him as the greatest writer in English literature.

a) founded b) improved c) established d) built
5   More work should be done to help the poor and the ...................... .

a) disabled b) able c) abled d) enabled
6   I ...................... reading novels since I was a young child.

a) enjoy b) was enjoying c) enjoyed d) have enjoyed
7   As soon as I ...................... a story, I sent it to the magazine editor. 

a) was finishing b) had finished c) finishing d) finish
8   I ...................... at six o’clock yesterday evening.

a) was sleeping b) slept c) have slept  d) sleep
9   They saw the fighting people while ...................... home.

a) were driving b) drove c) driving d) drive
10   While she ...................... her homework, she was listening to music.

a) were doing  b) was doing c) did  d) doing

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  She played the piano since the age of six and she still plays every day. (……………)
2  Our school was opening exactly 25 years ago today.    (……………)
3  Twenty million people saw the new film already. (……………)
4  Did you used to play with dolls? (……………)
5  Many regions in Cairo are old and have a magical charm (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
It was in the Arab world where people first developed the system of writing; scientific 

advances were also developed. Rich cultures like Ancient Egypt, began in this region. The Arab 

culture has had many influences that shaped it. 

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U���  @G
(`S��  J�:�  O�(�  .�  ��G�  @G�?S��  V�F4� J�:�  �&�  +��Y- O�(�  % •
.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 5

5Unit

(Dictation)

.�� �S�'8..............................................................+'/�;�� C��(�..............................................................

Q�'h..............................................................��~� !��*..............................................................

9�I..............................................................�S�'��� VJ� ..............................................................

   ��'�&..............................................................LG(	� ]'
-..............................................................

. �M}�..............................................................C�'{
�� +�G0&..............................................................

�GI��8..............................................................+J�G(�� '(& ]7/'&..............................................................

!�G� >2�$&..............................................................�G0�h ]���<..............................................................

E�I�� ^��8..............................................................+6�'�..............................................................

V'-..............................................................�7�..............................................................

�Y*..............................................................C��(�..............................................................

�G	b�..............................................................6�/\..............................................................

�Sf	&..............................................................g a'F }& ]y2�'&..............................................................

�FG0� ]�G4��..............................................................L�;&..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions
���J�� EJ�2��..................................................q� � �(GS* � �'~R� '~R��..........................................................

�S�'8 L"�'�..................................................+'G#4 @I Q�..........................................................

nGS��� �$<��..................................................�S�'��� .- Q�* .S:�..........................................................

e�0�� l��..................................................Q� E�#$&..........................................................

@& E��5..................................................@& g'F&..........................................................

 
5

 

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1   My sister is so ...................... that she can’t ask her teacher any questions.

a) ashamed b) shy c) spy  d) secret
2   The main ...................... of the bank robbery was discovered through a hidden camera.

a) agent  b) pioneer c) suspect d) publisher
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3   We saw a lot of photographs, but we couldn’t ...................... the man we’d met.

a) identify b) publish  c) advertise d) invent

4   The young man was set free because his lawyer could prove that he was ...................... .

a) innocent  b) guilty  c) criminal  d) shy

5   Sherlock Holmes stories are examples of successful crime ...................... .

a) fiction b) faction  c) fraction d) friction

6   It ...................... that archaeologists have found a new Pyramid at Saqqara.

a) reported b) has reported  c) is reporting d) has been reported

7   I don’t mind ...................... by people.

a) being helped b) helping c) being helping d) am helped

8   A famous tennis player is believed to ...................... after a city centre road accident.

a) be hurt b) hurt c) have hurt d) is hurt

9   The Mousetrap ...................... as a radio play in 1947.

a) wrote b) was written c) has been written d) is written

10   English and Arabic ...................... in most tourist offices.

a) are speaking b) is spoken  c) is speaking d) are spoken

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  This year’s prize for poetry fiction has won by a young man. (……………)

2  It now know that Egypt was visited by increasing numbers of visitors last year. (……………)
3  Care should take when working on electrical equipment.  (……………)
4  Robbery is the crime of deliberately killing someone. (……………)
5  A mouse track is the oldest way to catch mice and it is still effective. (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 

The mobile phone is one of the most fabulous inventions of the present time. It is of great 

importance for many people like doctors, businessmen and others. On the other hand, a lot of 

people misuse it, so it may become a waste of time and money.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U�S�'����  X	:��  ��$���  Q��  �����  [J_�  !��:��  Q�  ���M2��  E�:&  m�
���  C�  �
	��  6�S�*  ['� •
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 6

6Unit

(Dictation)

'�$�� j����.............................................................. 1�2	�� �G8����� +'$(��..............................................................

E�M�..............................................................m7	� ]v�����..............................................................

J��&..............................................................1��J� ] 1%�..............................................................

j�	�..............................................................��M&..............................................................

t#Y�..............................................................LG����..............................................................

@Fh �G:�..............................................................�����..............................................................

.�7&..............................................................�
	��..............................................................

R��& ] [�R&..............................................................L�F�..............................................................

��'�..............................................................d'�$& ]nW�h..............................................................

v�S�..............................................................'&��..............................................................

�SG�..............................................................1�7G��� ]1��:&..............................................................

X:�..............................................................J�SI..............................................................

'�$�� j����..............................................................Q��/ ]QS��*..............................................................

6�5'��..............................................................1�SG�:�..............................................................

�h'�..............................................................�GI .S*..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

Q� @�F��..................................................1�SG�:� �*�S�&..........................................................

�&�* �
0�..................................................@G���(�� X����..........................................................

w@G:& C�"& Q�x '(���..................................................� ���':& �� �&�5 9�(�..........................................................

@& .�7�..................................................nM(�..........................................................

q/ 9�����..................................................@& n	0�..........................................................
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6

 
1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1   Artists use turpentine to help them ...................... any unwanted paint.
a) improve b) move c) remove d) prove

2   Dentists always advise children to use ...................... regularly.
a) tooth varnish  b) nail varnish   c) tooth paint  d) toothpaste 

3   To help our country, we should all be ...................... members of society.
a) product b) protect c) productive d) production

4   The hard outside part of a tree is called the ...................... .                                
a) park   b) brake   c) barking    d) bark 

5   ...................... are the flat green parts at the ends of the branches of a tree.   
a) Loaves    b) Leaves   c) Chlorophyll d) Fruits

6   If you ...................... enough sleep, you won’t be able to concentrate better.
a) don’t get b) won’t get c) haven’t got d) wouldn’t get

7   If the weather ...................... fine, I usually take my children to parks.
a) is b) has been c) was d) were

8   The little boy will break the toy if he ...................... from the window.
a) have thrown b) threw c) throws d) had thrown

9   If you hurry now, you ...................... the bus.
a) will catch b) would catch c) catch d) must have caught

10   If I watch TV for a long time, I always ...................... a headache.
a) will get b) would get c) get d) must get

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  He will meet the headmaster if he will go to school tomorrow.  (……………)
2  If Ali phones, told him that I’ll be back in 10 minutes.  (……………)
3  If you don’t water these plants soon, they die.  (……………)
4  Goalkeepers wear supper gloves to help them catch balls. (……………)
5  It isn’t easy to excrete oil from plants such as olives and cotton . (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Much of the wildlife on earth could not exist without trees. In addition to releasing oxygen 

into the air for animals to breathe, trees provide homes and food for many animals. Trees 
are also important because they provide shelter from the wind and enrich the soil with their 
decaying leaves.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U!��:��  Q�  Q5�	S��  'G#���  1?"$& @& ��7�  �GW���I%�  1���#��  nM�  C� •
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 7

7Unit

(Dictation)

C�	�..............................................................O�I� ]+�*��..............................................................

V�;8..............................................................['�4 ��F	&..............................................................

C��(�..............................................................L/�� ]'���&..............................................................

	SI� ] ���I'5..............................................................+'W���� 'M�..............................................................

p�	���..............................................................6QY�..............................................................

��b�'2&�..............................................................!��..............................................................

Q�����..............................................................��~�..............................................................

��M� ]@�F�..............................................................j�0� % ] J��� 'G�..............................................................

�7�..............................................................Q�4�..............................................................

t5..............................................................@G:& ]e�5..............................................................

'I..............................................................������ �G:�..............................................................

LG/'� ]6�	�..............................................................1�F�..............................................................

�G$�..............................................................1�	b���&..............................................................

j�
��� l$� ]'
F�..............................................................[���..............................................................

nW�� ]'G`&..............................................................��F	& ] .W�&..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

Q�* 'G~R� >�..................................................nM�� Q�� nM(�..........................................................

Q�� >��b .0�..................................................'�0�� Q� '
F�..........................................................

�'�S�� L/'�..................................................�M5 !I'�..........................................................

q� ����..................................................q� V�;8..........................................................

q� '/;�..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  Before the Cairo Metro, ...................... in Cairo faced a hard time to and from work. 
a) commuters b) commutes c) communicators d) compensators

2  ...................... the metro line from Imbaba to Cairo Airport would save a lot of time. 
a) Tunnelling b) Sailing c) Swimming d) Diving

3  The whole thing sounds like a ...................... engineering project. It can’t have been cheap.
a) mass b) massive c) misses d) masses

4  The underground is an ...................... in Egypt’s future as a centre for tourism and business.
a) investor b) investment  c) investing d) invest

5  Many statues of the pharaohs were ...................... out of fine stones like marble. 
a) built  b) dug  c) carved  d) curved

6  My father ...................... walked to work this morning. His car is still in the garage.
a) can’t have b) mustn’t have c) must have d) should have

7  He spends so much money. He ...................... be rich.
a) can’t  b) shouldn’t c) must  d) should

8  You ...................... finished that book already. You bought it only yesterday and it is very long.
a) can’t have b) mustn’t have c) must have d) should have

9  I can’t find the theatre tickets. They ...................... fallen out of my pocket.
a) can’t have b) mustn’t have c) may have d) should have

10  He ...................... taken the underground, but he preferred the bus.
a) could have b) mustn’t have c) might have d) shouldn’t have

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  Agriculture is the study of designing buildings or machines. (……………)
2  The statue of the king stands on a large round basis. (……………)
3  Ali was not at the meeting. He must have read my e-mail.  (……………)
4  He couldn’t have catch the last bus already.   (……………)
5  There can’t have been a sandstorm. The streets are covered in sand. (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
The River Nile was the highway that joined Egyptian villages and cities together. Up until 

the nineteenth century, travel by land was virtually unknown. Ships and boats were the main 

means of transporting people and goods around the country.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U�`��F���  �S��(��  ;�:W�'��  �GI�	���  E�S*��  @&  'G`"��  '0& y��S� •
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 8

8Unit

(Dictation)

E�2(&..............................................................'(� ]i'�:�..............................................................

��2��%�..............................................................���k ]'�f&..............................................................

�"$�..............................................................�G��\ +'GI..............................................................

�S�'8..............................................................m�'4..............................................................

'"	��� ]��'�..............................................................!W�J ."$�..............................................................

QW���..............................................................�	�&..............................................................

Q*'h 'G�..............................................................Q��:��..............................................................

���4�..............................................................9'�F&..............................................................

XM���..............................................................�G4�..............................................................

� 3G�?5�..............................................................9�f����..............................................................

7GGS� ] .GY
�..............................................................Q*�S�8�..............................................................

.G�J..............................................................Q8\�S�..............................................................

���S-..............................................................��'$2��..............................................................

�?4=�..............................................................[�'�� C�G2�I�..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

@�F��..................................................+��4 @�-� Q� ��2�..........................................................

@G*�2I� ./ +'&..................................................��'I�� Q$
�..........................................................

Q�* V���� ['��..................................................q� 9�S�<� >���..........................................................

Q� oF�..................................................���� i'0��..........................................................

CR$� �M�&..................................................@�F��� %..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  Teaching ...................... hasn’t become  attractive to young men nowadays.                                       

a) confession  b) admission c) trade d) profession
2  Our new manager has a strong ...................... . He has control over the department.                    

a) personal b) personality c) personally  d) personnel
3  Many of Agatha Christie’s novels were in the ...................... list of its time. 

a) shock b) best-seller c) valuable d) bargain
4  Someone was trying to ...................... the actor with old pictures of him.

a) blackmail b) appear c) commit d) knock
5  You have to ...................... you are sorry for what you’ve done.

a) approve b) remove c) improve d) prove
6  He told the police that he always ...................... the doors and windows to avoid being burgled.

a) locks b) lock c) locked d) was locking
7  Ramy says that when he was young, he never ...................... attention to his parents’ advice.

a) is paying b) paid c) pays d) pay
8  Tamer asked me if ...................... use my phone.

a) could he b) he can c) can he d) he could
9  Ahmed denied that he ...................... my computer.

 a) had used b) using c) having used d) hadn’t used
10  He asked the students to leave quietly when they .......................

a) finish b) had finished c) have finished d) would finish

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  At first he denied stealing the money but he later indebted it. (……………)
2  It’s only human creature to want the best for your children. (……………)
3  Ahmed’s grandmother left him a big house in her wall. (……………)
4  Belal told me that he won’t be able to see me that afternoon because he had a lot to do. (……………)
5  He said that they have gone to the supermarket the previous day. (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Young men, nowadays, don’t know how to spend their leisure time profitably. They often 

waste their time keeping company with bad people who spoil their character. They sometimes 

fall into bad habits which may ruin their health and make them lead a miserable life.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U>��G*� ����7S�  nS��S��  +��4 �":�  [;��  �<  Q:�����  VJ�� •
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 9

9Unit

(Dictation)

wC�/'2��x ��`�..............................................................i�
���..............................................................

�8��..............................................................X�"�]i��5]i��/..............................................................

s�F�..............................................................���..............................................................

wJ'
&x+'<�k..............................................................j'2��..............................................................

���h..............................................................s�F�..............................................................

�
M�..............................................................'MS�� ��(I..............................................................

��- 6�& n2�..............................................................Q��	8..............................................................

�:G2b..............................................................�G��
	� j�� �:h�..............................................................

C�&R�..............................................................v�S�..............................................................

+'$� ] ��8..............................................................i�
���..............................................................

s���/..............................................................���..............................................................

j'2��............................................................................................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

Q�� +'h�2& 'f	�..................................................[\_� ] 'Y�..........................................................

'M��� O�	�� �':�..................................................DY�� ]'�f�..........................................................

Q� ./�$& >���..................................................'�7� 'M&..........................................................

@& �;F�..................................................�
M	�..........................................................

q� 'G�
� ] �'h..................................................q� ���..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  They’ve offered me a room until I can find something more ...................... .
a) permanent b) violent c) temporary d) occasional

2  This computer program is designed for people with poor eye ...................... .
a) site b) insight c) sight d) slightness

3  A ...................... is a hole in the Earth from which hot water can rise.
a) well b) spring c) geyser d) fountain

4  People’s skin goes darker because of ......................
a) infrared rays b) ultraviolet rays c) sun rays d) beams

5  ...................... is a long period when there is no rain and people don’t have enough water.
a) Hurricane  b) Drought c) Rainfall d) Starvation

6  An injury to the goalkeeper ...................... him to leave the pitch.
a) made   b) let  c) encouraged d) caused

7  If it had been an eclipse, the sky ...................... dark.
a) would have gone b) will go  c) might go d) should go

8  If the sun didn’t give heat and light, there ...................... any life on Earth.
a) won’t be b) may not be c) wouldn’t be d) can’t be

9  If there ...................... clouds in the sky tonight, you will not be able to see the moon.
a) had been b) were c) are d) have been

10  What would happen if a huge storm ...................... the coast of Egypt?
a) hits  b) would hit c) hit  d) would have hit

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  The ship sank while sailing in a northern direction towards the island. (……………)
2  Violence in the streets of Egypt is a strange panorama. (……………)
3  Unless my father’s help, I wouldn’t have passed my exams.  (……………)
4  He could help you now if he is a doctor.  (……………)
5  If he weren’t lazy, he wouldn’t have failed his last exams. (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Scientists work hard to predict major disasters and avoid as much damage as possible. 

With all the technology available, it’s become easier to predict major storms and other weather 
related natural disasters. But there are still natural disasters that come up rather unexpectedly, 
such as earthquakes, landslides, or even volcanic eruptions.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U!��:��  E�- c�	S��  Q�* '~_�  �{GI ��~�  Q��  �G*�	0��  �M$���  �:�  [J_� •
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 10

10Unit

(Dictation)

[;#�..............................................................��?5..............................................................

6���..............................................................Q��b'I..............................................................

.��(��..............................................................��G��..............................................................

Q�����..............................................................6�GSG/ !��*]Q��G4..............................................................

XGY�..............................................................'"��� �'&..............................................................

Q
5 ]QW'& 'G�..............................................................Q{G�..............................................................

'2���..............................................................Q�* L�#��..............................................................

Q�S$�� 9�f	��..............................................................�G�S*..............................................................

�*��&..............................................................v0���..............................................................

� 3�'f�..............................................................l��M}�..............................................................

9�f����...............................................................S:&..............................................................

oF�..............................................................��'f�..............................................................

p��:� ] g?*..............................................................��M��..............................................................

�GS/..............................................................7�	� ]l(F�..............................................................

�:8�'&..............................................................L��"�..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

6����� Q� l�M	�..................................................>��-�Sb l(F�..........................................................

� ���$�/� l(F�..................................................Q�* ��̀ F� ['��..........................................................

n8�'�..................................................C^��� Q� J�J7�..........................................................

C�F�&%� Q� � ��G8 [J_�..................................................� ���'� ;���..........................................................

'G0� �� Q�..................................................q� ��'f� '2���..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  If you don’t turn the taps off, you can waste a huge ...................... of water in a short time.

a) quality b) number c) amount d) a moment 
2  I am eating less than usual because I don’t want to ...................... too much weight.

a) achieve b) earn c) acquire d) gain
3  His greatest ...................... was to become the captain of the national team when he was 16.

a) improvement b) ambitions c) achievement d) achieve
4  To ...................... in something means to work on a particular subject.

a) special b) specialise c) private d) stress
5  Scientists often do experiments to prove a particular ...................... .

a) solution b) way c) theory d) method
6  I wish I ...................... where I left my Jacket.

a) know b) could know c) had known d) knew
7  I wish I ...................... a king.

a)  would be b) am c) had been d) were
8  My sister wishes she ...................... hard when she was at school.

a) worked b) works c) has worked d) had worked
9  I wish our team ...................... the next match.

a) could win b) had won c) would win d) won
10  What I said yesterday upset my close friend, I wish I ...................... so.

a) wouldn’t say b) didn’t say c) haven’t said d) hadn’t said

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  We can grow plants in a put. (……………)
2  Helmot found that the tree had gained a huge quantity of weight. (……………)
3  If only she saw the doctor earlier, he could have saved her. (……………)
4  Mona didn’t get a good grade. She wishes she worked harder. (……………)
5  I am sorry I don’t know how to use the computer. If only I had known how to use it. (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Trees are beautiful and useful gifts of nature. They are great friends of man. Trees give us 

flowers, fruits, timber, bamboo, fuels, etc. We can rest under the cool shade of a tree. Trees 

prevent soil erosion. They protect us from severe weather.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U.&�:S�� Q� '��� �� L�"� C�� ��	"�� ,�/':S�� ��� Q� '���  ��  L�"�  V�'F��  ��/  Q��S��  Q� •
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 11

11Unit

(Dictation)

.��S� ] �G��&..............................................................lG�J..............................................................

Q�* �2(�..............................................................9����..............................................................

'��F&..............................................................��(}�..............................................................

6['�..............................................................@�F���..............................................................

[���..............................................................9'�&..............................................................

� �I�I�..............................................................�2��..............................................................

�F�� 6���...............................................................S:�� D��4..............................................................

��'�*�..............................................................J��-..............................................................

���G5..............................................................Q-'�& L��/..............................................................

@GS~ ]!G�..............................................................9�(���..............................................................

uG8..............................................................�*��&..............................................................

�2GM5..............................................................+'&�#&..............................................................

@�I..............................................................Q�* i':��..............................................................

�GF�..............................................................!���..............................................................

C�I'�..............................................................Q�* �'�:�..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

�� 9����..................................................9�(��%� Q� �2��..........................................................

q� J��-..................................................@���� @& V'��..........................................................

�
���& j'M�..................................................�(`�� E�	�..........................................................

+�GF�� [�& @���� Q�� .I'�..................................................q� � ���'�*�..........................................................

>G�* ��F� X��&..................................................j�
�% .4���..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  He decided to take his ...................... from those who oppressed him.

a) revenge b) revenue c) avenue d) return
2  Dumas’ novels weren’t all ...................... accurate.

a) historically b) historian c) historic d) historical
3  My little brother looked with .................... at my new computer game. He wished he had had it.

a) devil b) evil c) envy d) vanity
4  After 5 years’ of ...................... , the criminal wanted to live as an honest man.

a) imprison b) impression c) management d) imprisonment
5  She is so clever that she is in the .................... situation of being able to choose her future career.

a) envy b) envious c) malice d) enviable
6  By the time he was 12, my brother ...................... three languages.

a) learnt b) had been learning c) had learnt d) has been learning
7  He ...................... for only three weeks so he failed his driving test.

a) had driven b) had been driving c) had driven d) has been driving
8  By the time she finished writing her report, she ...................... six cups of tea.

a) had drunk b) was drinking c) had been drinking d) have drunk
9  Mona was tired yesterday because she ...................... for the test all day.

a) revised b) had been revising c) had revised d) revising
10  The little children’s clothes were dirty because they ...................... in the park all day.

a) were playing b) had been playing c) had played d) played

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  Alexander Dumas lived alone childhood. (……………)
2  I really prove of my friend’s opinion of our local team. (……………)
3  I will help you with your facial  problems. (……………)
4  My father was exhausted as he had fixed the car for about three hours. (……………)
5  Alaa had taught at the university for more than a year before he left for Asia. (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
The feeling of Patriotism is important for the Freedom of a Country. A patriotic person will 

always be ready to sacrifice his life for the love of his country. We must love our country; at the 

same time we must not hate others.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U6Qh ./ Q� .Y���� ��G��� C�"� C� +J�* QS	� y�� Q< !��(�� VJ�� +6�'� �GS<� C� •
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 12

12Unit

(Dictation)

'�
& ]XI��..............................................................����� V�:��..............................................................

s��-��� '5�^..............................................................L	���..............................................................

��M�..............................................................d��I..............................................................

X�_�..............................................................�G
��� ]+�W��..............................................................

n�$& ]��<..............................................................���$& v�h..............................................................

V����..............................................................J�0-..............................................................

!��:&..............................................................X4�..............................................................

.G~�S�..............................................................7GGS� ]j'�..............................................................

��G"$� ]m�	�..............................................................L/�&..............................................................

1�2/'&..............................................................QSG���..............................................................

s�-..............................................................7GS&..............................................................

Q2:h..............................................................��M��..............................................................

E�2M�� j�� ]��2b..............................................................m�	��..............................................................

�G��{�&..............................................................q� .
�F�..............................................................

n��&]���"& ]C�"&..............................................................Q�� 7&'� ]!�:�..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

q� '~R��..................................................� ���< l(F�..........................................................

��	"S& >�:��..................................................>�S* 7�	�..........................................................

nS��� ].��(��..................................................C� �	�G��{�& ����..........................................................

�(�'M�� �
	�..................................................��&�	G� E�
b|� Q	#�..........................................................

C�"& Q�� C�"& @& X����..................................................��2�*%� Q� y�\ � �:���..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  Mothers usually sing ...................... to sleep.

a) babies b) for babies c) at babies d) to babies
2  You can buy this shirt in ...................... colours.

a) valueless b) various c) vary d) variety
3  It is ...................... to drive dangerously especially in towns or cites.

a) responsible b) interesting c) responsibility d) irresponsible
4  ...................... can be dangerous so they shouldn’t be given to young children.

a) Fire brigades b) Fire engines c) Fireworks d) Fire alarms
5  The ...................... of the Internet has taken place over the last 20 years.

a) evolution b) revolution c) evocation d) evacuation
6  They expect thousands of people ...................... Sapporo for the snow festival.

a) visited b) visit c) visiting d) to visit
7  On my first day at school, I remember ...................... into the classroom. I am a doctor now.

a) went b) going c) to going d) to go
8  She often avoids ...................... with strangers as she is very shy.

a) speaking b) to speak c) speaks d) speak
9  In 1954, the government decided ...................... The High Dam.

a) build b) built c) to build d) building
10  I was advised ...................... by a doctor, but it wasn’t possible.

a) seeing b) to see c) to be seen d) being seen

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  Sham Al Nasseem remarks the beginning of spring. (……………)
2  Music was team, not influenced by music from other areas. (……………)
3  Most folk music has a special propose. (……………)
4  They don’t allow to smoke here as it’s a bad habit. (……………)
5  He managed to doing his homework without his mother’s help. (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
“One man’s medicine is another man’s poison.” This expression can be true when prices go 

up, the manufacturers are happy while customers are furious. When it rains, farmers are pleased 

whereas clay makers show dissatisfaction.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U.<�8 y�� i':� C� Q< �S"F��� ,�S"F��� ��':S�� Q�� l�'M�� �< .���� •
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 13

13Unit

(Dictation)

m�2M�� ]'G~R�..............................................................V��*�..............................................................

@��:� ] u�
�..............................................................� �� a( }� ..............................................................

!��� ] oF�..............................................................nb�(�..............................................................

�05�..............................................................nS��&..............................................................

�	�&..............................................................q� t2�'&..............................................................

E�:�..............................................................��'4� ]�S�7*..............................................................

� 3G�����..............................................................nG�$� ]n�$&..............................................................

���"& ] n��&..............................................................E�2(&..............................................................

� �J'
	& C�'GM��..............................................................+�*��..............................................................

V�0& ] ��'�&..............................................................�{G< ..............................................................

��'S�..............................................................C�'Gb ��-� ]C�'Gb..............................................................

�8�J..............................................................@* E�{�&..............................................................

��J..............................................................LI�	&..............................................................

�05�..............................................................'~_&..............................................................

Q0�h..............................................................EJ���..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

[�S�� +�G:� ��-�..................................................QI�G(�� !�'�� !MF�..........................................................

q� E�0�� Q�* C�"�..................................................+J�G� �05� .SF�..........................................................

@I Q�..................................................+�G8 � ���"�� 9�(�..........................................................

�GS�* �8�J D	S}�..................................................����G- �(
�..........................................................

��'~ +'I� Q� �� }�..................................................���J�� V��	��..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  Florence Nightingale was ...................... to be a nurse.
a) persisted b) insisted c) assisted d) determined

2  ......................, I believe that everyone should study science at school.
a) Personnel b) Personally c) Personality d) Personal

3  Johnson ...................... the record for a solo flight from London to South Africa.
a)  hit b)  took c)  made d)  broke

4  Dr. Aisha is better known ...................... people as Bint El-Shatei.
a) on b) for c) with d) to

5   A 14-year-old Japanese boy has become the youngest person to complete a ...................... 
voyage across the Pacific Ocean.
a) solo b) lonely c) part d) sorrow

6  We bought a chainsaw, ...................... we cut up all the wood.
a) in which b) with which  c) to which d) for which

7  She asked me where I had been, ...................... I replied, “It’s a secret.”
a) in which b) at which c) to which d) for which

8  He says he’s busy, ...................... he really means he doesn’t want to go out this evening.
a) to which b) for which c) at which d) by which

9  I met the doctor ...................... car was stolen last week.
a) whom b) whose c) which d) who

10  I had an uncle in Germany, ...................... I inherited a bit of money.
a) from whom  b) whose c) from which  d) whom

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  A conductor visited us at school class and visited many classes. (……………)
2  The teacher’s comments on my paragraph were really encouraged. (……………)
3  Although the champion lost the record by three minutes, he won the gold medal. (……………)
4  I was invited by the professor which I met at the conference. (……………)
5  I told you about the woman whose lives next door. (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Punctuality plays an important role in every aspect of  life. Students must reach schools and 

colleges on time. Workers, managers, officers and executives must attend their duties on time. 
Thus, if every right thing is done at the right time, there will not be any dislocation anywhere.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U.G���� m�2� Q"� �4'
�� QM*� �\� ['$2�� zS�� @& [��� 6Qh % •
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 14

14Unit

(Dictation)

�8�
&..............................................................Q�� [J_�..............................................................

'
��� ��8�..............................................................C?*�..............................................................

�G��$"�I� ��-�..............................................................Q�* !W��..............................................................

+^�	8..............................................................!I�'& ]E�
�-�..............................................................

!��	�..............................................................+J�*]i'* ]�G�(�..............................................................

1���'�...............................................................S:�� Q� .G&^..............................................................

�*�(���..............................................................'2�:�..............................................................

[�
* ]QW�(��..............................................................D���..............................................................

�*�(�&..............................................................�J�<..............................................................

m�	��..............................................................@G:& ]v0�&..............................................................

+��~�..............................................................�G�'0S�� 1?&�:S��..............................................................

+�G- V��I�..............................................................'b��& ]'&�#&..............................................................

���(~..............................................................\�
� �\ ]'~_&..............................................................

�0(�� [���..............................................................L*'� ]XG��..............................................................

rO��..............................................................X$�"�..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

Q�* 'G~R� >�..................................................Q�* !W��..........................................................

+�G:I +�G- �GF�..................................................X���& .8�..........................................................

.G�� E�& Q�* uG:�..................................................���� �:GY&..........................................................

�2F0� n�S���..................................................�
���& �(�'M�..........................................................

n& �2Gb ��?* Q�* C�"�..................................................�
GF4 Q� .S:�..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  Though different in personality, Henry and his aunt get ...................... .

a) out of b) away with c) on well d) on hard
2  He is a man of power. He has a great ...................... on others.

a) influence b) affect c) affection d) affluence
3  He doesn’t want to live a ...................... life he would prefer excitement and adventure.

a) daily b) conventional c) interesting d) tradition
4  The politician died last week so thousands of people attended the ...................... .

a) feast b) funeral c) festival d) wedding
5  I am not as ...................... as my friend. She does things as soon as she thinks of them.

a) simultaneous b) simultaneously c) spontaneously d) spontaneous
6  ...................... meeting him in Mexico, I was impressed by the famous singer.

a) Because b) On c) Although d) Since
7  ...................... I was on holiday, I took some great photos.

a) So b) Because c) While d) But
8  I’ve felt extremely tired today ...................... I went to bed early last night.

a) because b) so c) although d) however
9  ...................... losing his job, Munir worked for a children’s charity.

a) Despite b) After c) While d) During 
10  We couldn’t buy the newspaper ...................... the shop was closed.

a) since b) due to c) that’s why d) so

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  He felt very relaxing after his holiday. (……………)
2  Children who pulley other children at school must be sent home. (……………)
3  They live in the country. They have a different lifeway from people in cities. (……………)
4  Because he was the best candidate, he didn’t win the elections. (……………)
5  They said that the movie was fantastic, but I watched it. (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Travelling is an important way to gain knowledge and acquire education. It gives the first 

hand knowledge to the traveller and the books give the second hand knowledge. It makes 

history real. It creates in us the desire for investigation, exploration and discovery.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U1���F��� nGS8 ��8��& Q�* � ��J�� � 3��� ��	b� Q	2� i��� ��&�� >����� .#$	� !� �\� •
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 15
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(Dictation)

�*�I�&..............................................................�(
� .SF��..............................................................

����I..............................................................�G2�..............................................................

'������ +J�*= .���..............................................................y�\ Q�* 6�	�..............................................................

���^�� .���...............................................................SF� ].GSF�..............................................................

�'S� ]��"� ]g'-��..............................................................9^�-..............................................................

n(	� ]v�S�..............................................................+�J� ]+'G#4 ���..............................................................

o��- ]['0*..............................................................y�S� ]�2(�..............................................................

QM#� ]X��..............................................................t���..............................................................

�SF�&..............................................................6�Gh�..............................................................

i�8..............................................................t �# a� ]t#Y�..............................................................

+' a"a� ]+���J ����MI�..............................................................i?#�� Q��� V��/..............................................................

97F� ]+�(�..............................................................�G2$5 .�/..............................................................

tG�5..............................................................���&..............................................................

�h�h..............................................................m��..............................................................

L$*..............................................................Q�* �S�:�..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

q� >���2�I� !��..................................................��:I�� .�(�..........................................................

��W�< 1�GS/ .SF�..................................................6Qh .S* .4���..........................................................

z������ @& � �678 D20�...................................................M:��..........................................................

q� l�'M�� Q��}�..................................................['5� �G-�� @&..........................................................

�G{G� V�2I�..................................................>:�� Q�* ��{Gh d'��..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  These plastics and glass will be carried to a recycling plant so they are ...................... .
a) recycling b) recyclable c) recycled d) recycle

2  We ...................... less paper if we read e-books.
a) will be used b) will have been used c) will have used d) will use

3   Before ...................... could be used for writing on, it had to be soaked in water pressed and 
dried in the sun.
a) paperback b) papers c) papyrus d) paper

4  My brother has not shown any ...................... for sport of any kind.
a) interesting b) enthusiasm c) exciting d) enthusiastic

5  Before you can cook these beans, you have to ...................... them for three hours.
a) soak b) bleach c) press d) mix

6  My father is a golf ....................... He plays and watches it on TV whenever he can.
a) enthusiastic b) keen c) enthusiast d) interested

7  I don’t think newspapers ...................... .
a) will ever replace  b) will ever be replaced
c) will have been replaced d) will have replaced

8  I hope that by the end of next week, our roof ...................... .
a) will have repaired b) will be repaired c) will have been repaired d) will repair

9  The new underground railway line ...................... by 2020.
a) will have built b) will have been built c) will be built d) will build

10  Scientists predict that mobile phones ...................... smaller in the future.
a) will make b) will have made c) will have been made d) will be made

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  You can press white shirts to keep them looking clean. (……………)
2  As well as making new paper from trees, we can reinvent old paper. (……………)
3  The car crashed into a cliff and ruled down into the valley. (……………)
4  How long will you be in this company when you retire? (……………)
5  We will being in London for three years next week. (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Books play an important role in in our life. They are our friends in a real sense. They 

demand nothing from us. They give us plenty of joy. We also learn a lot from them. They take 
us into a different world of imagination.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U9�&|� ��&�(�� C� C���'�� !�&�&� Q��� ������ C�SMF� e��h� d�	< •
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 16
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(Dictation)

Q�%�G4..............................................................+��(&..............................................................

���
�I�..............................................................�
Gk��� 9�(�&..............................................................

����~ 9�� Q�* >�:��..............................................................qq� L�M� 9�(��..............................................................

�-�0� ]��?b..............................................................RM5..............................................................

1�&�S�<�..............................................................�	�&..............................................................

V�<�&..............................................................��'G5 �G:S8..............................................................

qqq� ��0�� lG~�..............................................................�� }& ]Q- 'GS� �\..............................................................

V��	&..............................................................�G:&�8 �8�J..............................................................

t���& ]Q*�S�8�..............................................................>G� V��'&..............................................................

V���&..............................................................QI��J �'(& @& 678..............................................................

^����..............................................................+J�G�..............................................................

�M$��..............................................................7/'&..............................................................

QF�� ] +'G���..............................................................� ��G8 !f	&..............................................................

�G��;�� +'G���..............................................................+���&..............................................................

�G��G4..............................................................��Sb..............................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

Q� +J��h >���..................................................V��"& L�M� 9�(��..........................................................

@& @ }"S� �8�J >���..................................................� �*�'$& ;
	�..........................................................

.G0
����..................................................+'25 L�"�..........................................................

Q��F�� ���� Q�..................................................�:&����� lF���..........................................................

+J��h Q�* .0F�..................................................�G*�S�8� 1�(2b..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  My uncle was always ......................, he was looking for a better job.

a) aware b) conscious c) conscientious d) ambitious
2  Most of the houses in our ...................... are quite old.

a) neighbouring b) neighbuorly c) neighbourhood d) neighbour
3  I asked the ...................... for the medicine but he said it was not available.

a) biologist b) pharmacist c) dramatist d) physicist
4  My sister has not finished her course yet. She is still ......................

a) an employer b) a trainer c) a trainee d) an employee
5  My cousin made a ...................... decision when he decided to give an hour a week to charity.

a) conventional b) confidential c) conscientious d) continuous
6  He ...................... us what he did in his spare time.

a) wanted b) told c) said d) asked
7  He asked me just now if ...................... to go to university the next year.

a) I was planning b) am I planning c) I were planning d) I am planning
8  The interviewer asked Mahmoud ...................... .

a) where did he study b) where had he studied c) where he has studied d) where he had studied
9  He asked me ...................... British or American

a) whether I had been  b) whether I was c) whether was I  d) whether I will be
10  He said he ...................... a car the week before.

a) had bought b) bought c) buys d) has bought

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  He is able to speak a language well without stopping, he is fluently. (……………)
2  My brother is more social than me. He gets on with everyone he meets. (……………)
3  Getting into university would be my greatest achieve. (……………)
4  I don’t know where Mona had been yesterday afternoon. (……………)
5  Could you tell me if the children were on holiday this week? (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Young people are fond of smoking which saps their strength. People should stop smoking 

because it is a deadly enemy to health and efficiency. It clouds our brain. It causes many severe 

diseases like, bronchitis, asthma and respiratory problems.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U �?GF��& �G� >	"�� y�?<_&� y����� LI�	� �
Gk� ��� C� L:0�� @& •
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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Unit 17
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(Dictation)

+�� ]!�'� ]'2��........................................................���� ]����........................................................

n$8 ]nSb........................................................QS*�........................................................

'~_&........................................................Q��& Xk�&........................................................

nW��]J�(
&........................................................� 3G
F4 .I�'�........................................................

��F&........................................................j���&........................................................

!�_&........................................................�G�F� ]�	�^........................................................

p��:�........................................................J�/�]��
���]J��/ ........................................................

m��� ]�*�5........................................................J�0���........................................................

�G&?*� +'�h ]m�Gh........................................................i��R&........................................................

V'(*........................................................LI�	� ]!W?�........................................................

'8��........................................................X�/........................................................

���$& v�h........................................................+_�_�........................................................

'�'h ]'h.........................................................I�'&........................................................

�G��	* ]L	*........................................................@& v����........................................................

e���........................................................Q(��........................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

V'(* @& ���}�..................................................�
�	& �W�* 1�\ �
Gk�..........................................................

Q�* Q�����..................................................9��/ v�h..........................................................

�(G(F�� E�(�..................................................RM��� l�'b @*..........................................................

>��� 'G#�..................................................E�S�� n$8..........................................................

Q�* ��	�� l�M�..................................................'5�
��..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  Being ...................... by a scorpion is very painful.
a) sting b) stung c) stinging d) stunting

2  Many people’s jobs and businesses were affected by the economic ...................... .
a) depression b) compression c) submission d) impression

3  My elder brother is a TV channel ...................... whose job is to report news.
a) client b) correspondent c) representative d) agent

4  I’d like to help my country by working as a ...................... .
a) official b) clerk c)civil servant d) employee

5  The producer of the film has contracted with a company to ...................... about his new film.
a) say b) publicise c) polish d) publish

6  The teacher warned the students ...................... during the test.
a) not to talk b) to talk c) not talking d) not talk

7  Our friends invited us ...................... tea with them.
a) have b) having c) has d) to have

8  Everyone can help ...................... carbon emissions by using public transport.
a) reducing b) to reduce  c) reduced d) to reducing

9  They want me ...................... to Germany with them.
a) going b) went c) to go  d) go

10  I advised him ...................... his car repaired at the garage .
a) has b) have c) having d) to have

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  I respond with more than one pen friend although we haven’t met. (……………)
2  Tourists usually drive in the Red Sea area to watch coral reefs and coloured fish. (……………)
3  John’s mother supposed her son in his ambition to be a writer. (……………)
4  She taught her students appreciate poetry. (……………)
5  We expect you to be done your best in the exam. (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
The absence of discipline brings disorder and chaos. If we do not obey our parents at home, 

our teachers at school and the referee or the umpire in the playground, we can imagine what 
will happen. So both our parents and the teachers are very anxious to make us see the need for 
discipline.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

U� 3�'~ >��"� n�S��� % !G(��� v�$��� ,���� %� 9?I %� +J�:I d�	< C�"� % �F0�� C��� •
..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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(Dictation)

J'� ]v�h........................................................O��- ].(:�&........................................................

��4�� 1�'�� ].4���........................................................�*�	� ] ���........................................................

+�GF�� [�&........................................................�h�� ]����........................................................

+��J�........................................................Q��`&........................................................

���� ]p���........................................................�G��&........................................................

�G�<� ] +6�
/.........................................................��� ]!I%� g���........................................................

L�M��.........................................................S:�� D��4........................................................

9�S�<%�� '��8........................................................�:� @* !�:���........................................................

L��"�.........................................................4���& ]!W�J........................................................

d��� ]��(�........................................................[�F�� ] ��F�........................................................

�G�'�........................................................+���&........................................................

Q���� ]�W�^........................................................Xk�&........................................................

.S:�� L-�4........................................................7/'& ]�
Gk�........................................................

>��$�&........................................................wq�x �S� ]J�7�........................................................

r� �' }& ] r7 �� }&........................................................LG�'� �G:�........................................................

Vocabulary

Phrases, Expressions, Idioms &  Prepositions

Q"� �4'
�� >���..................................................����	�..........................................................

�'(�..................................................E�S�� L�"�..........................................................

Q� �'(& O���..................................................!G�:��� J�:�..........................................................

.&�/ �� 1�\ �
Gk�..................................................�G��* +���& �\..........................................................

+�GF�� E?5 9�(��...................................................8�* '&�..........................................................
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1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1  My friend hopes to be fluent in French in ...................... .
a) two year time b) two years’ time c) two year of time d) two year’s time

2  Doing things for other people can be a very ...................... experience.
a) worthwhile b) trivial c) worth d) meanwhile

3  Many teenagers think that they have the ...................... to understand life properly.
a) maturity b) morality c) mortality d) majority

4  He always searches for what is right and moral. He is ...................... .
a) notorious b) deceitful c) an ideologist d) an idealist

5  Your .................. on this course is not complete. You have to write the number of your identity card.
a) investment b) improvernent c) enrollment d) imprisonment

6  They have no choice, so they ...................... work late tonight.
a) need to b) must c) have to d) can

7  At my sports club, everyone ...................... wear flat shoes. It’s an important rule.
a) need to b) can c) has to d) should

8  You were not expected to come. You ...................... have phoned before your arrival.
a) shouldn’t b) must c) should d) might

9  I travelled by train, but I ...................... by car.
a) can travel b) could have travelled c) might have travelled d) could travel

10  You ...................... go and see a doctor it is an urgent command. It is very important.
a) must b) can c) should d) have to

2  Find the mistake in each sentence, and then write it correctly:

1  The company promotes training courses for its employees. (……………)
2  My cousin used to be a soldier but now he’s remaining to be a teacher. (……………)
3  I hope the new skills I am learning at college will make me more unemployable. (……………)
4  There are plenty of tomatoes in the fridge. You mustn’t buy any. (……………)
5  Take an umbrella with you. It will rain later. (……………)

3  A) Translate into Arabic: 
Education is the most important factor for the development of human civilisation. Education 

provides the nation with man powers, promotes national unity and uplifts public awareness.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Translate into English:

 @& Q�R� ��':S�� V�q��/� @"�� ,1�:&����� O���S�� Q� QSqI'�� !G�:���� +�GF�� [�& !�:��� O�	�� @& 'G`/ t�'�  •
UQ�h @/�&�

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)

1Chapter

(Dictation)

�:��........................................................n�� �� a& ] 7 a/ �' a&........................................................

q� !���........................................................XG���� ^��2S��........................................................

����........................................................�G��{�&........................................................

�M��........................................................'G
I........................................................

n����........................................................+��
I........................................................

q� .0��........................................................Q"�&........................................................

QW�& j�	5........................................................E�
�-�........................................................

'0�........................................................L��� E�28........................................................

!���& ]�J�<........................................................Q
F4........................................................

7GS�&........................................................+�'~........................................................

l��M�& ].~�S�&........................................................y�& p����........................................................

XGI........................................................w'G#4 j�	�x���-........................................................

g'��........................................................Q� l�SF�........................................................

Vocabulary
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A) Answer the following questions:

1  In addition to his education and knowledge, what skills does Rassendyll have?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  Why does Rudolf Rassendyll agree to work for Sir Jacob?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  What encouraged Rassendyll to visit Ruritania?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4  Why did Rudolf Rassendyll decide to stop at Zenda?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“But she’s leaving Paris today, we don’t know where she’s going to next,”

1  Who says this to whom?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  About whom are they talking?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  What do you know about her?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1  Rudolf Rassendyll says he is going for a walking tour in Ruritania. (................................)

2  Antoinette de Mauban is standing at the ticket office with a younger woman. (................................)
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Chapter 2

2Chapter

@�&�........................................................Q	F	�........................................................

X:� ��(�........................................................D&���........................................................

g'�.........................................................��� ] >G2h........................................................

+�GF�� �G� Q�*........................................................!�'/........................................................

X���........................................................�-?�........................................................

w��'"�* �2��x l�'
��........................................................�
	��........................................................

����� ] ��_�........................................................9�S�&........................................................

C��G&........................................................g���........................................................

���"�� ] ��'h........................................................9���2�� ]�2(��........................................................

l0��........................................................�2F�........................................................

��fF&........................................................7<�8]�:��&........................................................

+�GF�� �G� Q�*........................................................�S��&........................................................

Q0�h........................................................vF
�........................................................

Vocabulary
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A) Answer the following questions:

1  Why don’t Fritz and Sapt eat very much?  

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  Why does the Duke poison the King?      

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  Why is Rassendyll afraid when he sees Antoinette de Mauban?       

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4  Why, do you think, the Duke didn’t go to the station to meet the king?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“We must tell everyone what’s happened and make the most of it,”

1  Who says this to whom?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  What is the speaker talking about?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  What is the addressee’s response?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1  Sapt suspects that Johann’s brother overheard their plan.     (................................)

2  Michael used the small house in the forest for cooking. (................................)
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3Chapter

'S&........................................................Q�� ]v��&........................................................

^����........................................................q� l`�........................................................

�G��:& ��S*........................................................j�� �$ }& ]l�� a�........................................................
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j'b j'�
&........................................................�-��........................................................

�S��........................................................+'G&�........................................................

z� ] +�G0&.........................................................G4�
�........................................................

�F� V�0�........................................................E�G��� �<'�� ��'*........................................................

7#�........................................................n�;�]@�:�........................................................

j7S&........................................................��(�........................................................

�:Sh........................................................����........................................................

t�'�........................................................��SI ] DS��........................................................
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Vocabulary
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A) Answer the following questions:

1  Why does Michael’s face become white when he sees the king (Rassendyll)?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  When does Rassendyll (the king) seem to be worried?     

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  What does the message “all is well” mean, in your opinion?   

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4  What do Sapt and Rassendyll find out when they reach the hunting lodge?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“That surprised me. The people there must really have appreciated what you did.”

1  Who said this? 

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  To whom was it said?   

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  What did this person do to make the people appreciate what he/she did?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1  It must have been Josef who told the Duke what had happened.  (................................)

2  As the Marshal changes the route, Rassendyll thinks he wants to arrest him. (................................)
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A) Answer the following questions:

1  What does Sapt plan to do if the real King is dead?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  A king’s life is quite hard, but a pretend king’s life is even harder. Show how.

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  Who are the Six Men? Where are they from? 

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4  What mistake does Rassendyll make at the princess’s palace? How does he cover up his mistake?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“As a soldier, I’ve had a lot of fights like this. I’ll show you what to do.”

1  Who said this to whom?  

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  Who will they fight?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  Why do they go to this place?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1  Rassendyll thinks that no one of the Six Men knows that he is not the real King. (................................)

2  On the way back to Strelsau, the princess puts a bandage on Rassendyll’s finger.  (................................)
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A) Answer the following questions:

1  How would Rassendyll’s growing popularity with the people of Ruritania help him?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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2  What did Sapt do to protect Rudolf Rassendyll from Michael and his men?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  What was Duke Michael’s plan to trap and kill Rudolf Rassendyll?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4  Why did Rassendyll decide to go to Zenda?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“Why does it say ‘the leader’ and not ‘the King’?”

1  Who says this to whom?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  What does it refer to?    

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  Why does it say ‘the leader’ and not ‘the King’?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1  To escape from the summer house, Rassendyll should climb the hill against the wall.

   (................................)

2  No one goes into the palace without Rupert or Michael’s permission. (................................)
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A) Answer the following questions:

1  Why couldn’t the Duke ever become King unless he married Flavia?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  What reason does Rassendyll give Princess Flavia for leaving Strelsau? 

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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3  What happens to Bernenstein while Fritz and Rassendyll are out? 

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4  What happens when Rupert is leaving?    

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“You’re the King. I remember you when you stayed with us.”

1  Who says this to whom?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  When does the speaker know that he is the King?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  What does Rassendyll (the King) ask the speaker to do?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1  Fritz owns the country house called Tarlenheim.  (................................)

2  Rassendyll means hunting an elephant by saying “a very big animal”. (................................)
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A) Answer the following questions:

1  Who set out for Zenda secretly? What do they take with them?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  What makes action necessary to save the king?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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3  Who gets killed in the fight in the woods? Who gets away?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4  Why does the Chief of Police in Strelsau come to Zenda?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“He makes me angry. I nearly killed him myself last night. Think carefully about my plan.”

1  Who says this to Rassendyll?   

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  Who is the person talking about? 

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  What is the person’s plan?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1  Rupert is looking for a missing Englishman. (................................)

2  Two of Rassendyll’s men are killed.   (................................)
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A) Answer the following questions:

1  Why does Rupert want to punish Antoinette de Mauban?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  What does Rupert do when he hears Antoinette de Mauban saying that the Duke is dead?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................
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3  How does the boy make a problem for Sapt, Fritz and Rassendyll?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

4  Why can’t they keep Rassendyll with the King?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

“Cousin! My friend! You’re injured, too. We’re always the same, you and I!”

1  Who says this to whom?   

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

2  What does the speaker mean by these words?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

3  What does the speaker tell the addressee?

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................................................................................................................................

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1  Rassendyll returns to England but tells his family everything about his adventure. (................................)

2  Rassendyll follows Rupert in the water and in the castle.  (................................)
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Reach for the starsUnit 1

Vocabulary Exercises
1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

b) replace46-d) temperature31-c) effects16-a) repair1-

c) do47-a) equipment32-d) benefited17-c) examined2-

c) month48-b) depends33-d) improved18-a) secret3-

a) serious49-a) properly34-a) anniversary19-a) system4-

d) orbit50-c) rocket35-a) queuing20-b) launch5-

b) up51-b) for36-d) walk21-a) leak6-

b) cost52-a) height37-d) spokes22-c) spacewalk7-

b) special53-b) of38-b) gravity23-d) gymnastics8-

d) communication54-b) disadvantages39-b) weightless24-b) gravity9-

a) weightless55-c) expert40-a) mission25-a) spokes10-

b) currently56-d) magical41-d) studying26-b) global11-

b) gymnastics57-b) predict42-c) organisation27-c) distance12-

c) spun58-c) treatment43-c) astronaut28-b) weightless13-

a) Gravity59-d) reason44-d) space29-a) exploration14-

a) launching60-c) route45-d) for30-d) Currently15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

minuteminutes16-cheapercheapest1-

distancespace17-missionjob2-

launchlunch18-leaklake3-

a spokea spike19-explorationinvention4-

anniversarymemory20-queuerow5-

locationdestination21-rocketpocket6-

routerude22-conditioningconditioned7-

effectsresults23-globallocal8-

orbitspin24-astronautastrologer9-

do/makehave25-domake10-

gymnastgymnastics26-gravityattractiveness11-

technologicaltechnology27-attachcatch12-

theirhis28-currentlycurrency13-

everydayevery day29-leakinglacking14-

connectcontact30-improveprove15-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) will never be31-a) will cut21-c) will cut11-b) leaves1-

b) is getting32-d) am going to make22-a) are going skating12-b) will be2-

c) is having33-b) will do23-b) is working13-b) are going to3-

d) is going to fall34-a) are going to24-a) is travelling14-b) ’ll see4-

d) comes35-d) is going to rain25-a) am going to15-c) going to play5-

a) meets36-b) will be26-c) you’ll see16-a) starts6-

b) am going to sneeze37-b) will have27-c) is going to become17-a) will win7-

a) opens38-a) starts28-d) will increase18-a) will be8-

d) will start39-a) are flying29-d) takes19-d) will turn9-

b) get40-b) will be30-b) will win20-d) are picking10-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

is going to crashcrashes14-arrive / have arrivedwill arrive1-

will buy’m buying15-does/ has donedid2-

will possibly beare possibly being16-will changeis changing3-

will beis being17-will be’m being4-

are goinggo18-am going to do’m doing5-

am meetingmeet19-are going to will6-

is going to buybuys20-am going to will 7-

comeam coming21-will visitare visiting8-

am be 22-will  am going to 9-

will buybuy23-are meetingwill meet10-

iswill be24-willis going to11-

are takingtake25-will punishpunish12-

endsis ending13-
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1 Based on Unit 1TTestest

Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. I disagree with you. / I don’t agree.
2. I think life in the countryside is very quiet and peaceful. 
3. I completely agree. 4. I like sport because it helps us keep fit.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Studio 2- Place Computer shop

Speaker (A) Presenter/ Announcer Speaker (A) Assistant

Speaker (B) Guest Speaker (B) Customer

Function (A) Asking interview questions Function(B) Making a complaint

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- a) Gymnastics 5- d) spinning 9- d) secret 13- b) system  
2- a) ’m going 6- a) Are you doing 10- b) are going 14- a) is going to fall
3- d) leak 7- a) examined 11- c) space 15- c) mission
4- a) will enjoy 8- c) is going to bite 12- b) ’m going to meet 16- a) have taken

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    
1. I didn’t tell anyone about that. I kept it secret.

2. You’re driving too fast, you are going to hit the car in front.

3. In space, you can enjoy doing weightless sports.

4. As soon as you’ve heard any news, will you let me know?

5. I expect we will get the best marks in the next exam.

6. The director is currently having talks in the USA.

ReadingC

5  Read the following passage , then answer the questions :                     

A) Answer the following questions :

1.   Not only do the things around the astronaut float, but also the astronaut spends all of his or 

her time floating in mid-air. 

2.   They are able to alert people on earth of natural disasters such as earthquakes and  hurricanes 

before they happen.
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3.  The food eaten by astronauts is sticky, so it sticks to their spoons. A lot of the food is also 

dehydrated and placed in special packaging.

B) Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

4. c) life on a space station and its importance  5. a) precaution 

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1. He was so anxious that he failed to sleep.

2.  The policeman looked at him suspiciously and asked him where he was going because it 

was late at night.

3. He expected the officer to treat him worse than the policeman.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4.  b) he suspected him      5.  b) was unpleasant to Kamel

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D
7  A) Answer the following questions:

1. He said that he didn’t have to do so as he is in a good social position.

2.  While Robert recognises the duties of his position, Rassendyll only saw the opportunities of 

his life. Rassendyll also has red hair while Robert doesn’t.

3. Because he didn’t use to tell his family about his travels.

4. He decided to stop at Zenda because Strelsau would be overcrowded.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions :
a) Rudolf Rassendyll said this to Rose.

b)  She suggested a new job with Sir Jacob Borrodaile who was to be an ambassador in six months.

c)  He didn’t want Rose to think that he is lazy and because of Rose’s way of asking.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. Rose tells Rudolf Rassendyll that he needs to get himself a job.

2. The coronation is in Strelsau, the capital of Ruritania.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer. 

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 Q�� ����=�� ,Qq�GW'�� L2q��� �< [��'F�� O�2�-%�� ,+J�:�& V�2qI� J�J7� i�qI !��:�� +��'- C� 6�qS�:�� �q(�:�
 C� 1�&�"F�� ./ Q�* L�� y�;� ;� �6�I '&�� ��7� ���qh�� nM� C� �S/ ,n��0S��� 1���Gq��� @& w9J��:��x1�^�#��

                                                 U�	2/�/ ���SF� C��:��
B) Translate into English:

1. Space travel causes bad side effects, so ordinary people can’t travel in space.
2. The government does its best to improve the relation with the Nile Basin countries.
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Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) entertainment46-a) popular31-b) escape16-b) well-educated1-

c) rescuing47-c) remain32-c) classical17-d) debate2-

b) member48-b) lawyer33-b) Escapism18-b) escapism3-

c) available49-c) about34-d) coronation19-c) classics4-

b) make50-b) central35-c) took place20-c) publication5-

d) leader51-d) forever36-a) fictional21-b) coronation6-

d) to attend52-a) identical37-c) alike22-c) wealthy7-

c) occasion53-b) kidnapped38-b) publisher23-d) attend8-

b) classics54-d) locked39-d) right24-b) alike9-

a) debate55-b) invention40-a) attend25-c) right10-

d) couple56-a) as41-d) well-educated26-d) Castles11-

c) rights57-a) fell42-d) activities27-b) education12-

b) fiction58-a) reduce43-c) adventure28-d) choice13-

d) politics59-a) organised44-b) based29-a) published14-

c) wealthy60-a) literature45-c) heroes30-a) fiction15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

debatedebit16-coupleteam1-

adventureadventurous17-aslike2-

organisedorganising18-heroeschampions3-

aslike19-fictionalfiction4-

politicalpolitics20-rightfight5-

EscapismExpectation21-wellgood6-

couplepair22-ClassicsGeology7-

fictionfaction23-CoronationCooperation8-

madedid24-offon9-

realisedrecognised25-kidnappedhijacked10-

prisonpalace26-placepart11-

samesimilar27-lawyerbuyer12-

publicationpublish28-occasionposition13-

occasionallyoccasion29-tofor14-

sportssporty30-wealthyhealthy15-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) is39-a) is27-a) any14-d) is1-

b) some40-c) any28-c) Is15-c) no article2-

b) much41-b) few29-b) many16-a) was3-

c) a hair42-c) a loaf of30-c) much17-d) is4-

c) too much43-d) is31-a) a18-d) much5-

d) many44-c) few32-c) some19-c) were6-

c) were45-a) much33-b) are20-b) have7-

d) a lot of46-a) builds34-a) any21-c) much8-

d) are47-c) little35-c) much22-b) comes9-

b) a couple of48-c) a lot of36-d) The23-d) is10

a) hardly any49-a) is37-b) much24-a) is11-

b) have50-a) want38-a) is25-a) school12-

d) is26-a) a13-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

hairhairs14-muchmany1-

isare15-schoola school2-

refreshesrefresh16-areis3-

muchmany17-waswere4-

wantwants18-isare5-

muchmany19-isare6-

muchmany20-isare7-

WereWas21-muchmany8-

an ironiron22-anysome9-

anywhere/somewhereeverywhere23-muchmany10-

isare24-manymuch11-

man-made lakesman-made lake25-schoolsschool12-

isare13-
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2 Based on Unit 2TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. Really? I didn’t know that!  2. I’d like to be a doctor.
3. The best thing about my school is the kind teachers.
4. I enjoy designing bridges and also helping the society.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Hotel 2- Place Zoo
Speaker (A) Receptionist Speaker (A) Guard/ Keeper
Speaker (B) Tourist / Guest Speaker (B) Visitor 
Function (A) Offering help Function (B) Thanking and responding 

to warning

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- a) escape 5- d) locked 9- d) isn’t 13- d) pair
2- c) published 6- b) education 10- a) wasn’t 14- a) are
3- d) fiction 7- d) off 11- b) much 15- d) Do
4- b) made 8- d) debate 12- a) any 16- d) is

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    
1. There has been public debate over the use of genetically modified food. 
2. The amazing thing about this book was how quickly he wrote it.
3. Romantic stories give us a fictional picture of the world around us.
4. Our luggage was searched carefully by the customs officers.
5. Many people in Africa don’t have enough to eat.
6. Athletics is the most important sport in the Olympics.

ReadingC
5  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1.  The police arrested the journalist.
2.  Because the journalist took a long time to send the important facts.
3.  To the President’s palace. 

B) Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

4. c) article                             5. b) dismissed
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6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1.  The basic aim of education is to teach children knowledge, values, and pattern of behaviour 

they will need in the adult world and will move from generation to another.

2.  Schools fulfill this function through a set of courses that include such subjects as languages 

and literature, history, geography, mathematics, science and foreign languages.

3. Family members teach children the values of their society as well as certain basic skills.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4.  b) parents                           5. b) two

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D
7  A) Answer the following questions:

1.  Duke Michael was his father’s favourite. He owned the land around Zenda and always cared 

for the people. Rudolf Elphberg had always been abroad and many people didn’t know him.

2.  He sent his luggage to the train station as he planned to walk through the forest to watch the 

castle and maybe the King, then continues to the station.

3. Because he looked exactly like the real King.

4.  Colonel Sapt and Fritz von Tarlenheim found him. Sapt was short but looked very tough with 

light blue eyes, and he looked like a soldier. Fritz  was younger, thin and of medium height, 

and he looked like a gentleman.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions :
a) The innkeeper(owner) said this to Rassendyll.

b) She means that the Duke and the King are not friends. 

c) They both wanted the throne; to be the King.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. Fritz said that the King prefers eating to sleep. 

2. Both the King and Rassendyll were surprised when they saw each other.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer. 

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 ,'G"
���� E�G��� !��* Q�� d;5R� oG- ;y2*��&� y(�� Q�	� y�:�� Q��� v0(�� Q< n����� @& V�'��� v0� C�
                                               U�G(G(- �� �G:��� �G� Q��� �G��G��� v0(�� .`& t2Y��� Q<�

B) Translate into English:

1. All the world should know that Egypt is a peace-loving country and against terrorism.

2. All religions call for love, peace, tolerance and rejecting violence.
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EnergyUnit 3

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) piped46-d) let31-b) renewable16-a) liquid1-

b) wasteful47-a) earth32-c) molten17-c) pipe2-

d) atomic48-d) outdoors33-b) waste18-b) molten3-

b) oil49-c) inexpensive34-b) connected19-a) Coal4-

a) surface50-d) last35-c) drill20-d) Pressure5-

b) fuel51-c) source36-c) supplies21-b) fossil fuels6-

c) safety52-b) pollute37-a) geothermal22-d) hydroelectric7-

b) below53-c) others38-b) springs23-a) speed8-

c) molten54-d) using39-d) amount24-b) nuclear9-

a) power stations55-b) cooperation40-c) steam25-b) turbines10-

b) comes56-d) of41-a) atoms26-b) power11-

d) waste57-b) took42-b) captured27-d) to sail12-

a) pressure58-d) survey43-c) century28-c) fossil13-

c) damages59-a) energetic44-d) environment29-c) liquid14-

c) non-renewable60-c) generation45-a) form30-b) waste15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

hydroelectricnuclear16-pressuretreasure1-

lastedlisted17-atomscells2-

withfrom18-wastewaist3-

ofoff19-recycledreinvented4-

reduceintroduce20-capturedarrested5-

moltenfrozen21-generatedexaggerated6-

heatenergy22-GeothermalGeometry7-

non-renewable.renewable23-upin8-

liquidssolids24-wateroil9-

electricalelectric25-turbinetower10-

let / to goallow / go26-doingmaking11-

madedid27-takesmakes12-

pollutingpopulating28-savesurf13-

springsstrings29-Nuclear/AtomicSolar14-

intoout30-pumppipe15-
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Energy

Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

d) Do you think28-d) is taught19-a) are prepared10c) is produced1-

a) completes29-c) doesn’t pollute20-b) is taken11-d) is built2-

b) doesn’t often30-b) belongs 21-d) is believed12-c) are drilled3-

b) design31-b) are produced22-d) want13-b) are used4-

b) works32-b) do you speak23-a) smells14-a) come5-

b) promise33-c) heats24-b) knows15-d) generate6-

b) take34-c) leaves25-c) always16-d) is pumped7-

a) usually ask35-d) is burnt26-d) heat17-c) is shown8-

b) is produced27-a) gets18-c) comes9-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

spendsis spent9-leavesis left1-

dropsdrop10-usesuse2-

wantare wanting11-takestake3-

diedies12-comescoming4-

is always always is13-producedproduces5-

finisheswill finish14-burntburn6-

publishedpublishes15-is consideredconsiders7-

usedusing8-

3 Based on Unit 3TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  

1. Can you tell me some information about computer software? 

2. The best way to keep fit is through exercises. 

3. What do you think of my new T-shirt?

4. I’m sorry, I don’t want to answer this question. /I’d rather not answer this question.
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2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Garage 2- Place Circus

Speaker (A) Car owner/ Driver Speaker (A) Son 

Speaker (B) Mechanic Speaker (B) Father

Function(A) Complaining
Function(B) Responding to  admiration 

and promising

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- d) Hydroelectric 5- d) are driven 9- d) molten 13- d) is grown 

2- d) renewable 6- a) recycling 10- b) power 14- b) never has

3- c) is found 7- a) is usually 11- a) drill 15- d) is built

4- c) pollute 8- c) generate 12- c) think 16- b) splits

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    

1. We would like to see fossil fuels replaced by renewable energy sources.

2. Environmentally friendly energy sources include water and wind power. 

3. Oil companies still drill for oil off the Red Sea.

4. Hydroelectric energy protects the environment from pollution.

5. Millions of cars are produced by Japanese companies every year.

6. When Wafaa cooks dinner, she will help you do your homework.

ReadingC

5  Read the following passage , then answer the questions :                     

A) Answer the following questions :

1. Many scientists are optimistic about generating new ways of energy.

2. It means that we could melt the Arctic and Antarctic ice caps and change the pattern of 

vegetable and animal life.

3. We may, in fifty years’ time, be burning up so much energy that we would damage the earth’s 

atmosphere.

B) Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

4. d) driving slowly in traffic jams  5. b) less energy
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Energy

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A. Answer the following questions:

1. Because he was dependent on his father who wanted him to be a lawyer.

2. When his friend wanted him to defend his son who was accused of murder.

3. Because his expenses exceeded his income and he began to feel that he would not become 

a distinguished lawyer.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4.  a) doctor      5.  c) to stop being a lawyer

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:
1. He was very surprised as he looked exactly like the King.

2. Because there might be a problem if people saw someone who looked like the King.

3.  He was so thankful to the Duke’s permission to let him use his lodge and his men. He was 

also thankful for the cakes that his brother had sent him. This all was part of his brother’s 

plan to take the throne.

4. Because Sapt and Fritz had to splash him with water in order to wake him up.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions :
a) Colonel Sapt Says this to the King.

b)  They will go to Strelsau so that the King can be crowned. 

c) I think he knows that the King loves eating a lot.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. The King invites Rassendyll to have dinner with him in the hunting lodge at Zenda.

2. Josef said that Duke Michael had asked him to give the King some cakes.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 'Y� ���'- C� �S/ ,��|� 9��� @� 6�Gh�� �;< @"�� ,^�#��� E�'�2��� !F
�� @& Q�R� 9�G�� ��&����� Q��� ���M�� !f:&
                                     U���M��� J��&�� ['5� j'b @* oF2� C� L�� y�;� ;6t2� �{G2���

B) Translate into English:

1. Solar power is used to generate electricity in giant power stations.

2. Water is an important source of hydroelectric energy as it is cheap and doesn’t pollute the 

atmosphere.
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(A)Review

on Units (1-3)

1  Respond to each of the following situations:

1. How do you do?   / I’m pleased to meet you.

2. How about spending the weekend in Al-Fayoum? 

3. Do you know anything about cloning?

4. Excuse me, can I ask you some questions about genetic engineering?

5. I’m sorry I  don’t want to answer it.

6. Can I use this computer, please? 

7. Yes, of course.

8. No, I don’t mind at all.

9. Can you help me?

10. Can you give me advice about this plant?

11. You should do exercises and go to a sports hall.

12. I’ll think about this.

13. Would you like to live in the countryside?

14. I’m afraid I don’t like it at all.

15. I prefer tea to coffee.

16. It can help you to keep fit and strong.

17. The new supermarket is very big and full of everything we need.

18. I disagree with you. 

19. I agree with you.

20. Can you clean this room for me, please?

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following mini-dialogues:

1- Place Restaurant  2- Place Clothes shop

Speaker (A) Waiter Speaker (A) Customer

Speaker (B) Customer Speaker (B) Assistant

Function
Making and responding to 
Request 

Function Asking for and giving 
advice 
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Units (1-3)

3- Place Computer centre / Cyber 4- Place Service Centre

Speaker (A) Customer Speaker (A) Technician

Speaker (B) Assistant/ Technician Speaker (B) customer

Function
Making a request to repair 
something

Function Making a request to 
repair something

5- Place Travel agency 6- Place Laundry

Speaker (A) Travel agent Speaker (A) Customer

Speaker (B) Tourist Speaker (B) Attendant

Function
Asking for and giving 
information

Function Requesting having 
things cleaned

7- Place Hospital/ Clinic 8- Place School / Classroom

Speaker (A) Oculist Speaker (A) Teacher

Speaker (B) Patient Speaker (B) Student

Function
Examining a patient/ 
complaining about pain

Function Giving instructions

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

a) leak46-b) Is31-b) impact16-b) launch1-

d) system47-c) will have32-a) secret17-c) effects2-

c) classics48-b) ’m going to meet33-a) leak18-a) alike3-

d) fuels49-c) am meeting34-b) gravity19-c) power4-

b) earth’s surface50-a) will probably rain35-c) distance20-d) fuels5-

d) splitting51-b) will enjoy36-d) debate21-b) I’ll see6-

a) currently52-d) is produced37-b) coronation22-a) starts7-

c) alike53-a) much38-b) a like23-a) many8-

b) pressure54-c) many39-b) fictional24-c) is9-

b) will look55-b) is40-d) castle25-d) is burnt10

a) are asking56-c) am visiting41-b) molten26-a) snake11-

c) arrives57-b) is42-c) fossil27-b) location12-

d) will explore58-d) is burnt43-d) hydroelectric28-a) reduce13-

d) much59-a) have44-b) captured29-b) smart14-

b) ’m meeting60-d) knows45-d) anniversary30-a) tide15-
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4  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

rocket pocket 19-I’m going to doI’m doing1-

anotherother 20-will enjoyenjoy2-

farms firms21-isare3-

much many22-are producedproduce4-

Many Much23-havetake5-

are is24-powerenergy6-

is are25-pressure treasure 7-

enjoyenjoying26-pollutedpopulated 8-

putare put27-restored scored 9-

useduses28-limit border10-

millionsa millions29-adventure adventurous 11-

manymuch30-contact contract 12-

will gohave gone31-onin 13-

choosechooses32-science maths 14-

seemsseem33-orbitspin 15-

IsAre34-including containing 16-

boresbore35-wentcame 17-

magical magic18-

A Units (1-3)TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. I’d like to study business management in  English. / I’m going to study engineering.
2. (Really?) That’s really great!/That’s great news!/That’s wonderful!
3.  Excuse me, (sir/miss/madam,) could you tell me how many countries use nuclear power?/How 

many countries use nuclear power, please (, sir/miss/madam)?
4.  You are right./I agree with you. There are too many starving people that need the money that 

goes towards space exploration.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Radio studio 2- Place Bookshop/shop

Speaker (A)
Broadcaster/ 
interviewer

Speaker (A)
Shop assistant/shop 
owner

Speaker (B)
A chef/cook/food 
expert

Speaker (B) Customer

Function(A) Asking questions Function(B) Making a request
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Units (1-3)

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) side effects 5- d) That’s 9- b) alike 13- a) How

2- b) Currently  6- a) debate 10- d) spokes 14- c) molten

3- a) am travelling 7- a) are 11- b) leak 15- b) atoms

4- b) will 8- c) were 12- a) generate 16- b) is burnt

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    

1. Statistics was my favourite subject at school.

2. Travellers to the moon feel weightless because there is no gravity in space.

3. Coal is a non-renewable source of energy.

4. Water is pumped to the surface from underground lakes.

5. Energy from the sun is inexpensive.

6. Sunlight reaches the solar panels and produces electricity.

ReadingC

5  Read the following passage , then answer the questions :                     

A) Answer the following questions :

1. The dam prevents fish from getting to the places where they reproduce, so fish populations are 

reduced. The water exiting the turbines harms the fish because it is warmer and has a different 

oxygen level. 

2. After it goes through the turbines, the water is warmer and has a different oxygen level, and 

it has less sediment.

3. They must leave because the water behind the dam floods the land.

B) Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

4. b)                                5. c) 

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A. Answer the following questions:

1. He was bored with life in the castle. / He wanted to know how the poor people lived.

2. They had different lives, different skills, different habits. 

3. Yes, because it was his right to be the new king. / No, because I would want to be the king 

and stay in the castle.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c)                          5. a) 
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The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:

1. She was angry because Rudolf didn’t want to work or have any responsibilities.

2. He wanted to see the coronation of the new King of Ruritania.

3.  Duke Michael had always lived in Ruritania and cared about the people. The King had lived 

abroad and the people didn’t know him. 

4.  The old castle could be reached only by a drawbridge. The mansion could be reached by a 

road.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions :

1. Fritz says this to Rassendyll.

2. They both like to live well and not to work.

3. He likes to eat too much and he ate a lot of the poisoned cakes that Duke Michael sent.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1. Antoinette de Mauban took the same train as Rassendyll from Paris to Ruritania.

2. Rassendyll’s brother was Lord of Burlesdon.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 VJ�� O�J oqG- J��
q�/�� �:&��� lqF��� �qI��S�� @& 6�q���%� �q:�� ,���� 9�q* C�	� Qq� V�q< Qq����� �q��
                                     U�:&���� 1����- Q� � ��G8 ��~�F�&� �I�G���� � 3S��& C�/� ,Q"GI?"��

B) Translate into English:

1. In the future, technology will help us (to) drive more safely.

2. What do you think the Earth looks like from the moon?
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Writers and storiesUnit 4

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) present46-c) cultures31-c) pioneer16-b) routine1-

b) stylish47-d) experiences32-b) attachment17-c) style2-

c) customer48-a) graduated33-a) routine18-d) midday3-

c) establishment49-c) respected34-c) style19-d) competition4-

b) developed50-d) society35-c) diplomat20-a) attachments5-

a) spread51-a) support36-a) break21-c) fashionable6-

c) districts52-b) disabled37-d) confusing22-b) district7-

c) compete53-c) concern38-c) giving23-a) law8-

b) custom54-d) improve39-b) insist24-b) pioneers9-

d) old-fashioned55-a) management40-a) national25-d) develop10-

b) pioneer56-d) sign41-d) report26-b) lawyer11-

d) style57-c) behaviour42-a) competitive27-a) publisher12-

a) established58-d) beliefs43-a) believer28-a) customs13-

b) development59-a) obeying44-c) routinely29-b) collection14-

d) customary60-b) traditional45-b) career30-a) lawyer15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

leastlast 17-rolerule1-

styletrial 18-stylestick 2-

respectaspect 19-routineroot 3-

competitioncompletion 20-lawyercustomer 4-

districtdistract 21-nationalnationalise 5-

made/turneddone 22-old-fashionedfashion 6-

pioneermillionaire 23-routinered tape7-

prizepresent 24-disableddisability 8-

signtrade 25-literaturelecture9-

centurycountry26-careerjob 10-

gavemade 27-checkchock 11-

breakholiday28-Establish Publish 12-

diplomatpolitician 29-customhabit 13-

inat 30-pioneeringpioneer 14-

beatwin 31-fashionablefashion 15-

developingdivining16-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

d) leaving40-c) is used to27-a) used to read14-c) has written1-

a) haven’t decided41-b) since28-b) began15-b) wrote2-

c) took42-c) watching29-c) had already seen16-b) was thinking3-

c) had put43-a) was driving30-b) were you doing17-b) was being4-

b) Did you post44-b) had crossed31-b) was doing18-a) ’d finished5-

b) had learnt45-c) had written32-d) have had19-a) was changed6-

c) had he read46-d) done33-d) has changed20-c) has enjoyed7-

c) obtained47-a) had we heared34-b) established21-c) had finished8-

c) has just won48-d) returned35-a) were written22-c) was delivered9-

c) heard49-b) was being cooked36-b) had23-b) have played10-

b) have had50-b) had gone37-a) had prepared24-b) saw11-

d) studied38-c) has had25-b) was sleeping12-

d) had left39-a) was shown26-c) typing13-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

was is 16-hearinghear 1-

finishedfinishes 17-had learntlearns 2-

had they   they had   18-was watchingwatched 3-

had have 19-had takentakes 4-

had  has  20-reachedreach5-

went goes 21-sincefor 6-

havehad22-useduse 7-

have seen saw 23-playedplaying 8-

gone been 24-had trainedtrains 9-

hadhave25-has been has 10-

opened opening 26-met meet 11-

has been playing played 27-parking parked 12-

hashad 28-used to use to 13-

written writing 29-were are 14-

startedstarts 30-finished have finished 15-
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Writers and stories

4 Based on Unit 4TTestest

Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. What do you think of my present?                 2. I think it was fantastic / nice / boring.

3. I agree completely.  4. I think your T-shirt is marvellous.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Cinema 2- Place Clothes shop

Speaker (A) Viewer Speaker (A) Assistant

Speaker (B) Booking clerk Speaker (B) Customer

Function(A) Asking for  information Function(B) Answering questions

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- d) were told 5- d) established 9- c) pioneers 13- d) gives

2- a) have been translated 6- b) routine 10- d) collection 14- c) had lost

3- a) have gone 7- b) minute 11- a) have called 15- c) were driving

4- c) on 8- a) customs 12- d) captured 16- d) completed

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    
1. A publisher is someone who produces books, newspapers, etc.

2. Yehia Haqqi was one of the pioneers of modern Egyptian literature.

3. Haqqi’s story, The Postman, was turned/made into a film.

4. When we arrived at school, the first lesson had begun. Our teacher was very angry with us.

5. My brother has been to Paris, he came back last week.

6. My friend graduated in 1999, and then he travelled abroad.

ReadingC

5  Read the following passage , then answer the questions :                     

A) Answer the following questions :

1. They were born in China.   2. She wrote an essay which won a prize.

3. Her father died in 1967 from brain trouble.

B) Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

4. c) 22   5. a) The Joy Luck Club.
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6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1. Student’s own answer.

2.  In the past, he was rich, but he was unhappy. Now he is a poor man, but he says he is very 

happy.

3. It refers to giving all his money away.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. d) only a little money   5. b) he has no money

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D
7  A) Answer the following questions:

1. Sapt’s plan was to put the King in the cellar in order not to be found by Michael’s men.

2.  Sapt was on Rassendyll’s side all the time. He told Rassendyll everything about the King; about 

his friends, his likes and dislikes………etc.

3.  In the wide modern streets lived the rich people and in the narrow, dirtystreets lived the poor 

people. The New Town was for the King; but the Old Town preferred Michael of Strelsau.

4.  Because her expression changed when she saw him, so he thought she would recognize that he 

was not the real King. He was afraid that she would shout out and tell others.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions :
a) This was said by Rassendyll to Sapt. 

b) The speaker was nervous as he was afraid to be discovered.

c)  He began to feel less nervous when he met Marshal Strakencz and the latter didn’t recognise him.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. Rassendyll rode through the capital with the Marshal on his right and Sapt on his left. 

2. People threw flowers down from the balconies above the King (Rassendyll).

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 @* ��'2�� y�\ n&� ,������'� % 6�Gh� 6�'h Q� C�2�'� !��:�� ���� C��(�:� !�� ,1��?*=� O�	�� @& 'G`"�� LF� %
                                 U��'G��� E�S*��� p&�'2�� .��(& n��� >2��� [;�� E�S�� C�� y�\ Q�* +�?* U+������ 1���	S��

B) Translate into English:

1. Naguib Mahfouz has written a lot of novels which have been translated into many languages.

2.  It is normal/natural that Egypt has strong relations with all nations /countries as it is a 

pioneering country in all fields. 
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Agatha Christie: N or M?Unit 5

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

d) brought46-b) deliberately31-d) suspected16-b) shy1-

c) enabled47-d) express32-b) Orient17-a) suspect2-

b) identify48-c) includes33-b) play18-b) poison3-

a) headquarters49-b) incredible34-a) translated19-c) murder4-

b) secret agent50-a) performance35-c) amnesia20-d) amnesia5-

d) transmitter51-b) guilty36-b) invasion21-b) mousetrap6-

b) mousetrap52-a) trips37-c) innocent22-a) excavation7-

c) amnesia53-d) wounded38-b) transmitter23-c) transmitter8-

a) excavations54-b) captured39-a) shy24-a) spy9-

a) suspected55-c) enemy40-d) amnesia25-d) identity10-

b) excavating56-c) leader41-b) suspect26-b) invasion11-

c) poisonous57-b) overlooked42-b) invasion27-c) identify12-

a) shyly58-b) set free43-c) Excavation28-c) transmit13-

d) murderous59-c) surprise44-d) Archaeology29-a) invaded14-

a) shyness60-c) Patriotism45-c) fiction30-b) innocence15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

poison medicine 16-identitycredit 1-

invasioninvention 17-taughtlearned2-

amnesia dizziness 18-excavationspresentations3-

expressimpress 19-transmitterthermometer 4-

spyingcrying 20-suspectdetective 5-

headquartersheadmasters 21-embarrassedimpressed6-

suspiciousjealous 22-ArchaeologyGeology 7-

innocentguilty 23-crimescriminals 8-

setsit 24-deeply deep 9-

partnerfriend 25-shyashamed 10-

identifyliquefy 26-mousetrapmoustache 11-

onabout 27-innocentinnocence12-

includingenclosing 28-proveimprove 13-

retiredtired 29-recommendationaccommodation14-

spies’ leadersspies leaders30-toin 15-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

d) has been reported31-d) remembered21-b) was designed11-a) was taught1-

c) are constructed32-a) is suspected22-c) is used12-d) was thought2-

c) were turned33-a) was lost23-a) have been made13-b) is reported3-

c) had been34-a) was caught24-d) is served14-c) are based4-

c) will be discussed35-b) was chosen25-b) to be hurt15-b) was written5-

c) is known36-d) was written26-d) is known16-c) were watched6-

a) be revealed37-c) is still thought27-a) is feared17-d) are spoken7-

c) is believed38-d) have been translated28-d) are taught18-a) It is believed8-

a) was shown39-b) to have suffered29-d) has been reported19-c) has been broken9-

a) to win40-c) being laughed30-b) was awarded20-b) was captured10-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

have has 14-has n’t been cuthasn’t cut 1-

is supposed suppose 15-said say 2-

is considered considers 16-opened open 3-

is thought thinks 17-decorated decorating 4-

are were 18-believedbelieving 5-

written wrote 19-designeddesigning 6-

was is 20-must be dealt must dealt 7-

assigned assign 21-had been promoted promoted 8-

escapingescape 22-brought bringing 9-

is known knows 23-are thought think 10-

be interviewedinterview24-know are known 11-

knownknew25-built was built 12-

designed were designed 13-
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Agatha Christie: N or M?

5 Based on Unit 5TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. You should revise your lessons regularly and answer tests.
2. Can you advise me about the best place to buy my clothes?
3. Yes, you are right.  4. Can you give me advice how to keep fit?

2    Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Post office 2- Place School / class

Speaker (A) customer Speaker (A) Teacher

Speaker (B) Employee Speaker (B) Student

Function(A) Making a request
Function(B) Responding to blaming and 

apologizing

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- a) had been booked 5- b) doing 9- a) including 13- c) suspect

2- b) wrote 6- a) spy 10- b) is being held 14- c) to be treated

3- b) can be found 7- a) is feared 11- a) innocent 15- c) amnesia

4- c) are expected 8- c) being recognised 12- d) running 16- d) headquarters

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    
1. There have been many archaeological excavations in Luxor lately.

2. How did the lawyer manage to prove Said’s innocence? 

3. We looked at a lot of houses, but we couldn’t identify the one we saw before.

4. The bill is to be paid without delay. 

5. I expect my new car will be delivered soon.

6. Nothing was known about America until Columbus’s discovery.

ReadingC
5  Read the following passage , then answer the questions :                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. To choose the important sites.
2. It helped us to learn about our ancient Egyptian grandfathers who were great in the human history.
3. It refers to Champollion.

B) Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

4. b) Egyptology                          5. b) helpful
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6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A. Answer the following questions:

1. He was waiting for a friend

2. The man who was wearing a suit collected the most money.

3. It refers to money.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c) walked past without looking at him                         5. b) believed     

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D
7  A) Answer the following questions:

1. There were paintings of the Duke in the windows.

2. When a man he knows from England, Lord Topham, comes to greet him.

3. He asked his soldiers to go ahead of him and he rode alone in the old part of the town.

4.  Flavia told Rassendyll that the people must have appreciated what he had done but Fritz warned 

him to do that again as Michael wouldn’t be happy if Rassendyll became popular.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

1. Rassendyll (the King) says this to the Marshal.

2. He wants the people who live there to see that their King trusts them.

3.  He wasn’t sure whether the King was serious or joking. He didn’t want him to ride alone in this 

part which belonged to Michael.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1. Princess Flavia noticed that Rassendyll looked different as he was more serious.

2. To leave the palace without being seen, Sapt and Rassendyll went out through the secret door.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 L�� .� ,!G�:���� �G�'��� +��^� Q�* t(� '0�(� % �G&��  �S�& �;<� ,!G�:��� �?4= ��&�h �M5 d�	< C�"� C� L��
U;G
	��� 7G- Q� �?4=� �;< n�� Q�* .S:� C� �GI�G��� V�7-��� @�'"
S��� 1�*�M(�� ./ Q�*

B) Translate into English:

1.  Agatha Christie is called the queen of crime fiction because her stories are famous.

2.  Egypt tries to improve its economy by attracting the Arab investments and carrying out a lot 

of huge projects.
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The importance of treesUnit 6

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) connect46-b) natural31-d) cardboard16-d) rings1-

b) soil47-a) protect32-d) bark17-a) harden2-

a) destroyed48-d) referred33-b) instruments18-a) rubber3-

b) as49-c) remove34-d) products19-d) toothpaste4-

c) skin50-a) take in35-d) extracted20-d) age5-

d) global51-d) weather36-b) rings21-a) root6-

d) turpentine52-b) breathe37-c) trunk22-b) Leaves7-

c) sap53-c) managed38-c) calculated23-a) fruit8-

d) cardboard54-d) valuable39-a) did24-a) widen9-

b) harden55-c) instructions40-a) climate25-b) strengthen10

d) instruments56-b) materials41-d) counting26-d) shorten11-

a) rings57-a) recharged42-c) formed27-c) sharpen12-

d) tube58-c) instrumental43-a) forms28-c) lengthen13-

c) bark59-b) wide44-d) out29-a) fuel14-

c) tubes60-c) productive45-c) hole30-a) common15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

age old16-downaway1-

root route17-breatherelease2-

tubes pipes18-cardboard blackboard3-

instrumentmachine19-rubber supper4-

remove improve20-leaves branches5-

width wide21-managed succeeded6-

extracted expected22-toothpaste toothache7-

in out23-damagedrepaired8-

removing  improving24-on in9-

freeze  breeze25-gloves loaves10-

fuel fool26-sap soup11-

wider narrower27-bark branch12-

ring circle28-weatherclimate13-

productsproduces29-warmingwarning14-

with to30-harden hard15-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) is25-a) freezes17-a) goes on9-c) dies1-

d) will die26-a) spend18-b) will irrigate10b) can2-

a) tastes27-b) will get19-b) will do11-a) are3-

b) turns28-c) will have20-c) will be12-c) are4-

b) should29-b) have21-b) get13-c) When5-

d) get30-c) hardens22-a) will die14-d) eat6-

d) loses23-a) won’t15-c) turns7-

a) have24-b) will16-c) become8-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

diewill die11-freezeswill freeze1-

goeswill go12-hashad2-

havehad13-willdid3-

iswas14-will lendlends4-

will missmiss15-will looklooks5-

growgrew16-will winwins6-

risesrose17-dodoes7-

will useuses18-will failwould8-

will havehad19-will gowent9-

gogoing20-eatwill eat10-

6 Based on Unit 6TTestest

Language FunctionsA
1  Respond to each of the following situations:  

1. Can you give me advice where to fix my mobile phone?

2. Can you recommend me a place to spend the weekend?

3. You should connect it to electricity. Then, you should press this button  and set the right station.

4. Can I use your bike, please?
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The importance of trees

2     Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Home 2- Place Pet Shop

Speaker (A) Daughter / son Speaker (A) Customer

Speaker (B) Mother Speaker (B) Assistant

Function (A) Asking for instructions Function (B) Responding to request

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) Global 5- a)won’t go 9- b) roots 13- d) pick

2- d) products 6- c) will stay 10- a) isn’t 14- b) harden

3- b) stops 7- a) drilled 11- d) don’t take 15- b) with

4- c) rubber 8- a) study  12- c) tube 16- b) freezes

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    
1. The old lady had black rings round her eyes from tiredness.

2. The seeds of some plants are crushed to extract the oil.

3. The new security system we have now is the product of years of research.

4. If you kick the ball too hard, you will break that window.

5. I will lend you my dictionary if you need it.

6. The radio won’t work if the batteries are flat.

ReadingC
5  Read the following passage , then answer the questions :                     

A) Answer the following questions :

1. The trees in rainforests store tons of carbon dioxide. When such trees are harvested, they 

release their carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.

2. Governments should issue laws to ban cutting forests. Projects of any kind should be banned 

on these forests.

3. a) motivate                                       b) annually

B) Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

4. b) an area of land             5. b) air pollution

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A. Answer the following questions:

1. Winners and losers of life

2.  Winners are able to change their situation and become independent by being responsible for 

their own lives.

3. a) postpone                                    b) interfere
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B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. d) never repeat their own mistakes                       5. a) blame others for their mistakes         

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:

1. Sapt signed the paper instead of the King.

2. He guarded the King’s room and would tell anyone that the King wouldn’t get up until 9 the 

next day.

3. As he knew that Sapt would be greatly affected if anything bad happened to the King.

4. He thought that Johann’s mother must have informed Michael and his men.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions :

a) This was said by Max to Michael.

b) The truth was that the King was kidnapped and imprisoned in the castle.

c) The Duke was planning to take the throne and get rid of his brother.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1. Sapt gave the guard’s daughter a permit from the King and a coin.

2. Rassendyll was worried when he saw Lord Topham from England. 

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 �;<� ;J'2�� 1%7	� ���4�� � ��':� '`/� t#� F� C�$G:� @�;�� �� 6��:q��� 'G� O�	�� C� 6�S�:�� �:� Xq$�/� �(�
 J'� ��7	� @G��0S�� O�	�� C� 6�q2b�� Xq$�/� �S/ ,l�(�� C��':�� �&�	* �G�*�� .�� D20� !���� Qq*�	S�� ^�q���� C�

      UXM:��� 7GS�� LG2M�� C�/ �\� ��	�F�� C� @"S� �
G
5
B) Translate into English:

1.  The destruction of rainforests contributes to increasing pollution problems and the most 

serious is the global warming.

2. Stability and safety are two important qualities the society should seek to achieve in any age. 
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(B)Review

on Units (4-6)

1  Respond to each of the following situations:

1. I think they are vital to man’s life. 

2. You really must go to the Pyramids and the Egyptian Museum.

3.  First, you should install the battery. Then, you should connect it to electricity. Finally, turn on 

the button and begin to use it.

4. I think they are a good idea to encourage fictional stories.

5. Congratulations. 6. Be careful. Don’t play with matches.

7. First, you should have an account, then add your friends.   

8. You must be quiet here.

9. Excuse me, can you give me advice about revising for my exams?                                         

10. Don’t worry about that.

2     Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following mini-dialogues:

1- Place Post office 2- Place Cinema

Speaker (A) Official Speaker (A) Usher/usherette

Speaker (B) Customer Speaker (B) Viewer

Function
Making and responding to 
request

Function Asking and answering 
questions

3- Place Restaurant 4- Place Pharmacy

Speaker (A) Waiter Speaker (A) Customer

Speaker (B) Customer Speaker (B) Chemist

Function
Making and responding to 
offer

Function Asking and answering 
questions

5- Place Railway station 6- Place Clinic / Pharmacy

Speaker (A) Passenger Speaker (A) Patient

Speaker (B) Booking clerk Speaker (B) Doctor / Chemist

Function
Making and responding to 
request

Function Asking and answering 
questions 
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3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) completing46-b) was being cooked31-c) giving16-c) competition1-

d) style47-d) had left32-d) excavating17-a) attachment2-

b) invasion48-a) haven’t decided33-c) poisonous18-c) cardboard3-

d) amnesia49-c) obtained34-d) suspicion19-d) shy4-

a) customary50-c) heard35-b) shy20-b) instrument5-

d) is produced51-c) is feared36-b) headquarters21-c) had begun6-

a) will suffer52-b) was seen37-a) spy22-a) have been translated7-

c) are produced53-a) believe38-d) harden23-c) captured8-

a) burns54-a) is taken39-c) in24-b) will catch9-

d) give55-c) does40-d) detective25-a) drink10-

c) are found56-b) toothpaste41-a) rubber26-c) style11-

a) watch57-d) sap42-d) cardboard27-a) attachment12-

d) had been58-d) journalist43-b) invasion28-b) district13-

b) wore59-c) political science44-b) guilty29-b) pioneers14-

a) grow60-a) pioneering45-b) innocence30-a) customs15-

4  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

rubberrub16-has worked worked1-

chemicalschemistry17-used use2-

surprised surprising18-will break break3-

to in19-was written written4-

lawyer law20-gives makes 5-

will fall fall21-widewidth6-

is being is 22-invading invade7-

argued was arguing23-innocence innocent8-

gowent24-suspects suspect9-

transmitted transmitter25-suspect suspense10-

spies spy26-translated transformed11-

will would27-expert experience12-

gowent28-confusingconfused13-

visitingvisited29-breathebreathing14-

waswas being30-warmingwarning15-
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Units (4-6)

B Units (4-6)TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1.  Yehia Haqqi was very a generous and kind-he arted man. As a writer, he was very enlightened/

modern/interesting.
2.  If I were you, I would call an ambulance.
3.  Don’t worry, you could trace a picture from one of your story books, or print a picture from 

the internet.
4.  Go down that corridor. Turn left. The headmaster’s office is the third office on the right.  

2     Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Taxi 2- Place Police station

Speaker (A) Customer Speaker (A) Police officer

Speaker (B) Taxi driver Speaker (B) Suspect

Function
Giving instructions/
asking for price/cost

Function Asking/Answering 
questions

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) amnesia 5- c) mousetrap 9- d) although 13- a) attach

2- a) poison 6- b) innocent 10- b) dies 14- a) a lot of

3- d) old-fashioned 7- c) was written 11- b) will get 15- b) see

4- c) roots 8- a) has been playing 12- c) excavation 16- a) removes

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    
a) I want to be a lawyer one day, so I can protect the rights of innocent people.

b) Archaeologists find valuable treasures during their excavations.

c) Who’s the suspect for the murder of John Doe?

d) Tommy Beresford and his wife were two secret agents.

e) The more rain there is in a year, the wider the tree rings are.

f) Covers of books are usually made of cardboard.

ReadingC
5  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1.  A pollinator is an insect that carries pollen from one flower to another.

2.  No. Some pollen is carried by the wind.
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3.  (Any two of these) Pesticides have killed pollinators. Air pollution prevents insects from 

smelling and finding flowers for food. Diseases are killing insects. Cities are destroying the 

environments where pollinators live.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c)     5. b)

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1. The three areas are agricultural, urban, and religious.

2. They had design features that made them able/strong to survive earthquakes.

3. To give them flat spaces for farming. / Flat spaces are easier to farm than hills. 

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. d)        5. c) 

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D
7  A) Answer the following questions:

1.  He didn’t want him to be crowned King the next day. / He wanted to prevent him from going 

to the coronation.

2. He expected to pretend to be the King for one day. / until midnight.

3.  Sapt thought the people in the old part of town might hurt him because they didn’t like the King.

4. Sapt was able to copy the King’s signature onto a form.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
1. Rassendyll said this.

2. They were in/near Strelsau. / They were approaching the train station in Strelsau.

3. He was afraid people would realise that he was not the real King.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. Rassendyll had to go to Strelsau and pretend to be the King.

2. Rassendyll found the dead body of Josef in the hunting lodge cellar.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 ��/ Q��� 1�'GG#��� Q�* l���� � �SW�J @"� !� Q�q��'/ C� n& ,�F8�� 9?�� Q�� Q�q��'/ �~�8� E�S*� @& 'G`/ .��F� !�
U����G0�h @* >��G�� �S/ � ���� ����"� !� @G�`SS�� C� �(�:� ��/ C�G-�� �:� Q� ���� �S/ ,��00� Q�* !��

B) Translate into English:

1. It is said that 5,000 everyday things come from wood.

2. If the weather is dry for a long time, the farmers use irrigation.
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Building and engineeringUnit 7

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

b) commuters46-b) designed31-b) whether16-b) engineering1-

c) positioned47-c) threatens32-c) illuminate17-d) investment2-

a) base48-b) structure33-c) unthinkable18-c) commuters3-

b) diameter49-c) monuments34-d) take19-c) massive4-

a) illuminated50-a) combination35-b) commuter20-d) diameter5-

b) cliff51-c) concrete36-c) raise21-b) carve6-

c) carved52-b) rising37-c) cliff22-c) illuminate7-

c) investments53-c) missed38-c) improve23-d) raise8-

d) commuting54-b) enemy39-d) steep24-b) positioned9-

a) mass55-a) lose40-d) raises25-d) monument10-

c) engineering56-d) ray41-b) tunnelling26-c) base11-

a) investing57-a) reopened42-c) up27-b) opened12-

b) monumental58-c) weighed43-b) statue28-d) save13-

c) carving59-d) forced44-a) rescued29-a) costs14-

d) basing60-d) accessible45-c) attackers30-d) historical15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

tunnelchannel16-illuminateillustrate 1-

keeptake17-raisedrisen 2-

openopened18-monumentmagnet     3-

combinationconnection19-savewaste 4-

historicalhistory20-carvedcared 5-

structureconstruction21-commutercontroller 6-

rescuedprevented22-sitesight 7-

reopenrecopy23-engineering agriculture 8-

investoradvisor24-raysrails9-

manualmental25-attackersattacks10-

systemdiscipline26-raiserise 11-

diameter kilometre27-worksworking 12-

drillingfiling28-investmentexcavation 13-

massivepassive29-commuterscomputers14-

lengthlong30-unthinkableunsinkable15-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

a) could have31-c) could have travelled16-b) can’t have forgotten1-

a) must be32-b) must have17-b) can’t have2-

c) must be33-b) might have left18-c) might have rung3-

d) can’t be34-c) must have taken19-d) must have been4-

a) may be35-d) must be20-a) might5-

b) can’t36-c) must have come21-d) must have6-

c) must have been fixing37-b) must be22-c) can’t7-

d) must have been38-a) can’t be23-d) must8-

a) can’t have won39-b) can’t24-c) can’t9-

c) might40-c) can’t be25-b) must have10-

d) must be41-b) must have got26-b) must have11-

a) may have missed42-a) might be27-d) must12-

b) can’t be43-d) must go28-d) can’t have13-

d) must be44-c) must be29-b) must be14-

b) can't have locked45-b) can’t30-a) must have been15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

mustmay14-can’tmust1-

have gainedgain15-can’tmust2-

mustcan’t16-mustcan’t3-

can’tmight not17-can’tmust4-

can’tcould18-been leftleft5-

couldmay19-mustcan’t6-

can’tmust20-can’tmust7-

could have senthad to send21-mustcan’t8-

have beenbe22-can’tmust9-

mustmustn’t23-mustshould10-

havebe24-mustcan’t11-

mustcan’t25-have beenbe12-

mustcan’t13-
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Building and engineering

7 Based on Unit 7TTestest

Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. They must have taken a lot of time and effort to do this. 2. I’m sorry I can’t come.
3. I think they were built to bury the ancient kings and queens. 4. I may have left it at home.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Hospital/ Clinic 2- Place The Citadel

Speaker (A) Oculist Speaker (A) Tour Guide

Speaker (B) Patient Speaker (B) Tourist

Function (A) Asking questions Function (B) Asking for information

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) must have been 5- c) unthinkable 9- d) height 13- a) might

2- a) can’t 6- b) must be listening 10- c) structure 14- d) may

3- a) works 7- c) commuters 11- b) must 15- a) tunnel

4- b) must 8- a) out 12- a) might 16- a) position

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    
1. The government has made plans to protect our environment.

2. At night the Citadel in Old Cairo is illuminated by strong and coloured lights.

3. Engineers used a massive drilling machine called Nefertiti to the second metro tunnel.

4. We could have gone to Alex but we preferred Hurghada.

5. I might have been here when I was a child but I can’t really remember.

6. Ahmed can’t have won the medal. He looks miserable.

ReadingC

5  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. Because the trip into the middle of Africa to shoot wild animals would be very uncomfortable, 

they would be very hot, they would live in a tent and it might be dangerous.

2. They bought a big tent, camp beds, a refrigerator which did not need electricity and various 

other things.

3. Mr. Jones gave his wife a bell to use if she was in danger and needed him.
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B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c) in danger                                               5. d) three times

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1. It took a long time due to the attacks of a series of wars.

2.  Engineers placed weights on the structure’s north end, while at the same time extracting soil 

from below, causing it to slowly sink back in that direction.

3.  a) undertaken                                      b) extracting

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c) unknown                                             5. d) the restoration work reduced its leaning

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:
1.  They attacked Michael’s men bravely although they were only two against eight or nine men. 

Rassendyll could injure or kill two of them.

2. They stopped at a farmer’s house who was kind to them.  

3. He told him that he hit his hand in a door.

4. Because he thought that he was the real King.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
a) Sapt said this to Rassendyll.

b) He means that Rassendyll continues on pretending to act as King.

c) Because Duke Michael will kill the real King and take the crown.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. Princess Flavia sent a servant to ask about the King’s health after the coronation. 

2. Sapt and Rassendyll try to avenge of Josef by attacking the Duke’s men.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 ��& �(� ,'0& Qq� �*��7��� �*�	0�� @& ?/ 9�q�� �<� ,C�q��=� ��� 9�� Q��� 1�*�'q$S�� !f*� @q& Qq��:�� �q��� C�
 d�SqI�� 'G���� �G*�	4 +'GF� .G"q$� !� �S/ ,+���8 1�*�	4 y�;/� +�q����� n��0S�� @q& ���:�� 6�q$�= lq�'M��

             U��G�� �8�F�� �� Q�- ��GS�� @�7���
B) Translate into English:

1. With science, man can protect himself from deviation and achieve his ambitions and goals.

2. Most world countries suffer from terrorism, unemployment, food shortage and pollution. All 

of these problems must be faced by leaders and peoples. 
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Stevenson: Dr Jekyll and Mr HydeUnit 8

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

a) regularly46-d) essay31-c) will16-d) permanent1-

b) disapprove47-c) immediately32-a) colleagues17-b) admit2-

d) morally48-b) surprising33-c) doing18-d) profession3-

c) permanently49-a) humane34-a) permanently19-b) respectable4-

b) recuperate50-a) of35-d) conflict20-c) recuperating5-

b) appearance51-c) attract36-b) recuperate21-d) biography6-

c) will52-d) prove37-d) profession22-c) recuperation7-

a) blackmailing53-d) evil38-c) biography23-d) biographical8-

b) respectfully54-c) researching39-b) permanently24-b) admission9-

c) professionally55-a) respectful40-a) nature25-c) respect10-

d) willed56-a) rewrite41-a) leaving26-b) conflict11-

c) knocked57-c) book42-d) admit27-d) knocked12-

c) committed58-a) property43-c) acceptable28-b) personality13-

b) personalities59-c) join44-c) complained29-d) commit14-

d) appear60-b) medical45-d) disappointed30-a) appearance15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

recognisedrealised16-professionconfession1-

disapproveimprove17-Blackmail Greenmail2-

fortnightfortress18-humanhumane3-

blackmailse-mails19-willwell4-

complainedcompleted20-admittedadvertised5-

colleagueclassmate21-personalitypersonal6-

fromof22-researchreserve7-

appearanceappliance23-treasuretreason8-

permanentlypermanent24-doingmaking9-

conflictconfidence25-disappointedappointed10-

forat26-commit/doconnect11-

behavedbelieved27-reviewsinterviews12-

admittanceadmission28-biographygeography13-

tellssays29-best-sellerbest sailor14-

assistantassistance30-recuperateappreciate15-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

a) whether31-a) were going21-a) were meeting11-b) was1-

c) the manager is32-a) swim22-c) was hoping12-d) would2-

a) if I played33-d) are killed23-d) before13-d) was3-

a) rises34-b) would do24-d) had said14-c) had finished4-

d) told35-a) I had gone25-a) knew15-a) he was reading5-

b) he had spent36-d) are going26-a) had waited16-c) wanted6-

b) then37-a) if he came27-b) would phone17-d) would be7-

a) would close38-b) that day was 28-b) thought18-c) I had been8-

d) was39-a) he had earned29-b) the following day19-d) was helping9-

c) not to40-b) she had found30-c) had eaten20-a) had finished10-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

hadhadn’t16-I had had I1-

she hadhad she17-hadhas2-

toif18-leftleaves3-

the day beforeyesterday19-toldsaid to4-

thatwhat20-wouldwill5-

musthad to21-thatthis6-

willwould22-toldsaid7-

wouldwill23-wouldwill8-

day before before day24-toldspoke9-

Are  they They are25-hadhas10-

he waswas he26-askedadmitted11-

hadhave27-succeededsucceed12-

dinner wouldwould dinner28-wasam13-

I wouldwould I29-he hadhad he14-

he hadhad he30-wasis15-
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Stevenson: Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde

8 Based on Unit 8TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. What about visiting our grandfather?   2. I’m sorry I can’t.

3. What about buying her a new blouse?  4. That’s a good idea.

2  Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Home 2- Place Bank
Speaker (A) Wife Speaker (A) Client 
Speaker (B) Husband Speaker (B) Clerk
Function (A) Making a suggestion Function (B) Responding to request

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- a) recuperation 5- b) that 9- b) autobiography 13- b) wouldn’t be
2- c) respectable 6- b) said 10- a) best-seller 14- b) permanently
3- d) profession 7- d) conflict 11- c) I had been staying 15- d) warned
4- a) asked 8- c) best 12- d) enquired 16- b) could

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    
1. My grandmother left me some money in her will.

2. Ahmed was punished for a crime he didn’t do/ commit.

3. In 1990, Mr. Ashraf entered the teaching profession.

4. I asked him where he had spent the evening.

5. Nourhan told me that she would cook dinner for us.

6. She asked her friend whether she had finished her homework.

ReadingC
5  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. As he got a job in an office of a big factory in another town.

2. Because everything in this room is very dusty.

3. She brought him a bottle of cough medicine.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. d) fifteen days   5. c) wrote a message
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6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A. Answer the following questions:

1. Exercise has been recommended as an important part of weight-loss programmes.

2. They are physical exercise such as running and mild exercise such as walking and taking the 

stairs instead of the lift.

3. The act of chewing food relieves it.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. d) stress                                          5. a) more

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:

1. He usually visited her to get her support as he knew that the people loved her.

2. Because he couldn’t do so without admitting that  he kidnapped the King and killed his servant.

3. He told them that he was bitten by an animal.

4. When he spoke to Detchard in a foreign accent, he smiled.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

1. Rassendyll said this to Flavia.

2. He is talking about Duke Michael. 

3. She was very surprised.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1. Rassendyll couldn’t sign documents because of his injured finger.

2. Michael was angry when Rassendyll let him wait at the princess’s palace.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 Q�� � �Y�� i��� �S/ ,p�	& nS��& l�5� .2(��S�� ��8��& Q�* �J�(�� ['0S�� @b��S�� 6�	� �< !G�:��� i��<� !<� @&
                                               UE���� �:� L��8 @& �G8���	"���� !�:�� ��"�-� ��8��& Q�* �J�� 6�S�:�� @& .G8 J��*�

B) Translate into English:

1. The world is in need for a lot of  peace callers like Nelson Mandela. 

2. Science is a double edged weapon. In peace it is a tool for peace; in war it is a tool for 

destruction and havoc.
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The power of natureUnit 9

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

b) bright46-b) volcano31-b) violent16-a) absorb1-

a) about47-c) waves32-c) phenomenon17-d) eclipse2-

b) planet48-a) landscape33-b) storm chasers18-a) sight3-

a) do49-c) exists34-a) an eclipse19-a) causes4-

d) harmful50-d) flashed35-b) ultraviolet20-d) occur5-

a) ultraviolet rays51-d) straight36-d) drought21-b) drought6-

b) southern52-b) weather37-d) occur22-a) lightning7-

c) caused53-a) recorded38-c) droughts23-a) north8-

d) phenomenon54-a) chasing39-c) harmful24-c) occurrence9-

a) northern55-b) economic40-d) atmosphere25-d) phenomenally10-

b) rainfall56-b) extreme41-c) degree26-a) southerly11-

d) absorbent57-c) rays42-a) earthquake27-a) high12-

a) eclipsing58-a) evidence43-d) economy28-b) serious13-

b) average59-b) blown down44-b) nature29-a) heavy14-

d) lightning60-d) storm45-d) skin30-c) geyser15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

economyecology16-weatherwhether1-

UltravioletInfrared17-inon2-

stormform18-floodsfoods3-

centigradescentimetres19-geyserwell4-

violenthigh20-droughtdraught5-

OccurPrefer21-volcanoearthquake6-

southerlysouthern22-Phenomenon Phonology7-

distancedistant23-harmfulharmless8-

sightsite24-flashflesh9-

southsouthern25-eclipsesystem10-

phenomenaphenomenon26-LightningThunder11-

planetplant27-damageimage12-

safelysafe28-raysrails13-

leatherfeather29-outon14-

inon30-absorbleak15-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

a) would have had31-c) would have had21-c) had been11-a) would be1-

c) would give32-b) would have met22-a) would give12-b) took2-

c) had told33-d) wouldn’t have been23-a) won’t get13-d) Is it3-

d) would have been34-a) had helped24-a) will be14-a) hadn’t looked4-

b) knew35-c) wouldn’t have got25-c) hadn’t lain15-b) would go5-

c) would enjoy36-c) had planned26-c) would have eaten16-a) would spend6-

d) had37-c) had been27-b) see17-a) erupt7-

d) in case38-b) would be28-d) would have come18-b) would listen8-

a) Providing39-c) to have29-d) will take19-a) look9-

b) But for40-a) would go30-b) in case of20-d) will not be10-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

have metmeet14-have reachedreach1-

wouldwill15-wouldn’t have hadhave not had2-

seensee16-have never metnever met3-

have playedplay17-reachedreaches4-

withoutin case of18-evaporateswill evaporate5-

haddid19-will eatate6-

to visitvisited20-couldcan7-

actedact21-will he beis he8-

have beenbe22-hadhave9-

staywould stay23-have laughedlaugh10-

will heatheats24-had gonewent11-

would helphelped25-might/ wouldmay12-

havehad13-
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The power of nature

9 Based on Unit 9TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. Can you explain how an earthquake happens?
2. Let me explain. First you open a search page and type the thing you want to search for.
3. Congratulations. That’s really great. 4. Go along this road and turn right. It’s on your left.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Electronics shop 2- Place Restaurant 

Speaker (A) Customer Speaker (A) Cook

Speaker (B) Assistant Speaker (B) Servant

Function (A) Asking for explanation Function (B) Responding to instructions

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- a) phenomena 5- d) erupted 9- d) to 13- b) came

2- d) had told 6- b) rode 10- c) won’t get 14- c) Were he to save

3- b) forecasts 7- d) flooded 11- d) occur 15- d) saving

4- c) might have won 8- a) can save 12- c) gave 16- c) evidence

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    
1. Somalia and other African countries are suffering from starvation and drought.
2. With the rain came a southerly wind, moderate at first but then increasing. 
3. If the weather were fine today, we would go to the beach.
4. The accident wouldn’t have happened if he hadn’t been using his mobile phone.
5. Many people would have died if scientists hadn’t found ways to kill viruses.
6. Thunder is the sound you hear during a storm and heavy rainfall.

ReadingC
5  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. Instead of going to school the student has individual lessons at home.

2. The combination of one-to-one teaching and total immersion means that the students can 

improve quickly and gain a valuable insight into how English is used naturally. 

3. No, as the student is exposed to English from morning to night. 

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. b) expensive                                 5. a) insight
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6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1.  Your brain, lungs, nose, mouth, and the muscles of your upper body work together to blow 
away the invaders with a sneeze.

2. These hairs filter the air you breathe.
3. a) reflex                     b) get rid of

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c) useful                     5. d) germs    

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D
7  A) Answer the following questions:

1.  When the King was unconscious at the hunting lodge, Fritz suggested telling people the truth, 
but Sapt said that wouldn’t help the King. Second, when Sapt and Rassendyll returned to 
the palace without the King, Fritz wanted to attack the Duke and set the King free, yet Sapt 
disagreed and said that wouldn’t help.

2.  Yes, I agree. Without Rassendyll’s role, the King would have been killed or imprisoned by 
his evil brother Michael.

3.  First, he would guard the King and Johann’s mother at the cellar. When Michael’s men comes, 
he would tell them that the house was empty.

4.  They are six special soldiers who Michael always keeps and are loyal to him. Three are 
Ruritanians and three are foreigners.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
1. Colonel Sapt says this to Rassendyll.
2. It needs Rassendyll’s taking the place of the King at the coronation.
3. It shows that he is a man who loved his country very much.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. Sapt was worried when Rassendyll decided to ride alone through the Old Town.
2. While Rassendyll was visiting Princess Flavia, Duke Michael arrived.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 �F�� @�F�� ,�	2/�"� �2�	��� C���� 1�
� C� .2� ����� �<��8��� C� O�	�� Q�* L�� �GS��* ��"$& Q{G2�� 'G#��� C�
 C� '$2�� ./ Q�* L�� y�\ n&� ,1?"$S�� �;< �:� .- Q� +�*��S�� �G8���	"��� C�&����� @�;�� 6�S�:�� d�	<

                               ULG2F�� �	�G� �< [;�� �	2/�/ \�(�� Q� ��/��$�
B) Translate into English:

1.  Many of the world’s coasts are exposed to hurricanes which cause destruction and great 
physical losses.

2.  If you were in other people’s place, would you deceive, cheat, kill or steal?
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(C)Review

on Units (7-9)

1  Respond to each of the following situations:

1. I think the weather in Egypt is fantastic.

2. They can damage things and lead to many deaths.

3. Good Heavens! That’s incredible!

4. I completely agree.

5. Well done! That’s great news.

6. I’m sorry I’m busy.

7. Can you repeat this please?

8. What about spending the summer holiday in Alexandria?

9. Can you help me, please?

10. I agree.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following mini-dialogues:

1- Place Street 2- Place Class

Speaker (A) Foreigner/ Tourist Speaker (A) Student

Speaker (B) Passer-by Speaker (B) Friend/classmate

Function
Asking for and telling 
the way

Function Asking and answering 
questions

3- Place Hospital 4- Place Exhibition/ museum

Speaker (A) Visitor Speaker (A) Visitor

Speaker (B) Doctor Speaker (B) Guide

Function
Making a request and 
giving instructions

Function Asking and answering 
questi ons
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3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

d) absorbing46-c) the car cost31-b) profession16-a) occurred1-

b) admitted47-a) the film starts32-a) historical17-b) harmful2-

a) committing48-c) had broken33-a) carved18-d) knocked3-

d) lightning49-d) had gone34-d) raise19-a) profession4-

b) phenomenal50-a) whether35-b) repairing20-c) colleagues5-

b) were51-c) cliffs36-d) Should21-b) must have6-

d)  wouldn’t have 
required

52-c) raise37-b) had known22-c) might have7-

b) he could borrow53-d) investment38-a) is23-b) I read8-

c) produces54-c) monumental39-a) unless24-d)  would have left9-

c)  Tarek might have 
gone to fix his car

55-b) caused40-a) can’t have seen25-a) I had been10-

b)  Jehan asked me 
what I had been 
doing all day.

56-a) rainfall41-c) shouldn’t have26-b) northerly11-

a) must have fed57-b) permanently42-a) can’t have27-c) commute12-

a) can’t have58-c) admit43-b) must have been28-b) recuperating13-

b) study59-a) respected44-b) must have sent29-a) investing14-

c) had60-c) appearance45-d) could have gone30-b) biography15-

4  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

Wrong Right Wrong Right Wrong Right

1- in on 13- mud metal 25- read reads 

2- pass might pass 14- interview view 26- destroyed been destroyed

3- go going 15- expect except (for) 27- must can’t

4- had he he had 16- strength strengthen 28- told asked 

5- had been were 17- farmhand farmland 29- mustn’t can’t

6- can’t must 18- mastery mystery 30- can’t must

7- By On 19- leave left 31- finishing finish 

8- irritate irrigate 20- see had seen 32- been have been 

9- signed designed 21- if whether 33- will would 

10- construction structure 22- has had 34- was had been 

11- exchange arrange 23- to win won 35- was she she was 

12- experiences experiments 24- have had
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Units (7-9)

C Units (7-9)TTestest

Language FunctionsA
1  Respond to each of the following situations:  

1. She can’t be absent. I saw her in the morning lines today.

2. I would prefer chicken, if you don’t mind.

3. Excuse me, Miss/Sir, would you please explain what happens during an eclipse of the moon? 

4. I think storm chasers are brave people who try to discover new things about nature.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place A train 2- Place A restaurant

Speaker (A) A policeman/a detective Speaker (A) A waiter

Speaker (B)
Train conductor/a train 
employee

Speaker (B) A customer

Function
Guessing and deducing 
information

Function
Making and responding 
to suggestions

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- c) can’t have 5- b) blackmail 9- c) phenomenon 13- b) monument

2- c) cliffs 6- d) protect 10- a) promised 14- c) had stolen

3- a) must have 7- a) illuminated 11- b) droughts 15- b) was reading

4- b) nature 8- b) would have 12- c) has turned 16- a) unthinkable

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    

1. Mr Maher has just had a serious illness and he needs time to recuperate.

2. Maryam asked whether the teacher was in school. 

3. He must have left his keys because he can’t get into the car.

4. I have decided to leave Cairo permanently and I am not coming back.

5. It is impolite to walk into an office before you knock on the door.

6. Leila Ahmed wrote a long autobiography about her life in a book called A Border Passage.
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ReadingC

5  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. No, not all hot springs are geysers. Geysers are a special kind of hot spring.

2. No, because we can’t control natural phenomena. / No, because droughts, earthquakes and 

landslides can also make geysers become dormant or extinct. / No, because we can only 

prevent some geysers from becoming dormant or extinct.

3. The best place to see geysers is Yellowstone National Park, USA, because there are 500 

geysers there.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. a)         5. c) 

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A. Answer the following questions:

1. The author wants to have both secondary and university students in the book club.

2. I think it is a good idea because they are all young people and they can learn from each other. 

/ No, I don’t think it is a good idea because university students have different interests from 

secondary students.

3. The members will develop responsibility by taking turns leading the discussion.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. b)    5. c) 

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D
7  A) Answer the following questions:

1.  Duke Michael knew that the real King had been poisoned and was at the hunting lodge. / His 

men (must have) sent him a message that the King was asleep at the hunting lodge.

2. They had spades because they were going to bury Josef’s body.

3. Because the real King was missing from the lodge/taken by Michael’s men.

4. Detchard is an Englishman who is one of Duke Michael’s special soldiers/Six Men.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

1. They were at Princess Flavia’s palace.

2. He couldn’t go into the room without the King’s permission (because he wasn’t royal).
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Units (7-9)

3.  He didn’t know that Michael needed the King’s permission. (He pretended to the Princess that 

he had forgotten the rule.)

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1. Fritz and Rassendyll rode to the palace to see Princess  Flavia.

2. Rassendyll and Sapt rode from Strelsau to the hunting lodge to get the King.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF

9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 oG- ���< �G��� �G0�$� m��S�I%�� ��� �& C�*'qI >	"�� ,'q$��� 'G��� [��F� ��'q$2�� �:G2M�� C� ."G8 UJ 2~� �(�
U['5� +'& ."G8 UJ Q�� E�F��� >G�* L:0�� @& D24� ����	�� Q�� ,� �'G`/ >�G0�h Q�� E�F�� D24�

B) Translate into English:

1. It was unthinkable that Egypt would lose Abu Simbel, so plans were made to rescue it.

2. The atmosphere absorbs most of the sun’s harmful rays. 
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Science and scientistsUnit 10

Vocabulary Exercises
1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- a) result 16- a) achieved 31- d) prove 46- d) wasting

2- c) achieve 17- d) doing 32- d) realised 47- b) producing

3- d) specialise 18- c) ambition 33- a) removed 48- d) generation

4- c) theory 19- a) revision 34- b) series 49- d) down

5- b) diabetes 20- a) cancer 35- c) shows 50- c) gradually

6- d) gradual 21- c) sounded 36- d) develop 51- a) process

7- a) specialist 22- c) carrying out 37- a) soil 52- b) diabetes

8- a) theoretically 23- a) cured 38- c) test 53- d) achievements

9- a) gain 24- d) limits 39- d) water 54- b) gradual

10- d) process 25- b) disappointment 40- b) Advances 55- a) specialisation

11- c) amount 26- a) gained 41- c) environmental 56- b) theoretical

12- a) regularly 27- b) research 42- c) nutrition 57- d) invisibility

13- c) invisible 28- c) checked 43- b) overcame 58- c) release

14- d) carrying out 29- a) feed 44- d) starvation 59- b) cancerous

15- c) diabetic 30- b) increase 45- b) disappointment 60- a) invisible

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

specialisesspecifies10-diabeticchronic1-

releasedrealised11-gainedlost2-

achievement achieve12-makingdoing3-

resultresorts13-diabetes databases4-

gainedwon14-theorytrick5-

realisedrecognised15-graduallygradual6-

test conduct16-cancermeasles7-

graduallyregularly17-ambitionsambitious8-

about with18-a processan operation9-
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Science and scientists

cure heal25-out up19-

research search26-medical medicine20-

gradual gradually27-well good21-

invisible visible28-series serials22-

years’ years29-specialisespurifies23-

test taste30-improve remove24-

Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- d) knew 9- b) hadn’t spent 17- b) hadn’t spent 25- c) hadn’t parked

2- b) had done 10- a) had 18- c) had passed 26- b) had

3- c) hadn’t wasted 11- b) had listened 19- c) hadn’t eaten 27- b) didn’t have to

4- a) could 12- b) could 20- d) had finished 28- c) hadn’t demolished

5- d) were 13- c) had chosen 21- b) could 29- b) had

6- a) had remembered 14- d) knew 22- a) had gone 30- c) hadn’t spoken

7- c) lived 15- b) could be 23- b) were 31- d) had studied

8- b) studied 16- d) could have been 24- c) hadn’t rained

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

Wrong Right Wrong Right

1- am were 11- is were

2- caught had caught 12- are were

3- read had read 13- haven’t hadn’t 

4- has had 14- didn’t lend hadn’t lent

5- went could go 15- sleep had slept

6- kept had kept 16- can could

7- wouldn’t lose hadn’t lost 17- wish wishes

8- hadn’t done didn’t do 18- went could /would go

9- goes had gone 19- haven’t hadn’t

10- had understood understood 20- can could
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10 Based on Unit 10TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. I wish I had liked my stay in Aswan. 
2. What do you think of the story I recommend you?
3. I wish I could travel abroad to complete my studies.
4. With pleasure. Yes, of course.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Home 2- Place Mall

Speaker (A) Husband Speaker (A) Customer

Speaker (B) Wife Speaker (B) Assistant

Function Asking for opinion Function Giving directions

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- c) specialises 5- a) listened 9- c) had paid 13- a) invisible

2- b) diabetes 6- a) theory 10- d) had scored 14- d) series

3- c) had been 7- d) could take 11- c) achievements 15- c) was

4- c) process 8- d) do 12- b) were 16- a) had

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:
1. Amal has gained a lot of weight recently, so she decided to go on a diet.
2. Theoretically, anyone can be an astronaut.
3. Manar couldn’t take the exam because she didn’t study well.
4. It was supposed to be a secret. I wish you hadn’t told him.
5. Tamer wishes his neighbours wouldn’t make so much noise.
6. If only you stopped talking while I am watching my favourite programme.

ReadingC
5  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1.  You can do this by wearing a piece of equipment we will use most often is special glasses 
called goggles.

2. Charts and graphs help him do so.
3. a) hypothesis.                     b) harsh

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c) The Scientific Method in the Lab  5. d) all of these 
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6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1. It is to let children learn to judge their own work.
2. They never give a child a chance to find out his mistakes for himself.
3.  Yes, I agree because this will teach them to measure their own understanding, how to know 

what they know or do not know.
B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. d) the same as learning other skills.                     5. b) guide

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:
1.  The people are not happy saying that if the King doesn’t marry the princess, Duke Michael 

should. He didn’t want Michael to take the throne.
2. As he heard Rassendyll talking to Flavia and was about to tell her that he wasn’t the real King.
3.  He picks up the iron table and holds it by the legs. The top gives a complete protection to him. 

Then he calls the men to enter. He is protected by the table top as it hits them and they all fell 
down  steps.

4.  He asks him to guard the Princess. He tells him that he is leaving Strelsau for a few days and 
he’ll send him a message every night. If the marshal  doesn’t get a message for three days, 
he has the authority to be the head of Strelsau. He must ask the Duke to see the King. If he 
doesn’t allow him, he must say that the King’s dead. Then he must tell the people of Ruritania 
that their new ruler is Princess Flavia.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
a) This is said by Antoinette de Mauban to Rassendyll (the King).
b) They are in the summer h ouse.  c) To warn him against Michael’s plan.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. Antoinette de Mauban tells Rassendyll Michael’s plan.
2. Detchard is wounded in the arm by Rassendyll’s bullet.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 � 3G�'* � 3�'(2* C�/ �(� �G:G2M�� 9��:�� Q� V':�� J��� @& C�/� ,� 3�'0& � 3GW��7G�� 1�G���� !��* ��'$& Q
M0& Q�* C�/
                                                 U��'F�� .G2��� �< !G�:��� C� �J�(�*� Q� C�/� ,.G�(�� y�\ .��(& Q� Q(��� ,V'#�� � �'G`/ QM*�

B) Translate into English:
1. It’s high time to realize the value of science and scientists as without them nations don’t advance.

2. Peace gives us a golden chance to carry out useful projects as it saves the money spent on wars.
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Dumas: The Count of Monte CristoUnit 11

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- a) assistants 16- d) from 31- c) army 46- c) object
2- d) playwrights 17- b) to 32- a) college 47- a) revenge
3- a) lecturer 18- a) from 33- d) correct 48- b) victim
4- b) object 19- a) recognisable 34- c) Diamond 49- a) accused
5- b) imprisonment 20- a) of 35- b) immediate 50- b) treason
6- c) historical 21- c) accusers 36- c) escaped 51- a) fiancée
7- a) finances 22- c) envy 37- d) rescued 52- b) envious
8- d) argument 23- a) for 38- a) wedding 53- a) objectionable
9- c) servant 24- a) enviable 39- c) false 54- d) recognition
10- c) punishment 25- d) appreciates 40- a) marry 55- c) recognisable
11- a) agreement 26- a) revenge 41- d) cruel 56- b) lecture
12- d) recognise 27- c) unrecognisable 42- a) criminal 57- d) revenged
13- a) of 28- d) finance 43- b) illegal 58- a) financial
14- d) to 29- d) accurate 44- b) wealthy 59- b) historic
15- d) accusation 30- d) adventure 45- b) The number 60- a) fiancé

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

revengeavenge16-lifedeath1-

TreasonTreasury17-playwrightplaywrite2-

treasuretreason18-objectedrefused3-

envyenvious19-fiancéefiancé4-

playwrightnovelist20-fromto5-

adventureadventurous21-accusedconfused6-

financesfiancées22-enviousenviable7-

financialfunctional23-recogniserealise8-

enviousobvious24-wealthyhealthy9-

lonelyalone25-a lectureran officer10-

virtually visually26-recognitionrecognise11-

valuableavoidable27-assistant assailant12-

gotwon28-victimvacuum13-

correctcollect29-imprisonmentimprovement14-

historical historic30-broughtgot 15-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- c) had been looking 13- c) had been playing 25- b) had crossed

2- c) had been 14- d) had been driving 26- d) had been waiting

3- a) had been baking 15- c) had been feeling 27- c) destroyed

4- a) had been raining 16- d) had returned 28- c) had been eating

5- d) had learnt 17- c) had you been 29- d) had already picked

6- c) had already left 18- d) had been acting 30- d) had been trying

7- b) had dreamed 19- b) had spent 31- c) had been working

8- b) had been looking 20- c) had been 32- b) had been teaching

9- a) had gone 21- a) had done 33- b) hadn’t you cleaned

10 c) hadn’t had 22- b) had been 34- a) had been working

11- d) had phoned 23- b) had been revising 35- c) had been looking

12- a) finished 24- c) had written

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

hadhas14-been sleepingslept1-

had writtenwritten15-didn’tdon’t2-

been talkingtalked16-had been waitinghave waited3-

hadhave17-had been lookinghad looked4-

hadhave18-hadhas5-

belongedbeen belonging19-been walkingwalked6-

had has 20-knownbeen knowing7-

been exercisingexercising21-been learninglearned8-

brokenbeen breaking22-hadhave9-

hadhas23-had beenwas 10-

returnedreturning24-hadhas11-

atehave eaten25-been helpinghelped12-

been workingworked13-
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11 Based on Unit 11TTestest

Language FunctionsA
1  Respond to each of the following situations:  

1. May I help operate your new video player?  2. That’s very kind of you.
3. Shall I carry the books for you?
4. I think they are useful and his style is easy.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Police Station 2- Place Hospital
Speaker (A) Taxi driver Speaker (A) Doctor
Speaker (B) Policeman Speaker (B) Patient
Function(A) Making a complaint Function(B) Answering questions

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- d) objected 5- a) fiancée 9- a) had broken 13- d) knew
2- b) revenge 6- c) financial 10- c) had seen 14- b) had been having
3- c) resigned 7- c) victims 11- c) had left 15- a) bought
4- b) imprisoned 8- d) recognition 12- a) had made 16- a) had made

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    

1. Spies are convicted of high treason and sentenced to death.

2. I really appreciate all that you did to help me get the job I applied for. 

3. These machines were designed to assist people with disabilities.

4. I hadn’t thought of that before Ahmed mentioned it.

5. Before having dinner with my family, I picked up a gift for my mother. 

6. We had been living in the house for a year before we decorated the kitchen.

ReadingC
5  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1. It gives learners the different meanings of a word. Most dictionaries help them to pronounce 

a word correctly by using pronunciation symbols. Moreover, it shows the learner how to use 

the word by giving him examples in sentences.

2. Three types are mentioned in the text.  3. To use our guessing and think more.
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B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. d) computers.                                                      5. c) symbols

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1. They enable you to taste your food. 

2. Sweet, sour, salt and bitter are the four taste types mentioned in the passage.

3. The taste buds along the edges at the back of the tongue are good at detecting sour tastes.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c) salt                                                      5. b) doesn’t taste food

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D
7  A) Answer the following questions:

1.  Sapt was wise when he appeared at the French window as he could stop Rassendyll from 

telling Flavia the secret of his being a pretend King. 

2.  The first letter was from Michael inviting her to go to Zenda. The other one was a warning 

letter not to accept the Duke’s invitation and not to go to any place without guards. The 

second one was from Antoinette de Mauban.

3.  Rassendyll asked Marshal Strakencz to guard Flavia as he wants him to protect her from 

Duke Michael.

4.  As Rassendyll was a man of honour, he seemed to be a noble man. He kept his promises all 

the time to save the King. He refused to marry the princess as he wasn’t the real King.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
1. This was written in a letter from Antoinette to Flavia.

2. “Him” refers to Michael.

3. As she wanted to warn her of the duke. She knew the duke’s plans against her.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. Sapt stopped Rassendyll from saying the truth to the Princess.

2. Rassendyll told Flavia to pretend that she was ill so as not to go to Zenda. 

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 �G����� 9�* :.`& �J�2S��� !G(�� �;< .`& @* E�q
b�� !�:�� !�2�/ Q
� ,�G0�q$�� �S	� ]��M�� � 3�8 �&�< �q���'�� C�
U.
M�� �G0�h  Q�* lGS* 'G~R� >� ����'�� E��& Q� +'2��� @& !�:� }� �& @"�� ,���2� C���=� L-� �*��$���

B) Translate into English:
1. Advanced countries need science and knowledge more than food and drinks.

2. The English proverb says “If you want a thing well done, do it yourself.”
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Festivals and folk musicUnit 12

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

1- c) procession 16- a) distinctive 31- b) describe 46- c) pick
2- a) celebration 17- b) procession 32- a) developing 47- a) entertainment
3- c) drumstick 18- a) folk 33- b) difference 48- b) procession
4- a) explode 19- b) distinctive 34- d) sing 49- d) responsibility
5- c) mark 20- c) celebrating 35- c) duty 50- a) evolved
6- b) landmarks 21- d) celebrity 36- c) through 51- d) event
7- c) celebrate 22- c) explode 37- d) individual 52- a) varies
8- d) responsible 23- b) local 38- b) influence 53- c) distinctive
9- a) various 24- a) model 39- b) mental 54- c) fireworks
10 - c) drums 25- c) culture 40- b) purpose 55- c) uneventful
11- b) evolution 26- d) down 41- a) relations 56- a) eventful
12- c) variety 27- a) festivals 42- a) cheer 57- b) folksy
13- b) irresponsible 28- d) harvest 43- c) passed 58- d) position
14- a) distinction 29- b) up 44- c) physical 59- a) marketing
15- b) fireworks 30- c) community 45- d) differentiate 60- a) place

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

developingdeveloped16-processionprecision1-

evolvedrevolved17-landmarkstrademarks2-

celebrationcelebrate18-instrumentsequipment3-

celebrate certificate19-makedo4-

processionqueue20-localinternational5-

modelmodal21-distinctiveambiguous6-

positioncomposition22-drumsdoors7-

festivalcrystal23-onof8-

sculpturesphotos24-relativesrivals9-

communitysociety25-varyverify10-

fansfuns26-celebritiescelebrated11-

varietyvary27-markssigns12-

fireworksfiremen28-culturecapture13-

responsibilityresponsible29-influencinginfecting14-

positionlocation30-abilitiesdisabilities15-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) opening31-c) to visit21-c) speaking11-c) looking1-

b) to tell32-c) looking22-b) travelling12-c) watching2-

b) to live33-c) not phoning23-a) to go13-c) to see3-

c) trying34-c) lending24-d) watching14-d) going4-

a) watch35-c) firing25-c) to build15-d) to study5-

c) to pay36-b) to bring26-d) to pass16-b) to work6-

c) to support37-c) killing27-b) to ask17-b) to be7-

c) eating38-b) to inform28-a) leaving18-c) to phone8-

b) knowing39-b) working29-d) visiting19-b) singing9-

a) playing40-c) to leave30-a) flying20-c) to play10-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

to win winning14-to bebeing1-

going to go15-to pickpicking2-

to take taking16-to locklocking3-

watching to watch17-to try trying4-

to study studying18-to buy buying5-

to come coming19-to bebeing6-

to help helping20-to buybuying7-

to come come21-to type typing8-

reading to read22-to get getting9-

visiting to visit23-to renew renewing10-

to walk I walk24-starting to start11-

speaking to speak25-to turnturning12-

to play playing13-
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12 Based on Unit 12TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. What kind of music do you like? 2. I love English movies very much.

3. I recommend you this restaurant ( name) to have lunch. 4. I’m a big fan of folk music.

2  Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Hotel 2- Place Home

Speaker (A) Receptionist Speaker (A) Parent

Speaker (B) Guest Speaker (B) Son

Function (A) Inquiring Function (B) Responding and assuring

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- d) fireworks 5- b) variety 9- b) cultures 13- b) to watch

2- b) harvest 6- a) drums 10- d) responsible 14- c) waiting

3- a) to buy 7- b) landmarks 11- b) to show 15- a) enter

4- b) being given 8- c) instrument 12- b) to call 16- b) to build

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    

1. The quiz asked people to make the distinction between the two pictures. 

2. I regret to tell you that Nabil will not be joining the team. I know you wanted him with us. 

3. It is our responsibility to do everything we can to protect the traditional music of our country.

4. Remember to switch off the lights when you go out, please.

5. We are looking forward to meeting our pen friends for the first time.

6. Lots of people stood in the street to watch the New Prince’s procession.

ReadingC

5  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. They are working in laboratories trying to design driverless buses.

2. Environmentally friendly means that the buses would run on electricity or bio-fuel.

3. If this project becomes a reality, the bus drivers will eventually find themselves unemployed.
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B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. a) smoother                                 5. a) decrease

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A. Answer the following questions:

1. He cannot concentrate on what he is reading if there is any noise around him.

2.  They took him for an eye test. The doctor Said there was nothing wrong with his eyes and 

said he thought he was probably lazy.

3. If he is tired, he falls asleep after a few minutes and forgets what he has read the next day.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c) He was lazy.                          5. a) Noise makes it difficult for him to read.

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:

1. As Michael’s mother wasn’t royal, he wouldn’t be King unless he married Flavia.

2. They went to Zenda to rescue a friend of the King who was taken prisoner by Duke Michael.

3. He apologised saying that he and most his men had a serious disease.  

4. He asked her to bring Johann to him.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions :

1. It is said by Rassendyll to Flavia.

2. Because he was going to have a fight with a dangerous man ( Michael).

3. Yes, she agreed as it was her responsibility to protect her country.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1. Rassendyll’s writing was different from the King’s writing.

2. Rassendyll and Fritz went to the inn to meet Johann (talk to the innkeeper’s daughter).

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 ,y��G- tS� 'GG#� yG�* Q#2	� >q��� ,���qh t#� F� y�R� d�;F� C� @"S� >��� ,� 3��* �� � �(��4 '����� C�q"� C� @q"S�
UQ�'#�� !��:�� Q� �'S�� V�2I� '2/� �< '����� C� Q�* 6�2b�� l
��� ,'�;F��� 1���h� �-?� !� �� y��(� C� � �Y�� @"S��

B) Translate into English:
1. Increasing prices and the rise in living expenses are the most important problems which face 

the Egyptian citizen nowadays.

2. I like going to the op era to enjoy classical/high standard music.
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on Units (10-12)

1  Respond to each of the following situations:

1. I feel worried as I’m not very good at English.

2. I enjoyed the weekend, but I think I wasted a lot of time. 

3. I see you’re busy. May I help you?

4. I enjoy reading e-books. 

5. You look worried. What is the matter? 

6. I enjoyed my holiday but the weather was not very good. This was a disappointment.

7. May I help you with your homework?

8. What’s your favourite singer?

9. I prefer rap music.

10. Can I help you?  / What can I do for you?

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following mini-dialogues:

1- Place Pharmacy 2- Place Bank

Speaker (A) Chemist Speaker (A) Client

Speaker (B) Patient/customer Speaker (B) Bank clerk 

Function
Make and respond to 
request 

Function Make and respond to 
inquiry

3- Place Classroom 4- Place Zoo

Speaker (A) Teacher Speaker (A) Visitor

Speaker (B) Student Speaker (B) Handler

Function
Giving and responding to 
instructions

Function Asking for and giving 
information
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Units (10-12)

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) gradual35-b) revenge18-d) position1-

b) had learnt 36-a) amount19-a) specialise2-

b) to meet37-b) process20-d) theories3-

b) had slept38-c) location21-c) celebrating4-

a) retired39-a) landmarks22-b) recognise5-

b) had been looking40-a) farming23-c) knew  6-

c) going41-c) fertilizer24-a) had worked  7-

b) to visit42-b) efficiently25-d) had been playing8-

d) had been43-b) cure26-b) had travelled  9-

a) have won44-d) released27-b) to pass  10-

b) to try45-a) fireworks28-b) treason11-

c) having46-d) invisible29-b) theories12-

d) to buy47-c) objected30-b) envied13-

a) had died48-d) accused31-b) specialise14-

d) knew49-a) treason32-a) having15-

c) to get50-b) varies33-b) accuse16-

d) specialises34-a) vary17-

4  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

solveuntie19-had finishedhas finished1-

sportssport’s20-wasis2-

climateweather21-wrotewrite3-

playingplayed22-would beis4-

arrangingto arranging23-to studystudying5-

weream24-goingto go6-

had workedworked25-playwrightplaywrite7-

couldcan26-playsdoes8-

would can 27-historicalhistorian9-

had passedhas28-describedprescribed10-

had livedlived29-busyoccupied11-

watchingwatch30-populationpollution12-

paypaying31-gymgem13-

had has32-onat14-

stopstopping33-imprisonmentimprovement15-

to taketaking34-exhaustingexhausted16-

receivingto receive35-hittingto hit17-

instrumentsequipment18-
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D Units (10-12)TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. If you like, I can give you a ride home. / You can borrow some of my money to go home.
2. You’ve studied hard and I’m sure you’ll do fine./Just do your best and don’t worry.
3. Thank you. I can’t find the book I want.
4. I would like to be able to choose our leaders. / I would like Egypt to become cleaner.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

a) Place Library b) Place Greengrocer’s/Market

Speaker (A) Student / Library customer Speaker (A) Buyer/Customer

Speaker (B) Librarian Speaker (B) Seller/Greengrocer

Function (A) Making a request Function (B) Responding to a request

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) knew 5- a) specialise 9- b) been raining 13- a) celebrate

2- a) had eaten 6- b) had cooked 10- c) playwrights 14- b) eating

3- d) diabetes 7- c) had won 11- d) recognised 15- d) distinctive

4- a) cure 8- d) gave 12- b) treason 16- c) seeing

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    
1. If you work hard, you will achieve great results.

2. I wish I had kissed my mother’s hand every day before she died.

3. My brother agreed to lend me his MP4.

4. The victim was found dead on the floor of the bank.

5. The Sphinx is an ancient Egyptian monument.

6. Please water the plants regularly while I’m gone.

ReadingC

5  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:                     

A) Answer the following questions:

1. Doctors didn’t understand why victims of diabetes had a damaged pancreas.

2. They died from diabetes.

3. I think they felt bad that Best and Collip did not get the Nobel Prize also, although they were        

part of the team that discovered insulin.
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B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. b)                   5. d) 

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1. The writer thinks that space science is less important than oceanography. / The writer thinks 
we should not study the sun and stars.

2. I think they specialise because the oceans are very big and there is too much for one person 
to know. / I think they specialise because they can study different aspects of the oceans — the 
life, the chemistry, the waves, etc.

3. The oceans directly affect our lives. / There are large areas of the oceans that are unexplored.
B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c)                      5. d) 

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:
1.  Because he suddenly realised that he had always wanted a quiet life but now he had many 

responsibilities and he wondered how he had got into that situation.
2.  She told him that Michael’s men were planning to kill him there and that he must leave before 

they came.
3. Sapt’s face was angry but he calmly told Rassendyll that someone was waiting to see him. 
4. Sapt wanted Rassendyll to propose to Princess Flavia.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
1. Antoinette de Mauban wrote these words.
2. The letter was addressed to Princess Flavia.
3.  The letter said that she should not accept any invitation from Duke Michael and that she should 

not go anywhere without many guards.
C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1. Detchard spoke to Rassendyll through the summer house door.
2. Rassendyll asked Marshal Strankencz to protect Princess Flavia from the Duke.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 ,��'��� 9�G(�� l�'b @* >��'f� ��2�5�� 9�(� ;��'��� @& ��W�;� Q�* .0F� ][;#�� 1���2	�� C� �(�:� wqS�< C�q�x C�/
                                     U>�'�h [;#}� QW'& 'G� '5� 9�:b J�8� d���]�-?� !�� Uw>��'f� Q�x �M�& >�� X$�/� >	"��

B) Translate into English:

1. The oud was taken to Europe, where it evolved into a number of modern instruments.

2. Different cultures have distinctive festivals as well as traditional folk music.
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Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

b) foundation46-d) inspectors31-a) licence16-a) degree1-

d) charge47-c) permit32-d) solo17-c) positive2-

c) licence48-b) permission33-b) licence18-a) role3-

b) effective49-d) determined34-d) admire19-a) encouraged4-

c) encourages50-b) founded35-a) encourage20-b) personal5-

d) solo51-b) society36-c) relationship21-c) encouragement6-

c) degree52-c) acceptable37-d) qualifications22-d) positively7-

a) roles53-a) compassion38-d) involve23-a) flight8-

b) argument54-c) crash39-a) graduation24-d) suitable9-

c) inspecting55-d) associate40-b) staff25-a) effective10 -

b) effectiveness56-a) nursing41-c) grow up26-c) personality11-

a) suits57-b) soldiers42-b) well-trained27-c) impressive12-

d) licensed58-b) hygiene43-c) drug28-a) encouraging13-

a) nurses59-b) occupation44-a) takes up29-d) personally14-

b) impressively60-d) inspire45-a) result30-b) charge15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

nursingnursery16-impressiveimpressed1-

personalitypersonal17-sololonely2-

effectiveaffecting18-arguedsearched3-

an inspectora conductor19-marksign4-

flewdrove20-staffcrew5-

flightflying21-connectedcontacted6-

impressiveimpressing22-withof7-

takesgives23-personalperson8-

forto24-positionlocation9-

forabout25-appreciateestimate10-

encourageddiscouraged26-encouragingencourage11-

inon27-ruledcontrolled12-

positivenegative28-accessenter13-

degreelicence29-rolerule14-

private/personalspecial30-missedlost15-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

a) why29-a) for which15-b) where1-

a) who30-b) where16-a) who2-

b) which31-a) which17-d) which3-

c) where32-b) after which18-c) in which4-

b) whose33-d) which19-d) which5-

c) what34-a) in which20-d) which6-

b) which35-c) that21-d) whose7-

d) who36-d) which22-c) whose8-

b) which37-d) who23-d) which9-

d) who38-d) I lent24-c) who10-

d) whom39-a) who appeared25-b) when11-

b) what40-c) whose26-c) in which12-

c) at which27-d) by which13-

c) whose28-b) to which14-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

when/thatwhich14-whosewhich1-

who who he15-whosewho2-

whosewho’s16-whosewho3-

wherewhich17-which/thatwhose4-

whichthat18-which/thatwhat5-

who/whom/thatwhich19-where/thatwhich6-

hadhe had20-which/thatwhere7-

which/thatwhere21-wherewhich8-

which/thatwhere22-wherewhich9-

whichthat23-who/thatwhom10-

whichwhose24-which/thatwhere11-

whichwhere25-which/thatwho12-

when/thatwhere13-
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13 Based on Unit 13TTestest

Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:

1. Can you tell me why you changed your job? 

2. Because I’m not very good at it.

3. As I didn’t catch the bus.

4. You really must read as many books as you can.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Home 2- Place Publishing house

Speaker (A) Wife Speaker (A) Editor in chief

Speaker (B) Husband Speaker (B) reporter

Function (A) Making request Function (B) Giving an excuse/justifying

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- d) culture 5- a) who 9- d) whose 13- a) carried

2- a) licence 6- c) that 10- d) suitable 14- d) personality

3- c) in which 7- d) missed 11- b) to whom 15- a) effective

4- c) staff 8- c) which 12- a) up 16- d) why

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:

1. Mothers often play an important role in their children’s life.

2. Amy Jonson couldn’t break the record for  solo flight across the Atlantic.

3. My teacher always encouraged me to improve my English.

4. The house whose window is open belongs to my uncle.

5. We were led to the dining room, in which/where lunch was being served.

6. I had two hours to write the report, which helped me a lot.
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ReadingC

5  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1.  Mother loves the newborn infant because it is her child, not because the child has fulfilled 

any specific condition, or lived up to any specific expectations.

2.  Sometimes when someone is loved because of one’s merit or because one deserves it.

3. It easily leaves a bitter feeling.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. d) the child doesn’t need to do anything. 

5. b) is what we need even if we are grown-up.

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A. Answer the following questions:

1. The differences between men and women.

2. Work, movies and television proved to be frequent topics for both groups.

3. These differences can lead to frustration.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4- b) are more interested in discussing relationship problems than are men.

5. a) need to learn to communicate better.

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:

1.  When he came to Tarlenheim with an offer from the Duke, he pretended to shake hands with 

Rassendyll and stabbed him with his knife and escaped untouched.

2.  He worked for Michael not because he loves him but because he is afraid of him.

3.  If anyone tried to save the King from his prison, the King will be killed and thrown through 

the pipe to the moat with his chains which will keep him there.

4.  While Max is an evil man who works for the Duke against his King, Johann isn’t a wicked 

man who is ready to help Rassendyll and his King.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

1. Rassendyll says this to Rupert.

2. It was a million gold pieces and a safe journey to the border.

3. Because he is a man of honour and wouldn’t betray the King.
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C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1. Johann told Rassendyll about the King’s place in the castle.

2. One way to save the King was if one of Michael’s men betrayed him.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 �S4�:/ '0& z���� @q& l�R�& L��8 ��:�= ��Sb �q���F& >�� ;lGS* Q��(~ [7q#& >� ����	"qI=� �q2�"& 6�qG-� C�
 �2�"& @"�� ,�S��(�� ��0:�� Q� 'YF�S�� !��:�� �-��S�� ��':S�� @�7��� ����"& ��/ �G�4�� �2�"S��� ,!q��:�� �qG��(~

Uj'$�� .2(��& C�"� C� L�� +������ ����	"I=�
B) Translate into English:

1. The Egyptia n history is full of great women such as Nabawya Musa, Safya Zaghlul and Huda 

Sharawi.

2. Aisha Abdulrahman had a great role in helping the Egyptian woman to have her rights.
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Greene: Travels with my AuntUnit 14

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

a) persuasion46-c) remote31-a) interested16-c) regard1-

a) retirement47-d) charity32-c) tiring17-a) storytellers2-

d) sudden48-b) subject33-d) bored18-a) excitement3-

b) colleague49-d) wild34-c) relaxed19-d) bully4-

c) factual50-b) announcement35-d) on well20-c) banker5-

d) changed51-c) decision36-b) influential21-d) spontaneous6-

b) banking52-b) destination37-d) spontaneous22-a) influential7-

a) funeral53-d) related38-a) conventional23-b) find out8-

c) regarded54-b) obvious39-b) regularly24-d) lifestyle9-

b) influenced55-a) company40-c) experience25-a) funeral10-

a) storytelling56-b) manager41-a) facts26-a) convention11-

b) bullying57-c) behaved42-c) national27-d) spontaneity12-

c) found out58-b) expedition43-b) particularly28-a) adventure13-

d) lead59-a) lead44-d) regularly29-c) conventional14-

b) conventionally60-c) stage45-b) on30-d) amazing15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

introducepresent14-of the girlsgirls1-

surprisingsurprise15-boredboring2-

spontaneoussimultaneous16-gotput3-

finddiscover17-excitementexcite4-

adventureventure18-funeralfederals5-

traditionalfashionable19-announcementadvertisement6-

bankingbanker20-bulliedburied7-

leadreason21-relaxedrelaxing8-

LifestyleLifeguard22-an obviousa secret9-

destinationintention23-influentialinfluentially10-

spontaneouslyspontaneous24-conventionalconvention11-

heared fromheared to25-reviewsviews12-

regardguard13-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

b) as well as37-a) On25-c) but13-c) because1-

c) so38-a) so26-a) On14-a) While2-

b) in spite of39-a) As well as27-b) Despite15-b) After3-

c) although40-d) Despite28-c) While16-c) because4-

d) despite41-c) Whatever29-a) Although17-d) so5-

c) even though42-c) because of30-d) but18-c) Despite6-

c) as a result43-b) Although31-c) so19-c) When7-

a) Since44-c) Despite32-a) After20-b) lost8-

d) due to45-b) Because of33-d) Despite21-b) Despite9-

a) However46-d) although34-c) While22-d) hearing10-

b) Despite35-b) Despite23-a) While11-

a) owing to36-c) although24-d) Although12-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

However Though14-due to/because ofas1-

sobut15-Although Despite2-

whenwhile16-Although Despite3-

because ofbecause17-sobecause4-

AlthoughDespite18-butso5-

Despite Although19-soalthough6-

sowhile20-butdespite7-

andalthough21-Despite/In spite ofBecause of8-

whiledespite22-onin spite of9-

becausealthough23-althoughbut10-

While Although24-despite despite of11-

due tobecause25-becauseso12-

butso13-
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Greene: Travels with my Aunt

14 Based on Unit 14TTestest

Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations: 
1. Be careful! If you eat too much sweets and chocolate, you will be fat.
2. Watch out! If you don’t practise any sport, you won’t be fit.
3. I know it’s wrong but I’m going to set for the exams.
4. Please don’t forget to bring the book.

2  Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Beach 2- Place Electronics shop
Speaker (A) Father Speaker (A) Assistant
Speaker (B) Son Speaker (B) Customer
Function (A) Asking for reasons Function (B) Request/Ask for 

information

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- a) adventurous 5- a) convention 9- d) on account of 13- a) public
2- a) Although 6- d) with 10- b) lifestyle 14- a) Because
3- b) spontaneous 7- a) before 11- b) influential 15- c) while
4- b) Despite 8- c) funeral 12- d) after 16- c) Since

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:

1. The book is about the influence of feminist ideas on Arab society.

2. Smoking can lead to lung cancer and other diseases.

3. He is very conventional in his approach to life. 

4. Hossam went on working despite (in spite of) feeling unwell.

5. There weren’t enough beds, so I had to sleep on the floor.

6. Many exam candidates lose marks simply because they do not read the questions properly.

ReadingC
5  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1. They have to do something in their job which doesn’t fit their work values.

2. Suzan loves pressure.

3. She gets nervous and makes mistakes. Pressure even makes her sick.
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B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

 4. b) work values   5. c) making mistakes.

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1.  People are living longer, too. At the moment many old people are very lonely and often very 

poor. If people had expected to live so long, they would probably have saved more money 

for their retirement.

2. They began to provide more work and better education in the countryside.

3.  There are many problems connected with the overpopulation such as housing, education, the 

standard of living, health care and so on.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. b) World Population.  5. c) will live in cities.

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D
7  A) Answer the following questions:

1. She insisted on coming to Tarlenheim to see the King.

2. Because it was a dark night.

3.  The man was Max Holf and Rassendyll killed him with his knife while he was asleep in the boat.

4. He had a sword which he used to cut the stick in Rassendyll’s hand and escaped in the darkness.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
1. The real King says this to Detchard.

2. To be the King.

3. This shows that the King is very hopeless or desperate.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. The Duke thought Rassendyll was badly injured by Rupert.

2. The Chief of Police in Strelsau came to search for Mr Rassendyll.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 Q��� �:W�'�� ��~�� �;< ./ 
�5 Q��� �S��(�� �����YF� '�
� ���:�� Q��� V�2qI�� ./ ����� '0& C� >G� yqh % �S&
 �GI�I�� �J�0S�� @& +�-�� �:� �-�G���� y�\ Q�* +�?* ,!��:�� 6�F�� ./ Q� !���;�� O�	�� V��*� 1'I� �<����

U����S`�I%� 1�*�'$S�� ;G
	�� +�$� ����MS�� �2:0�� ��S:��� Q&�(�� .5���
B) Translate into English:

1. Terrorism threatens peoples’ affairs, so it has to be fought everywhere and with every way.

2. The internet contributed a lot to improving ideas and transferring technology across the world fast.
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The future of bookUnit 15

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) published46-d) printing31-d) screen16-d) gadget1-

b) stationery47-a) rely on32-b) bestseller17-c) enthusiastic2-

b) Encyclopedias48-b) definitely33-a) environment18-d) available3-

d) recycle49-c) afford34-c) digital19-d) paperback4-

b) roller50-b) hold35-c) online20-a) enthusiast5-

d) rolled51-b) complaining36-a) partly21-d) enthusiasm6-

c) paperbacks52-c) wrapped37-b) reduce22-c) availability7-

d) downloading53-c) down38-c) quantity23-b) unavailable8-

c) rolling54-d) on39-c) wonder24-a) recycled9-

b) recyclable55-c) take40-d) up-to-date25-d) soak10-

d) presses56-b) history41-a) chemicals26-a) mixture11-

c) hand57-b) with42-b) Fortunately27-a) bleach12-

c) logs58-a) rough43-a) logs28-a) CD ROMs13-

b) bleaches59-a) on44-c) papers29-c) gadget14-

a) recycling60-a) for45-c) pressing30-a) download15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

historypresent16-enthusiastenthusiastic1-

availabilityavailable17-processoperation2-

papyruspaper18-recyclereinvent3-

soaksuck19-electronicelectric4-

rollerruler20-mixturecombination5-

reduceddeduced21-wentcame6-

listmenu22-An encyclopediaA paperback7-

untouchedunrepeated23-bleachmix8-

gadgetbudget24-soakgrow9-

FortunatelyUnfortunately25-availableavoidable10-

removeapprove26-rollingruling11-

bleachpreach27-affordstand12-

pressdress28-wonderedwandered13-

grassbrass29-downloadedunloaded14-

enthusiasticenthusiasm30-replaceplace15-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) will have moved29-c) will have been held15-b) will reduce1-

c) will have slept30-a) will be produced16-a) will be read2-

b) will be spent31-c) will be published17-b) will use3-

a) will be done32-d) by18-b) will ever be replaced4-

c) will have flown33-d) will have been saved19-b) will be made5-

c) will have finished34-b) By the time20-a) will have heard6-

c) will have cleaned35-c) will have been built21-b) won’t be repaired7-

d) will spend36-d) get22-c) will have been built8-

a) will replace37-b) will have eaten23-b) will have melted9-

d) will be done38-a) will win24-d) have been replaced10-

d) will be used39-b) will have visited25-c) will have been taken11-

a) ’ll have got40-c) will have begun26-b) will have been made12-

d) won’t pass27-d) will have been completed13-

b) will be made28-c) will not be used14-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

comewill come11-will have boughtwill buy1-

discoverbe discovering12-will have finishedwill finish2-

be builtbuild13-will have typedwill be typing3-

receivebe received14-will givegive4-

 paintedbeen painted15-callhave called5-

be toldtell16-have been have6-

washedwash17-will usewill be used7-

completedcompleting18-will be usedwill use8-

havehas19-usedusing9-

will run/will have runrun 20-be publishedpublish10-
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15 Based on Unit 15TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations: 
1. I think that CDs will take their place. 
2. That’s a good idea. Practising sports is useful.
3. I think space exploration will develop much in the near future.
4. Would you like to come to my brother’s birthday party?

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Court 2- Place Flat/ Real Estate agency

Speaker (A) Judge Speaker (A) Landlord/agent

Speaker (B) Witness Speaker (B) Tenant/customer

Function (A) Investigating/Asking for 
information

Function (B) Giving opinion and 
wishing

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- c) gadgets 7- b) an encyclopedia 13- b) hold

2- b) will have opened 8- b) will you have been 14- b) will be delayed

3- a) mixture 9- a) recycling 15- d) with

4- d) have been discovered 10- b) will have graduated 16- a) will probably come

5- d) papyrus 11- c) download

6- a) will be produced 12- a) will take

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:
1. Every bride buys new gadgets for the new kitchen.
2. Manufacturers bleach raw cloth and then dye it.
3. I recommend you this new program as it makes downloading faster.
4. By the time she gets home, the children will have slept.
5. I expect the new cinema will be opened soon.
6. If you can’t hear the television very well, I will turn up the volume.

ReadingC
5  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1.  Some book clubs focus exclusively on fiction, and others read nonfiction. Some are even 
more specific, focusing only on a particular genre such as mysteries, science fiction or 
romance. Others have a more flexible and open focus.
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2. Notify friends and family, advertise in the local newspaper and hang flyers on bulletin boards 

in local stores, colleges, libraries and bookstores.

3. a) large shops = stores  b) rules or instructions = guidelines 

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. a) The focus of the club         5. c) Running a book club costs a lot of money.

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1. Because they are natural ways to cure illnesses that don’t cause side effects.

2. They push needles into the skin at special points around the body.

3. The last paragraph.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c) 66 years   5. c) decreases

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D
7  A) Answer the following questions:

1.  He offered him to work for him and release the King. Rupert had a plan to get rid of the Duke, 

Sapt, Fritz and the real King. Rassendyll would stay as King and he would have a reward.

2. She asks Rassendyll to save her as Duke Michael is keeping her a prisoner.

3. He would get fifty thousand gold pieces.

4.  The house at Tarlenheim was to be filled with lights and music so that people believed they 

were having a ball.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
a) It is said by Rassendyll to Rupert. 

b) Yes, he would because he is only loyal to himself.

c) He offered him to work for him and release the King.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. The Duke asked for a doctor to examine the King who became very ill. 

2. Rassendyll saw Rupert walk towards the castle onto the drawbridge with De Gautet.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 E�S/= j�
�=� !�- @& ��7� C� L��� ,�G��S�� !��:�� �q&^� ��8��S� �G�:
�� �G8���=� +J��^ 1�*�M(�� ./ Qq�* Lq��
U�S�� �G��& J���& L�M�� C� @"SS�� @& Q��� �GI�I�� �G	2�� n���$&

B) Translate into English:

1.  Sports play an important role in contributing to spreading the values of cooperation and team 

work in society.

2.  We must fight violence and crime which  became natural phenomena in the Egyptian society. 
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(E)Review

on Units (13-15)

1  Respond to each of the following situations:

1. Can you tell me why you didn’t attend my birthday party? 

2. I think sports help us to keep fit and lead a healthy life.

3. In my opinion, the internet can help students get all kinds of information. 

4. Be careful, you should work hard to pass tests and get high marks.

5. I think you are right.

6. I don’t agree. They may help us spend our spare time in a useful way.

7. Thanks. That’s very kind of you.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following mini-dialogues:

1- Place Hospital 2- Place University   

Speaker (A) Doctor Speaker (A) Professor

Speaker (B) Patient Speaker (B) New student   

Function
Asking and answering 
questions

Function Asking for/giving 
information

3- Place School 4- Place Chemist’s/Pharmacy 

Speaker (A) Student     Speaker (A) Customer     

Speaker (B) Teacher   Speaker (B) Chemist     

Function
Asking for and giving 
advice

Function Asking and answering 
questions

5- Place Home 6- Place Airport

Speaker (A) Wife Speaker (A) Son

Speaker (B) Husband Speaker (B) Father

Function
Asking and answering 
questions

Function Asking and answering 
questions
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 3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

b) argued46-d) papyrus31-b) role16-c) licence1-

c) encourage47-a) where32-b) availability17-d) screen2-

b) positive48-a) who33-b) lead18-b) Paperback3-

b) regarded49-c) which34-d) influence19-b) conventional4-

d) encyclopedic50-b) Because of35-c) personalities20-b) where5-

d) where51-a) Despite36-c) position21-d) although6-

b) will have been earned52-c) because37-d) spontaneous22-c) repaired7-

d) Whenever53-c) which38-a) bully23-c) because8-

c) While54-b) after which39-c) enthusiastic24-d) who9-

d) having55-d) which40-a) conventional25-d) charge10-

b) that56-c) whose41-a) appreciate26-d) solo11-

a) will have been served57-b) through42-b) licensed27-a) funeral12-

d) although58-b) despite43-b) influential28-b) impressive13-

c) which59-d) degrees44-a) lifestyle29-c) bully14-

b) Although60-a) inspected45-c) Recycling30-d) printing15-

4  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

receiveddeceived14-whose who1-

whenwhere15-where which2-

whose who16-although despite3-

which that17-hearing hear4-

Although Because18-told tell5-

Before After19-been foundfound6-

Because Although20-of for7-

been being21-manage succeed8-

Although So22-advised warned9-

whose who23-gottook10-

After Before24-abroad aboard11-

which who25-energetic energy12-

licencecertificate13-
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Units 13-15

E Units (13-15)TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:
1. I disagree. Her work helped a lot of people. 
2. I think the most important man in Egypt is … because he …
3. Watch out! / Look out! There’s a car coming!
4. I think newspapers will probably remain as they are today.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place School 2- Place Restaurant/café 

Speaker (A) Schoolboy/pupil/
student

Speaker (A) Waiter/chef/cook 

Speaker (B) Teacher/headmaster/
headmistress

Speaker (B) Waiter/chef/cook 

Function (A) Complaining Function (B) Assuring 

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) degree 5- d) solo 9- a) funeral 13- b) soak

2- a) personal 6- c) although 10- c) that 14- c) let

3- d) who 7- a) so 11- b) but 15- a) have been sold

4- a) which 8- b) adventurous 12- a) download 16- b) bleach

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:
1. Despite not knowing much Chinese, Eman managed to communicate with the Chinese people.

2. In Egypt, Naguib Sawaris is a very influential businessman.

3. My new computer has a much bigger screen.

4. I think most of Mum’s cake will be eaten because it’s so delicious!

5. This is the place where I dropped my purse.

6. Bigger boys sometimes bully the smaller boys at school.

ReadingC
5  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1. She was 40 years old. 

2. She took supplies to the soldiers, she encouraged them, and she searched for missing prisoners.
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3. She encouraged the United States to sign a treaty to protect people in wartime, and she established 

the American Red Cross.

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c)     5. a)

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A. Answer the following questions:

1. He was at Adam’s funeral.

2. Yussuf wanted everything organised and clean. Adam was untidy.

3. Yussuf was older.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. b)    5. c)  

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:

1. Bernenstein was alone in the woods near the house at Tarlenheim.

2. If the Duke killed the King, he would put his body into the moat through the pipe.

3. Because he didn’t like the Duke. / Because he wanted to help the King. 

4. There was music and bright lights so that it looked like there was a ball.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

1. Rupert Hentzau said this.

2.  He suggested that he set the time for an attack on the castle, but Sapt, Fritz, the King and the 

Duke must all die.

3.  Because he knew this was morally wrong. / Because he had a duty to rescue the King. / Because 

he knew he couldn’t trust Rupert.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1. Hentzau stabbed Rassendyll in the shoulder.

2. When the King was sick in his prison, Antoinette de Mauban helped to take care of him.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 ���� 9�* Q�� ,C�	� Q� +'G�'"qI .S:� ��/ �&�	* C�'GM��� ��&�S�<� ���� ,�'����� E�Sqh @& C�q���8 QS�� ��/
U�G��'�I� Q�� �G��M�'� @& J'
	& C�'Gb ��-� E�R� &�� 9�:� �<�:�� ,��Gb �05� ��F	& !�

B) Translate into English:
1. Most of today’s newspapers and magazines are made of/from recycled paper.

2. Florence Nightingale trained women to be nurses and introduced new ideas into hospitals.
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Finding workUnit 16

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

d) neighbourhood46-b) achievements31-b) neighbourly16-c) sociable1-

a) CV47-a) interest32-c) fluently17-a) applicants2-

d) sociable48-d) desirable33-a) achieved18-c) established3-

a) conscientious49-c) attend34-b) soon19-d) pharmacy4-

d) well-organised50-d) inquire35-d) skilful20-d) ambitious5-

b) established51-b) ability36-c) daycare21-a) well-organised6-

a) application52-c) post37-a) on22-c) modules7-

b) pharmacists53-a) academic38-c) conscientious23-c) conscientious8-

d) enthusiastic54-b) combine39-b) applied for24-b) ambition9-

c) establishment55-c) fixing40-c) appointment25-b) trainee10-

d) social56-b) medical41-a) degree26-a) fluent11-

a) conscience57-a) gain42-b) existence27-b) neighbourhood12-

d) neighbours58-b) applicants43-a) interviews28-c) fluency13-

b) achieve59-b) skilled44-b) relevant29-d) modular14-

c) skilful60-d) achievements45-c) reputation30-b) skills15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

gainedwon16-fluentfast1-

appointmentsdisappointments17-skilfulskill2-

experienceexperiment18-fluencyfrequency3-

degreegrade19-achievementachieve4-

neighbourhoodneighbouring20-skillskull5-

establishedpublished21-sociablesocial6-

CVDVD22-modulemodel7-

ambitiousambiguous23-onat8-

applicantsemployers24-traineetrain9-

candidatesclassmates25-pharmacybakery10-

chemist chemical26-conscientiousconscious11-

interviewerinterviewee27-An applicantA candidate12-

academicclinic28-reputationrepetition13-

contactcontract29-appliedreplied14-

errorera30-organizedeconomised15-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

b) would31-b) if21-d) had been doing11-b) had gone1-

a) had32-c) to22-b) knew12-d) had2-

b) enjoyed33-a) to23-c) were put13-c) had been doing3-

b) was34-d) will go24-d) hadn’t completed14-a) knew4-

c) where he was35-a) Can you25-c) were planning15-d) wanted5-

c) he had finished36-b) told26-d) wanted16-b) would feel6-

d) do you visit37-b) asked27-c) preferred17-b) asked7-

c) would38-a) if28-b) had seen18-c) had been8-

a) said39-a) if29-d) is reading19-a) was9-

b) not to40-c) had done30-b) not to20-d) asked10-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

are your plans your plans are14-hadhas1-

did you readyou read15-toldsaid2-

that nighttonight16-tothat3-

she had had she17-toldasked4-

tothat18-wouldwill5-

not to to not19-he could could he6-

beforeago20-hadn’thasn’t7-

had playedplay21-wouldwill8-

hadhas22-askedtold9-

that daytoday23-hadhas10-

hadhave24-hadhave11-

had travelledtravelled25-he hadhad he12-

whetherweather13-
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Finding work

16 Based on Unit 16TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:
1. May / Can I go  to the cinema tonight?
2. Can you tell me if you have a driving licence?
3. Where can I buy it ? What values can I have from reading it?
4. I think hard work and honesty are the best qualities.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Location / Studio 2- Place Clinic

Speaker (A) Director Speaker (A) Doctor 

Speaker (B) Actor Speaker (B) Patient / student

Function (A) Giving instructions Function (B) Answering questions

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- c) conscientious 5- a) modular 9- b) had known 13- a) were planning
2- d) ambitious 6- c) established 10- c) were put 14- c) if
3- a) applicants 7- b) doing 11- c) to stay 15- c) told
4- c) fluency 8- b) had been doing 12- d) wanted 16- a) on

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:
1. Candidates are asked to send  an application letter first before the interview.
2. This company is well - organised, so they made a great success.
3. I can’t tell you what to do - it’s a matter of conscience. 
4. Samir told me that he would buy the new CD
5. Ashraf asked his daughter not to throw all her toys on the ground.
6. Karim asked Ramy if he had ever seen a palace.

ReadingC
5  Read the following passage , then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1.  The employer offers the job to the best candidate based on merit alone. Personality, 
confidence, enthusiasm, a positive outlook and excellent interpersonal and communication 
skills count heavily.

2.   Knowing about the job will help you prepare a list of your qualifications so that you can 
show, point by point, why you are the best candidate. Knowing about the employer will 
help you prepare an interview strategy and appropriate questions and points to emphasize. 
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3.   Ways of choosing candidates.   ( How to be the person chosen for the vacant job)
 Any suitable title

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c) help to succeed.
5. b) Personal contacts can always help you get a job. 

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1. They wore earth-coloured uniforms instead of the brilliant reds and blues.
2.  Outline of lakes, rivers and roads were changed to fool pilots who flew by Landmarks. 

Dummy factories were built so that bombs would be dropped on them rather than on the 
real ones a safe distance away.

3. Because it is the colour of plants and trees in the forest, so they can fool their enemy easily.
B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. b) observing nature   5. b) trick

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D
7  A) Answer the following questions:

1. She cried for help / She cried so that Michael could come and save her.
2.  As they weren’t alone in the King’s room. The King helped him by pushing the chair against 

his legs. When Detchard fell on the doctor’s body, it was easy for Rassendyll to kill him.   
3.  He wanted to punish Rupert as a kind of revenge as the latter beat him more than once. He 

didn’t want Rupert to escape without punishment.
4. He told the princess and the Marshal that the King was behind the tree.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
1. Rupert said this to Rassendyll. 2. He killed De Gautet and entered the room.
3. The King was badly injured but alive. He was carried to the mansion.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. Antoinette de Mauban cried for help before the appointed time.
2. The King helped Rassendyll by pushing the legs of a chair against Detchard’s legs.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 .S:�� V�F4� C� �/R�� C� yG�* @"�� ,y�S:� n�S��� C� Q�� g��F� y�� ,y� �2�	��� !�& �2I�	S�� �
Gk��� ��G�5� C�
U@G�<���� @G�S�S�� Q�* !�� j�~�S�� +'�S�� e��h�� C��Y
� �& +J�* !�� ,� �Y�� y������� i�I

B) Translate into English:
1. Tourism is greatly affected by current events so the tourist countries should achieve stability 

and safety. 
2. We should pay attention to/ care for education, scientific research and studying the work 

market to eliminate/ put an end to unemployment and ignorance.
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Steinbeck: The PearlUnit 17

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

b) greed46-c) ancestors31-c) do16-a) celebrity1-

b) civil servants47-b) decoration32-a) persuasive17-c) greedy2-

d) throw away48-a) rare33-b) depression18-a) pearl3-

b) scorpion’s49-b) surroundings34-c) correspondent19-c) depression4-

d) forced50-d) follow35-c) influential20-b) divers5-

c) cave51-c) hide36-d) private21-d) correspondents6-

c) force52-a) treat37-b) truth22-a) stung7-

d) depressing53-c) missing38-d) attack23-c) persuaded8-

b) correspondence54-c) unfortunately39-d) cure24-a) treatment9-

a) publicised55-a) creature40-c) rid of25-b) scorpions10-

c) sting56-b) merchant41-b) gun26-a) threw11-

d) greedy57-c) celebrities42-b) evil27-a) dive12-

c) forceful58-d) publicity43-d) stolen28-c) stinging13-

b) celebrated59-a) pearls44-a) tricked29-d) persuasion14-

b) depressed60-a) correspondent45-b) painful30-a) servant15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

cureheal16-celebritycelebration1-

correspondentwriter17-governmentarmy2-

attackedattached18-persuasionpersuade3-

persuasivepersuasion19-merchantmarcher4-

ancestorsdescendants20-diverdriver5-

correspondentmerchant21-depressingdepression6-

overafter22-greedygreed7-

PublicityAdvertising23-firedbeat8-

oysterslobsters24-blinddeaf9-

depressionexpression25-scorpionlizard10-

depressedimpressed26-cavecarve11-

greedgenerosity27-tenone hundred12-

respectedinspected28-forcedoffered13-

privatespecial29-stungstuck14-

throwrun30-pearlpeel15-
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Grammar Exercises  

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

d) to go28-b) swimming19-a) telling10-b) to talk1-

c) making29-c) going20-b) to send11-c) speaking2-

b) to inform30-c) murdering21-b) to spend12-b) to read3-

b) to get31-c) typing22-b) to work13-b) to think4-

a) taking32-c) leaving23-c) him14-a) to take5-

d) to pick33-c) going24-d) told15-d) to work6-

a) come34-a) turn25-a) me16-b) to read7-

d) to paying35-c) going26-c) to dig17-b) to play8-

c) pretending27-b) to swim18-d) to arrive9-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

to staystay14-dodoing1-

bebeing15-to smokesmoking2-

to increaseof increasing16-not to speaknot speak3-

goto go17-to explainexplaining4-

to gogoing18-to informinforming5-

to remainremain19-overhearing  overhear6-

hittingto hit20-to havehave7-

to havehaving21-to be being8-

wakewaking22-signingsign9-

to givegive23-to useuse10-

not toto not24-to reservereserve11-

playingto play25-to overhearoverhear12-

to comecame13-
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Steinbeck: The Pearl

17 Based on Unit 17TTestest

Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:
1. You really must practice reading more often. 2. I know I should 
3. You really must watch this film.  4. Congratulations.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Playground 2- Place Embassy
Speaker (A) Reporter Speaker (A) Employee
Speaker (B) player Speaker (B) Tourist
Function (A) Complimenting and 

asking questions
Function (B) Making a request

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- d) to pass 5- c) persuasive 9- b) to work 13- c) publicity
2- b) correspondent 6- b) celebrity 10- a) to inform 14- c) him
3- b) greed 7- a) rare 11- c) asking 15- c) watching
4- a) a scorpion 8- a) civil 12- b) to buy 16- a) going

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:
1. Criminals are motivated by greed and selfishness.

2. My uncle worked as a civil servant in the Ministry of Education.

3. Despite the pain, she forced herself to get out of bed.

4. The assistant wasn’t helpful , so I asked to speak with the manager.

5. Motorists are being warned to avoid the city centre this weekend.

6. Mona suggested that Naglaa buy a watch for her mother.

ReadingC
5  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1. ….. because nervous parents don’t get good results.
2. The writer believes parents should establish clear rules for children to follow.
3. When their children stop taking any notice of them.

B) Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

4. a) find an effective way to correct their children’s behaviour.
5. c) giving positive feedback for good behaviour is necessary.
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6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1.  Televised violence may cause children to become more aggressive. Also, because so much 
violence is seen by children on television, they become more used to it as the only solution 
to difficult situations.

2.  Exposing children to advertisements about products containing a lot of sugar has a bad effect on 
their health. These food products have a negative influence on their teeth and on proper nutrition.

3.  The dangers of TV on the children.
B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. a) violently   5. b) television

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D
7  A) Answer the following questions:

1.  He stopped Detchard for sometime from going ahead to kill the King .Fortunately, Rassendyll 
entered and fought with Detchard until he killed him.

2. As Rassendyll proved to be an honourable man , protected the kingdom and saved the throne.
3. As he looked much like the King of Ruritania.
4.  Rassendyll became a changed man after his adventure . He faced a lot of challenges and had to 

shoulder a lot of responsibilities.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
a) This is said by  Rupert to Rassendyll.
b)  They were in the forest. Rassendyll killed all Michael’s men except Rupert who blamed Rassendyll 

for not following his plan.
c)  The plan was to kill Sapt, Fritz, The king and Michael; Rassendyll would stay King and Rupert 

would take rewards.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. Flavia thanked Rassendyll for all he had done for Ruritania and the King. 
2. Rose was very disappointed when Rassendyll said he had not written a book.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 ���8 9�f� lq�5 Q�* +'G`/� +'qG`/ �%��&� lq
	� C� 1�'� �q&�"F�� C� ;!qG�:��� E��& Qq� � �&�(� 'q0& 1^'q-� �q(�
 C� !�S�� @& >��� �;� ����
b� [�q�� Q� n(� ��� [� .2(�q�S�� ��<J^� C�� ,!G�:��� 6�'25 �FG0�� +�*�q�S� �q������

UC�'2"� �&�	* � ��G8 !<��� ��&��� Q"� ��G�� C�8��FGI Q��� +��(���  ��':S�� E�
b�� ./ QM:�
B) Translate into English:

1.  The United Nations has been set up to encourage world peace and increase co-operation 
between nations.

2. A lot of people hate spontaneity because they hate surprise that interrupts/confuses thinking. 
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Lifelong learningUnit 18

Vocabulary Exercises

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

b) similar46-c) satisfied31-a) provider16-d) ideal1-

a) retraining47-b) lifelong32-a) employs17-a) similar2-

d) promotion48-a) individual33-d) promotion18-c) retraining3-

b) department49-a) acquired34-b) enrolled19-a) mature4-

a) enrolled50-b) joke35-d) employable20-d) rewarding5-

c) qualified51-d) for36-a) maturity21-a) worthwhile6-

b) rewarding52-a) distance learning37-d) promotion22-c) employees7-

c) ideal53-d) graduated38-c) enrolling23-a) qualifications8-

b) promoted54-c) mind39-d) qualified24-a) employable9-

a) qualifications55-c) skills40-a) challenges25-a) qualified10

d) ideally56-b) position41-b) sensible26-b) department11-

a) maturity57-b) out-of-date42-d) full-time27-c) employer12-

b) similarities58-a) requires43-b) finance28-b) provide13-

c) reward59-b) mature44-a) grown-up29-a) unemployed14-

d) on60-d) worthwhile45-a) retire30-d) promote15-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

employeesemployers16-graduatedgraded1-

degreecertificate17-financesfiancées2-

highly higher18-enrolledjoined3-

financesfinancial19-collegecolleague4-

worthwhileworthless20-doingmaking5-

idealidle21-communicatestransports6-

employeremployee22-retrainretain7-

providesperforms23-employableemployee8-

distancefurther24-differentsimilar9-

challengecharge25-promotionprotection10-

positionslocations26-departmentapartment11-

grown upsflown ups27-madedone12-

qualifiedskilled28-A departmentAn apartment13-

promotionprovision29-lifelonglong life14-

requiresacquires30-rewardingrecording15-
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Grammar Exercises   

1  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

c) mustn’t25-b) might17-c) could9-c) should1-

b) could26-c) had to18-b) cannot10a) must2-

c) should27-c) couldn’t19-c) couldn’t11-b) may3-

d) May28-b) Can20-a) have to12-a) have to4-

b) shouldn’t29-c) should21-b) needs to13-a) might5-

b) don’t have to30-d) mustn’t22-d) have to14-a) Should6-

d) must23-b) had to15-d) should7-

a) can’t24-a) was able to16-c) Must8-

2  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

couldn’t can’t11-must notmight not1-

couldmight12-shouldcan2-

have boughtbuy13-mustshould3-

don’t have tohave to14-needn’t/don’t have tomustn’t4-

had tomust15-mustn’tneedn’t5-

mustmight16-can/couldshould6-

needn’t/don’t have tomustn’t17-mustmight7-

should should to18-shouldmust8-

can/maymust19-mustcan9-

mustn’tmightn’t20-mustmight10-

18 Based on Unit 18TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:

1. Have you thought about a distance-learning course?

2. May / Can I organise your birthday party? May I help you organise your birthday party? 

3. What qualifications do you have?

4. That’s a good idea.
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Lifelong learning

2  Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Company 2- Place Street/ garden

Speaker (A) Boss / employer Speaker (A) Policeman

Speaker (B) Applicant Speaker (B) Citizen

Function (A) Asking questions Function (B) Responding to blame 

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) ideal 5- b) doing 9- c) mustn't 13- c) have to

2- d) department 6- d) Lifelong 10- a) might 14- b) must

3- b) promotion 7- c) up with 11- d) had to 15- b) can

4- c) provides 8- d) make 12- a) don't have to 16- d) have to

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:

1. Information technology depends on storing and analysing data.

2. Two months ago Waleed enrolled on/ in an evening course in computing.

3. What does Alaa have to study every evening? 

4. You have to wear a helmet if you are going to take the motorbike.

5. It will be possible to live underwater in the future, although it is difficult to imagine.

6. If you want to remain employable, you must learn the skills needed for further jobs.

ReadingC

5  Read the following passage , then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1. Distance learning is a process to create and provide access to learning when the source of 

information and the learners are separated by time and distance, or both. Distance education 

courses that require a physical on-site presence for any reason have been referred to as courses 

of study.

2.  Distance learning uses the internet, video conferencing, CDs and even videos.

3. a) official approval =  for-profit                     b) the right to enter a place= access

B) Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. b) individual.

5. c) Distance learning courses vary from  basic instruction to Master and doctoral levels.
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6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1.  In the hippocampus.

2.  Neurons transform the sensory stimuli we experience into images in our immediate memory. 

Then, these images are sent to the hippocampus and stored temporarily in short term memory 

………………..

3.   Certain information is then transferred to long term memory in a section in the frontal lobe of 

the brain known as the cerebral cortex.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c) how human brain processes and stores information.

5. c) hippocampus.

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D
7  A) Answer the following questions:

1. He has taught him how to protect his kingdom and shoulder responsibilities.

2.  I think Rassendyll was right to pretend to be the King for the coronation to save the country 

from black Michael. 

3. He didn’t think of himself and endangered himself for others.

4. He told them that he resembles the King there.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:
a) This is said by Rudolf Elphberg to Rudolf Rassendyll .

b) He has been shown how to be a king. 

c) He has taught him how to protect his kingdom.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. The King is rescued and Rassendyll returns to England.

2. Back home, Rassendyll refuses to work with sir Jacob Borrodaile.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 9?��� Q
� ,+'&�S�� �F�I��� V�'F�� Q�* l
	S�� E�S�� '��� ��� ,+�G
& 1�*�'$& ;G
	�� �G2<\ �4'� 9?��� �	GM:�
U1?4��S��� C�"I=� 1?"$& .-� �GF0�� ���*'�� @G�F�� ,+���8 n��0& 6�	2� E�S�� �;< 9����I� @"S�

B) Translate into English:

1. Private universities spread in Egypt and gave the opportunity for distance learning.

2.  The effective means to make our country advance in the different fields is the cooperation 

and unity of individuals.
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(F)Review

on Units (16-18)

1  Respond to each of the following situations:

1. Have you passed their driving test?

2. Why do you want to leave your present job?

3. I recommend you Sharm El Sheikh to spend your weekend.

4. Why don’t you join the school competition? It’s very useful.

5. What qualifications do you have?

6. Do you have a driving licence?

7. When did you graduate?

8. I speak English and I’m fluent in Arabic besides having a good command in computer skills.

9. I’m sure if you apply for a computer course, you will improve your computer skills.

10. I’m keen on reading in different aspects.

11. I’d enroll on a course in the British council.

12. How about going to Alexandria?

13. What qualifications do you have?

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following mini-dialogues:

1- Place Market 2- Place At the veterinary’s 

Speaker (A) Customer Speaker (A) Veterinary

Speaker (B) Assistant Speaker (B) Dog owner

Function
Making and responding to 
a request

Function Inquiry and 
examining a dog

3- Place Company / Firm  4- Place University / training 
centre

Speaker (A) Manager        Speaker (A) Professor/ lecturer

Speaker (B) Applicant Speaker (B) Student

Function
Asking and answering 
interview questions

Function Ask and answer 
questions
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 3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

a) qualified40-c) she had eaten27-b) to14-b) employees1-

a) had been doing41-b) not to drive28-d) Depression15-a) well-organised2-

d) had stored42-b) might29-b) worthwhile16-d) qualified3-

c) had43-b) couldn’t30-d) qualified17-d) persuade4-

b) to celebrate44-d) ambitious31-a) stung18-c) provides5-

b) told45-a) skills32-b) greedy19-c) if6-

c) visit46-d) pharmacy33-d) promotion20-d) to go7-

a) his brother to buy47-c) Well-organised34-c) forced21-a) have to8-

d) have48-a) depression35-b) whether I had enjoyed22-a) distance9-

b) needs49-b) diving36-a) to arrive23-a) contact10

c) couldn’t50-b) greedy37-d) remember24-b) reason11-

c) throw away38-a) to speak25-b) mature12-

b) provided39-b) then26-c) conscientious13-

4  Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write it correctly:

RightWrongRightWrong

contact contract16-not toto not1-

a ten-minutea ten-minutes17-can’tcouldn’t2-

breakbrake18-I hadhad I3-

must can’t19-buybuying4-

to phone phone20-rememberto remember5-

he had had he21-to arrive arriving6-

to play play22-distancedistant7-

mustmust to23-availablevaluable8-

to digdig24-colleaguesclassmates9-

to relaxrelaxing25-internationalnational10-

are is26-includesconsists11-

you toto you27-differencedifferent12-

drovedriven28-reachedreached at13-

to get getting29-downloadeddownplayed14-

cannot might not30-bringscontributes15-
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Units 16-18

F Units (16-18)TTestest
Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:
1. How can I help you?

2. They asked (me) why I wanted to work for them.

3. This is a new Egypt after 25 January. We should all be interested in politics to make Egypt better.

4. Don’t you think it would be nice if we took a holiday to Luxor?

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-dialogues:

1- Place Job interview 2- Place A company/work place

Speaker (A) Interviewer Speaker (A) An employee

Speaker (B) Job applicant Speaker (B) A new employee

Function (A)
Asking interview 
questions

Function (B) Making introductions

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- c) greed 5- c) his dog to 9- b) established 13- a) might

2- d) should 6- c) I would feel 10- d) will need to 14- b) pharmacy

3- a) applicants 7- d) conscientious 11- a) must 15- b) not to go

4- b) told 8- a) that I take 12- c) similar 16- d) a promotion

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:
1. She asked me where I was living now.

2. My sister learns languages easily and she is fluent in Spanish and French.

3. The captain ordered his men to abandon the ship.

4. It is difficult to study and have a full-time job, but I think it is worthwhile.

5. Mustafa can’t spend all his life studying.

6. The thieves hid the money in a cave under a hill.

ReadingC
5  Read the following passage , then answer the questions:

A) Answer the following questions:

1. You can find information about a company, learn about interview skills, and send a thank-you e-mail.
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2. You should learn about the company and prepare answers to some questions.

3. You should take copies of your CV, a notebook and a pen.

B) Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

4. b) a thank-you message  5. d) Interview Skills

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A. Answer the following questions:

1. They produce nacre to protect their bodies from foreign materials that get in.

2. It takes three years or more to make a pearl.

3. Cultured pearls are (more numerous and) cheaper.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. b) coming from outside the body.  5. d) producing nacre.

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D
7  A) Answer the following questions:

1. Rupert attacked Antoinette because he learnt that she had been writing to Rassendyll.

2. Detchard and the doctor were with the King.

3.  (Suggested answers) They were loyal to the Duke, who had just been killed. / They knew that 

Rupert was not their boss. / They were angry that Rupert had killed the Duke.

4. He didn’t want anyone to see him because they would think he was the King.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions:

1. His sister-in-law Rose said this.

2. She wanted him to go to Ruritania to be the assistant to the new British ambassador.

3.  He didn’t want to be an ambassador because he had already been a king. / He knew it would 

cause problems for him to be in Ruritania because he looked so much like the King.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1. The King had seen the Princess with Sapt, and Marshal Strakencz returned to Strelsau. 

2. Johann was helping the Duke, so he could not open the door for Sapt and his men.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 Q�� ,!�
W�k� C�'G#� i�q�� ,�*�(��� Q�- t(� +�-�� �/'qh [�� �:&���� ���'5 ] V?b .S:� @� 9���� �;< Q�
U1����S�� �;< V���/� Q�* .8�� .��M�� !�:��� !<�*��GI� ,+���8 1����& Q�� C�8��FGI L��#��

B) Translate into English:
1. Dad has been working for his company for twelve years until now.

2. Rasha’s mother wishes her daughter would become a lawyer.
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Practice TestPractice Test 1

Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1.   I don’t agree. /I (completely) disagree. Magazines are an excellent means of spreading news 

and educating people.
2. (I think/It looks like) it’s going to rain.
3. That’s (just) not true./I disagree. (It was a good match.)
4.  What does energy mean?/Could you explain (the word) energy, please?

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-
dialogues:

1- Place Radio station/studio 2- Place Outside a family home

Speaker (A) Interviewer Speaker (A) Mother

Speaker (B) Writer Speaker (B) Daughter

Function (A) Ask and answer (interview)
questions

Function(B) Ask for help and agree 
to help

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) side effects 5- d) attend 9- a) fossil 13- a) alike

2- a) going to meet 6- b) is made 10- c) is going to become 14- b) is

3- c) distance 7- c) grow 11- b) leaves 15- c) castle

4- a) gravity 8- c) liquid 12- d) much 16- c) the essay

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    
1. She’s going to meet her sister in town.
2. I fixed the leak in the petrol tank.
3. How much time do I need to drive to the city centre?
4. Oil and gas are found under the ground.
5. Water is the liquid form of ice.
6. The married couple went to Italy on their honeymoon.

ReadingC

5  Read the following passage , then answer the questions :                     
A) Answer the following questions :

1. Because they need a warmer climate and more food in winter.
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2. They use them to navigate/ to help them find the right way/direction.

3.  It can travel 20,000 kilometres.

B) Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

4. b      5. c 

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A. Answer the following questions:

1. They are travelling to Brazil.  2. It crashes in a(thick) jungle

3. She finds herself in a small town.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. b     5. c

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:

1. The setting is Europe in the 1890s.

2. Rudolf is 29 years old.

3.  Rudolf is different because he does not take his duties to society seriously./... he doesn’t work.

4.  He can speak several languages (German, French, Spanish, Italian), he can ride a horse and 

he can fight with a sword.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions :

1. Rudolf Rassendyll said this. 2. It was said to Rose Rassendyll / his sister-in-law.

3. Students’ opinions.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1. Rudolf Rassendyll told Rose he was going to go walking in the Alps.

2. Johann invited Rassendyll to stay with his family in Strelsau.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 @�& U���� Q<� wQq�*� @&x �G���� +'"�� ���'� ['Fq��� O�q�-=� X4� �� wQ8�����x 6�Y
�� Qq� '��qI @q a& ./
                                                 Uw�G���'��x 1�	�'S��� �I��S& @"S� @"�� ,wd�	< �<�x �G$S��� 6'S�� L<;� C� .GF��S��

B) Translate into English:

1. Do you switch off the lights when you are not in a room?
2. After finishing school, Dalia went to/ joined Cairo University.
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Practice TestPractice Test 2

Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. First of all, boil some water, then add it to some tea leaves in a mug.
2. I was having/eating my breakfast./I was going to school.
3.  In my opinion/I think/As far as I’m concerned, they’re too long/too short/ too serious/very 

interesting.
4.  If I were you, I’d/I think you should/Why don’t you study/train to be a doctor/a nurse/a 

volunteer in a charitable organization /an NGO?

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-
dialogues:

1- Place Airport 2- Place Classroom

Speaker (A) Son Speaker (A) Teacher

Speaker (B) Father Speaker (B) Student

Function (A) Ask and answer questions
(; make a request)

Function(B) Give instructions

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- c) ’ll see 5- b) is made 9- a) suspect 13- b) feels

2- a) examined 6- c) renewable 10- b) style 14- d) I’ll go

3- d) any 7- d) used to 11- a) is thought 15- b) instrument

4- a) occasion 8- b) has been 12- c) innocent 16- c) amnesia

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    
1. I need to get fit, so I’ve made a decision. I’m going to do more exercise.

2. The Prisoner of Zenda was written by Anthony Hope.

3. We moved to this house two years ago today, so we have lived here for exactly two years.

4. Before I entered the university, I had to show my identity card.

5. If you heat water, it boils./ If you heat ice, it melts.

6. Ra’fat El-Haggan and Goma’a El-Shawwan were very famous Egyptian spies.

ReadingC

5  Read the following passage , then answer the questions :                     
A) Answer the following questions :

1. She was the favourite wife of Emperor Shah Jahan. 2. 1655 (1633 + 22)
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3. It is (a beautiful structure) made of white stone that is covered with beautiful designs. The 

highest part of the roof looks like an onion.

B) Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

4. a     5. c 

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A. Answer the following questions:

1. Because they thought they looked horrible. 2. They could catch people and kill them.

3.  They did not believe the stories. /They thought they had been made up by journalists (to sell 

more newspapers)..

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. b     5. d

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:
1. He only ate one cake so he ate less poison./ ...didn’t eat much poison.

2.  They locked her up so that she wouldn’t tell Michael’s men that Rassendyll was pretending 

to be the King at the coronation.

3. He was afraid that she would recognise him and say that he wasn’t the real King.

4. She says that his face is thinner and he acts more serious.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions :
1. Princess Flavia said this.  2. It was said to Rassendyll / the pretend King.

3. It showed the people that the King cared about them and trusted them. (Answers may vary)

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. The rich people who had always lived well would support the King.

2. Sapt and Fritz believed that Duke Michael had poisoned the King.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 +'G0� +'�
� .#�qh� ].S*� j�(F�� w�G�/x Qq� g �'�� ,+'<�(��� L	�^ +�Gq��� Q- Q� ���  9�* wQq(- QqGF�x �q� }�
U� 3GI�&���J �G	�S�� >��G- ��� ���� 9�* Q� U��G&�F&

B) Translate into English:

1. If you are worried, you should ask your parents for advice.
2. What kinds of things (activities) do you like doing/ to do at weekends?
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Practice TestPractice Test 3

Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. Can you explain why it goes dark at night? 
2. Running/Squash/Tennis is also good exercise/a good way to keep fit.
3. (Personally,) I’d prefer to/I’d rather join a tennis club./How about joining a tennis club?
4. Ali must be on holiday. I haven’t seen him for a long time.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-
dialogues:

1- Place A plane 2- Place An office

Speaker (A) Flight attendant Speaker (A) Boss/manager

Speaker (B) Passenger Speaker (B) Colleague/ office worker

Function (A) Make a request Function(B) Ask for information;
guess/deduce
information

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- c) you’ll see 5- a) must have left 9- a) he had been 13- a) had left

2- a) nature 6- b) might have 10- c) would phone 14- b) Unless

3- b) attachment 7- d) take 11- b) knocking 15- b) going

4- d) phenomenon 8- c) positioned 12- d) doing 16- d) occur

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    
1. They can’t have gone very far, let’s try to find them.
2. Teachers and supervisors belong to the teaching profession.
3. He asked me if I had seen his newspaper.
4. The statue of Ramses II is a very important Ancient Egyptian monument.
5. People can save lots of money by using the underground.
6. The accident wouldn’t have happened if he hadn’t been using his mobile phone.

ReadingC

5  Read the following passage , then answer the questions :                     

A) Answer the following questions :

1. Moscow   2. Because the First World War started.

3. To carry commuters to and from the outskirts of Paris.
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B) Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

4. d     5. c 

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1. Because he wants him to look out for his enemies.

2. Because the map shows where the treasure is buried. 

3. He hid it.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. b     5. c

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:
1. He couldn’t say anything because he would have to admit that he had kidnapped the real King. 

2. Sapt told Freyler that Rassendyll had caught his finger in a door.

3.  He thought that if there was a fight between him and the Duke, the people would support him 

(the “King”).

4.  The Duke’s mother wasn’t royal, so by law/legally he couldn’t become King unless he 

married Princess Flavia.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions :
1. Princess Flavia said this.   2. It was said to Rassendyll (the King).

3.  Rassendyll didn’t ask Michael to come into the room and he can’t enter without the King’s 

permission.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. Freyler was Sapt’s servant.

2.  Rassendyll was worried when the French ambassador asked him a question which he could 

not answer.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 ,E�`S�� .G2qI Q�* ,C��qI� V�	8 Q
� Uy�;/ �`��F��� �qS��(�� ;�q$<�S�� �GqI�	��� E�S*�� @& 'qG`"�� �q�G� 'q0&
UJ?GS�� .2� �� � 9�* Q� '�0�� Q� �S��F� !� @��2:S� n��& .2SI ���

B) Translate into English:

1. Excuse me, could you tell me/what’s the best way to get to/reach the station?
2. The sun is very strong and you should not look straight/directly at it.
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Practice TestPractice Test 4

Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  
1. What’s the matter?/Is something wrong?
2.  I wish I had helped my mother yesterday./I regret that I didn’t help/not helping my mother 

yesterday.
3. I/We celebrate by eating salted fish. / I/We eat salted fish.
4. I’m (very) sorry I forgot to thank you for the present.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-
dialogues:

1- Place Classroom 2- Place Library

Speaker (A) Student Speaker (A) University student

Speaker (B) Teacher Speaker (B) Librarian/library worker

Function (A) Offer help/ask and answer Function (B) Ask for
information/give

Vocabulary and StructureB

3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- b) starts 5- d) hadn’t spent 9- b) had been revising 13- b) to fly

2- a) landmark 6- a) achieved 10- d) object 14- b) celebrate

3- d) profession 7- c) amount 11- a) recognise 15- c) folk

4- c) knew 8- a) had eaten 12- c) going 16- b) responsibility

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    
1. Have we got any bread so I can make some sandwiches?
2. Soha shouldn’t eat too many sweets because she is diabetic.
3. I asked my mother whether she had seen my English book.
4. Sylvia is on a low-fat diet because recently she’s gained a lot of weight.
5. She has always enjoyed going to the theatre.
6. Alfred Farag is a famous Egyptian playwright.

ReadingC

5  Read the following passage , then answer the questions :                     

A) Answer the following questions :

1. It takes place in Siena, Italy.  2. It lasts around 90 seconds.

3. They have flags of their districts.
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B) Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

4. b     5. b 

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:
A. Answer the following questions:

1. The ways in which scientists can help us to solve our problems.

2.  They are helping them to produce good quality food for a growing population and developing 

new disease-resistant crops.

3. They are helping the medical profession by researching new treatments for serious illnesses.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c     5. d

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:
1. He has to run the country and rescue the real King.

2. He has to do this so that people will still think he is the real King.

3. He is forgetting to pretend to be the King. He is thinking of his own youth.

4.  She is surprised because he always knew he would be King, so he should expect to have 

responsibilities.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions :
1. Colonel Sapt.

2. He is explaining why he has men guarding Rassendyll everywhere he goes.

3.  The game is Rassendyll pretending to be King. If he disappeared, Duke Michael would kill 

the real King and make himself King.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:
1. No one goes into the castle without Michael’s or Rupert’s permission.

2. The letter from Antoinette tells the King to come to the summer house alone.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 d�	< �8�� ,����� Q� .S:�� L<\ ��	G- − >�/ ����& (
�� �� >&� ��/ � �&�* @�'q$* wOx�&�J ��	q�"�� ��� �&�	*
U>G�� ]������ !��� l��0� 'I @G&R/ ] 'G�'"�/ �?S*

B) Translate into English:

1. I wish I had studied harder when I had the time.
2. What kind of music do you like to listen/listening to?
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Practice TestPractice Test 5

Language FunctionsA
1  Respond to each of the following situations:  

1. Watch out!/Look out! There’s a car coming!/A car’s coming!
2. I’m sure/certain they will.
3.  Can you tell me what (the word) magnet means?/What does (the word) magnet mean?/What is 

the meaning of (the word) magnet?
4.  For two reasons. Firstly, because I can use it for e-mail, and secondly, because the camera is better.

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-
dialogues:

1- Place Hospital 2- Place University

Speaker (A) Doctor/nurse Speaker (A) Interviewer

Speaker (B) Patient/someone who has Speaker (B) Future student/ someone

Function (A) Asking and answering 
question

Function (B) Asking and answering 
interview questions at 
university

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- d)  is 5- d) cause 9- c) regards 13- c) downloaded

2- a) an identity 6- b) to meet 10- d) hearing 14- a) have been published

3- b) can’t have missed 7- b) in which 11- c) excitement 15- b) screen

4- c) had taken 8- a) effective 12- d) so 16- c) enthusiastic

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    
1. When I have nothing to do, I feel really bored.
2. The person whose job it is to clean the school is not here today.
3. When Umm Kalthoum died, thousands of people attended her funeral.
4. You should recycle paper, rather than throw it away.
5. Some people believe that in the future, water will be used as a fuel for cars.
6.  Although he is 68, my grandfather is still working./Despite being 68, my grandfather is still working.

ReadingC

5  Read the following passage , then answer the questions :                     

A) Answer the following questions :

1. More than four hundred/400 women.   2. It means being in space.

3. She enjoyed parachuting.
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B) Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

4. c     5. d 

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A. Answer the following questions:

1. He’s a slow reader. They took him to have an eye test.

2. If he is tired, he falls asleep after a few minutes and then can’t remember what

3. he’s read the next day.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. c     5. a

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:

1. He claims that his hand still hurts from his injury so he can’t write as well as before. 

2. He is really hunting Duke Michael.

3. It belonged to a relative of Fritz.

4. They told the gentlemen that Duke Michael was holding a friend of the King prisoner.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions :

1. Rassendyll (pretending to be the King)  2. Marshal Strakencz.

3. Duke Michael / the Duke of Strelsau.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1. The owner’s daughter at the inn thought that Rassendyll was the King.

2. Of the Six Men, three of them were Ruritanians.

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF
9  A) Translate into Arabic: 

 ]J�8� �	GM:� [;�� '�$�� ,�F�� @q�F� U���8 j�� .S:� ]g���= ]nG	0�� ���qh�� @G�?& nM� !�� ,�	qI]9�* ./
U!��(�� j���� '���� +J�*� @"S� >�� �S/ +'G2/ �*'�� �S	� j���� wn	4x q� L$��� wm����x .Y��

B) Translate into English:

1. If you don’t study a bit harder, you’ll fail the test.

2. I think people will go on reading books for their own enjoyment.
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Practice TestPractice Test 6

Language FunctionsA

1  Respond to each of the following situations:  

 Could you tell me what qualifications and experience you have?/What qualifications and 

experience do you have?

You look exhausted. You should go home and sleep.

The reason is that a friend(has)recommended this company to me.

 Can you explain what distance learning is?/I don’t understand what distance learning is. Can you 

explain it to me, please?

2   Mention the place, the speakers and the language function in each of the following two mini-
dialogues:

1- Place University or college 2- Place Company office

Speaker (A) Future student Speaker (A) Interviewer/boss

Speaker (B) First year student Speaker (B) Successful job applicant

Function (A) Ask for and give advice Function (B) Expressing happiness

Vocabulary and StructureB
3  Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d: 

1- c) is heated 5- b) in which 9- d) a trainee 13- b) must

2- a)  routine 6- d) had been doing 10- a) to think 14- a) had to

3- b)  must have forgotten 7- d) conscientious 11- a) celebrity 15- c) enrolling

4- d)  regularly 8- a) had seen 12- d) thrown away 16- b) provides

4   Find the mistake in each of the following sentences, then write them correctly:    

1. I wish I could read more quickly.

2. She asked her friend whether she had finished her homework.

3. My parents have invited one of my friends to stay for the weekend.

4. When Wagdy was five years old, he was stung by a scorpion.

5. I need to go to the pharmacy to buy some medicine.

6. A civil servant is someone who works for the government.
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ReadingC

5  Read the following passage , then answer the questions :                     

A) Answer the following questions :

1. The passage compares universities and schools. 2. There can be (300 to) 400 students.

3. The big classes are too big for discussions. Students can discuss things/ask questions in the 

smaller groups.

B) Choose the correct answer from a , b, c or d:

4. c     5. a 

6  Read the following passage, then answer the questions:

A. Answer the following questions:

1. He does dangerous things instead of famous actors.

2. They don’t want to injure/hurt themselves.

3. The people watching must think he is the actor he is replacing.

B. Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:

4. b     5. c

The Novel (The Prisoner of Zenda)D

7  A) Answer the following questions:

1. He told him the King was ill and weak.

2. It was war and he had to protect himself and the King.

3.  They had found his bags at the train station and they thought he was travelling with Madame 

de Mauban.

4. Because he knew she had warned Rassendyll at the summer house.

B) Read the following quotation, then answer the questions :

1. Rupert Hentzau    2. To Rassendyll

3.  He will help Rassendyll attack the castle. But Sapt, Fritz, the King and the Duke must die. 

Rassendyll will remain King and Rupert will get a reward.

C) Find the mistake in each of the following sentences and correct it:

1. Max Holf is Johann’s brother.

2.  Mr Featherly from Paris believed Rudolf Rassendyll was travelling with Antoinette (de Mauban).

2. Of the Six Men, three of them were Ruritanians.



Practice Tests Answers

WritingE
8  Student’s own answer.

TranslationF

9  A) Translate into Arabic: 
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B) Translate into English:

1. Have you thought about applying to a university abroad after you graduate?

2. Being wealthy/rich does not always solve problems./Having a lot of money does not 

necessarily solve problems.


